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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. · 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

Scope. The leucocytes and erythrocytes of the peripheral blood are 
oerived from primitive "stem cells" in the bone marrow and spleen. Their 
proliferation and maturation are delicately regulated, at least in part, by 
a number of circulating humoral agents. 

- ----------:-------··-- .. -- ·-·· --·----

Our first objective is to determine the direct effects of respiratory 
·and heavy metal pollutants on the hematopoietic system. We will measure the. 
behavior ·of the various primitive blood cell forming populations using the 
in vitro and in vivo colony forming techniques: CFU-S, CFU-C, CFU-E, BCFU-E, 
CFU-M, etc. Electron microscopy and cytochemistry will be employed to study 
changes in morphologic and enzymatic parameters. We have chosen as model 
systems for these studies the administration of lead and the inhalation of the 
oxidant gas, ozone. 

·Secondly, we will be concerned with the effects of these pollutants 
'on the production of the humoral agents as well as cell-cell interactions 

involved in regulating blood cell formation. These model studies may provide 
methods for detecting a.nd quantitating damage to the hematopoietic sys tern 
of the human population since some of the tests are applicable to humans. In 
addition, basic knowledge related to the processes regulating normal hemato
poiesis will be obtained, e.g., the proliferation of "pluripotential stem 
cells" is markedly stimulated in lead-poisoned animals. Understanding of this 
phenomenon a 1 one may be of cons i derab 1 e va 1 ue, s i nee it is these "stern cells" 
that are essential for a properly functioning blood-forming system. 
____,____-----· -----_. 

TECHNIC/\!.: PROGRESS: Environmental pollutants derived from energy 
technologies clearly have multi-faceted effects on mammalian physiology. 
Studies designed to quantitatively assess these effects, and thus provide a 
scientific basis for therapeutic procedures to ameliorate them, cl~arly cannot 
be confined to one system. The complex hematopoietic system is altered by 
many environmental situations, and these alterations in turn can influence 
other phys iologi ca 1 systems. Hith these considerations in mind, therefore, 
we have initiated studies of some representative environmental pollutants on 
the respiratory, endocrine and hematopoietic systems, but our major emphasis 
has been on hematopoiesis. We have stressed in these studies: · 

1. changes in the production of the formed elements of the blood as 
revealed by a number of in vitro and in vivo measurements of stem 
cell populations; - -. --

2. changes in the gas transport function of the blood, as well as 
changes in acid-base balance; 

3. changes in hormones influencing the production of the formed elements 
of the blood. In this case the hormones are not only those directly 
concerned with the proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic 
cells, but also products of other endocrine organs, such as the 
androgens, which indirectly affect hematopoiesis. 

1. 



POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

The formed elements of the blood are normally maintained in a steady 
state by the production of new cells to replace senescent cells. This produc~ 
tion occurs by the proliferation of the more primitive cells in the bone marrow. 
It is conceptually useful to consider the marrow as composed of compartments of 
cells at various stages of development and differentiation. The compartments 
of cells vary in size and in their ability to reproduce themselves, as well as 
in their ability to undergo differentiation. The most primitive compartment 
of stem cells is pluripotential, that is, it can become, upon appropriate 
triggering, any cell type of the peripheral blood. On the other hand, inter
mediate compartments appear to be unipotential and they have a more limited 
ability for cell maintenance. The movement of cells from compartment to com~art
ment as well as the pro 1 iferative activity of each separate compartment is 
regulated. The process of'regulation in many situations and at many stages is 
unknown. Accumulating evidence suggests that distinct humoral agents are 
involved in some of these regulations. Obviously, injury of the-hematopoietic 
system by environmental pollutants, irradiation or infectious organisms may 
occur at many levels. Cells in the various individual compartments may be 
killed or damaged. Cells producing the humoral agents involved in controlling 
the system at different levels m~y be damaged or killed. The cells producing 
the humoral agents may not sense the changing demand for their products, and 
changes in the rate of destruction and production of the humoral agents may 
occur. The patterns of chanqe in the hematopoietic system seen after damage 
obviously depend on a considerable number of variables which require systematic 
study. Failure of the system to accomplish the required adjustments is 
physiologically debilitating and ultimately leads to death. Our current concepts 
of the inter-relationships between the various compartments and their regulation 
are summarized schematically below. 

precursor 

Granulocytes, 
Macrophages 

and 
Monocytes 

Thymus ~ h ~· 1 Lymp ocytes 

T hrombopoietin 
Platelets 

DBL 719 S970 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

The earliest compartments of cells in the development of the hemato
poietic system are as yet not morphologically identifiable, and our concepts 
regarding their nature are derived from a number of test systems which purport 
to measure some aspect of their behavior and provide some means of quantitation. 
These test systems may be briefly summarized as follows: 

1. The development of colony forming units (CFU-S) in the spleens of 
lethally irradiated mice is principally a measure of what should be 
considered the pluripotential 11 Stem cel1 11

• 

2. The response of the plethoric mouse to a standard amount of the 
hormone.erythropoietin,presumably is a measure of the erythropoietin
sensitive cells (ESC). 

3. Another measure of these ESC is the more newly developed technique 
involving in vitro colonies of erythroid cells grown in serum clots 
or in methYl cellulose. ·Such colonies are referred to either as 
BCFU-E or CFU-E depending on the time sequence of their development 
in vitro. Their development in the in_ vitro system requires the 
presenc.e of erythropoietin. 

4. The development of colonies in soft agar (CFU-C) is a m~asure of the 
unipotential granulocytic and macrophage compartments. The precise 
relationship between these two compartments is at present unknown. 

5. The lymphocyte populations can be quantitatively assessed by measure
ments ofT and B lymphocytes using either rosette formation or 
specific antisera. 

6. The production of platelets, the smallest formed elements of the 
peripheral blood, is also a regulated ptocess. It can be quantitated 
in a number of ways ranging from simple enumeration of platelets in 
the peripheral blood or determimng the number of megakaryocytes in 
the bone marrow or spleen, to measuring alterations in tne clotting 
mechanisms because the platelet is intimately concerned in this 
process. 

7. Lastly, some new work has indicated that a CFU-M, a measure of the 
most primitive progenitor of the megakaryocytic system, can be assayed 
in an ~ vitro system. 

froject accomplishments. We have continued our experiments on the 
evaluation of the effects of representative environmental pollutants on the 
hematopoietic system using primarily measurements of CFU-C and CFU-S. We have 
in addition been developing the other test systems such as BCFU-E and CFU-E 
in order to study changes in these systems, and are in the process of developing 
CFU-M. We have studied the effect of lead as a representative heavy element 
pollutant and carbon dioxide and ozone as models of respiratory pollutants. 

Before discussing the effects of these few representative pollutants 
on our hematopoietic test systems, it would be wise to emphasize that these 
systems are rather labile. One of the problems we have encountered during this 
developmental stage is reproducibility of results from time to time for similar 
exposures. Secondly, the effect of stress is an unknown factor. Obviously, 
howeyer, in the real situation, stress is a component of the environmental 
exposure itself. 

3. 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

Female LAF1 mice were placed in an atmosphere containing 10% C02 for 
approximately 7 days. Stem cells in their spleens and bone marrows were assayed 
by the CFU-S technique. There was no evidence in these experiments of a signi
ficant change in the cellularity of either the spleen or the bone marrow, but 
it is quite clear that the CFU-S content of the spleen is significantly depress
ed from normal. A slight, but significant depression of CFU-S in the bone 
marrow was observed. Further experiments will be required to determine the 
reality of this apparent trend. 

The effect of inhalation of 10% C02 over a week's interval on the 
CFU-C content of the spleen and bone marrow was also determined. In this 
situation, a dramatic decrease in the CFU-C content of both the spleen and 
the bone marrow occurred. The pass i b le interrelationship between these changes 
in CFU-C and the CFU-S will be more thoroughly investigated. 

We consider these studies important because of the well-defined role 
of acid-base balance in the regulation of red cell production. It is well 
known that breathing a high level of C02 causes a respiratory acidosis and this 
acidosis results in adjustments in the oxygen transport by hemoglobin to the 
body tissues. Inadequate oxygen transport to the tissues leads to a large 
number of physiological changes other than those in the hematopoietic system. 
We have utilized the carbon dioxide model because it is highly probable that 
failing oxygen transport occurs as a result of exposure to respiratory pollutant$, 
This is due to the development of pulmonary edema and fibrotic conditions in 
the lung aUering the transport of oxygen from the alveolar surface to the 
red cells circulating in the pulmonary capillaries. ' 

We have been interested in the effect of respiratory pollutant damage 
on pulmonary oxygen exchange and the development of pulmonary edema, as well 
as the relationship of these changes to the transportation of oxygen to the 
tissues. This interest has led us to study changes in blood-gas parameters in 
rabbits inhaling ozone (1 ppm) for 10 weeks. The data are not definitive; 
but among the parameters studied, the major changes we have noted are: a 
significant increase in the hematocrit; a large decrease in the base excess; 
and a decrease in the intracellular pH, while no particular change was noted 
in the in vitro P50. There is however, ifter a long exposure, some suggestion 
of a dec-rease in the 2,3 DPG content of erythrocytes. These preliminary experi
ments will be continued and extended with more careful measurements of both 
pulmonary function and changes in the total erythrocyte mass. · 

Acu_te lead exposure. We have studied the effects on the hematopoietic -J. 
system of the mouse of both chronic administration of lead via drinkinq water 
and acute intravenous injection of lead. The effects on the endocrine-system 
are covered in the 189 of Drs. Garcia and Clemons. It has been known for many "·' 
years that lead exposure leads to anemia and that this heavy element interferes 
with hemoglobin synthesis. We had previously found that the acute administra-
tion of lead· induced significant changes in the site of production of the hor-

4. 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

mane erythropoietin, which regulates redcell production. The production of 
the hormone following acute hypoxic exposure in lead-poisoned rats appeared 
to be shifted from the kidney to the liver. It had previously been noted 
by Morris et al (Blood 39: 713, 1972) that the acute administration of lead 
brought aboutchanges inerythroid differentiation and maturation. We have 
recently corroborated this finding and have found, as we reported last year. 
some remarkable changes in the development of CFU-S in the blood, spleen and 
bone marrow of normal and plethoric mice. We have continued these studies, 
in order to acquire more quantitative information because these findings seem 
so paradoxical. Yet we are still convinced that they are of the utmost interest, 
and in fact, we believe they provide an extremely useful model for studying. 
stem cell proliferat·ion. Our findings indicate that the CFU-S of the spleen 
is only moderately damaged, if at all, following acute exposure to a large dose 
of lead. Within several days after this exposure, a tremendOus increase in 
circulating CFU-S occurs, as well as an increase in the CFU content of the 
spleen. It is of tonsiderable interest that this increase"occurs in plethoric, 
as well as normal hosts, indicating that the incr~ased production of CFU-S is 
not simply due to feedback mechanisms triggered by extensive destruction of the 
nucleated erythroid cells of the norma 1 mouse. Interestingly, 1 ittl e change is 

·observed in the bone marrow of either the ,normal or pl~thoric mouse following 
this acute administration of lead. Yet following sple~ectomy, the CFU-S content 
in the bone marrow decreases significantly. The buffering action of the spleen 
on the bone marrow, a phenomenon which we have seen many times in a number of 
environmental stresses, such as cold, inmune responses, etc. is not understood. ' 
Neither has the physiological significance of these observations as yet been 
clarified. We are convinced that not only is the CFU-S content of these tissues 
increased, but the fraction of cells of CFU-S in the DNA synthetic period of 
interphase is increased far above that found in normal mice. The response of 
CFU-S to the acute administration of lead in different doses to the LAF1 female 
mouse is essentially biphasic. Low doses of lead decrease the number of CFU-S 
in the spleen whereas doses of lead above concentrations of about 0.55 mg/mouse 
result in an enormous stimulation of the CFU-S content of the spleen. Almost 
all lead injections significantly increased the CFU-S content of the circulating 
blood above the baseline level. 

In addition to these studies we have also investigated the effect of 
acute lead injections on the CFU-C content of bone marrow and spleen. We should 
emphasize again that the development of these colonies in ~oft agar is in some 
way related to the development of granulocytic and macrophage cells. Following 
acute injection of lead the CFU-C content of the spleen increases dtamatically 
during the first week and appears to parallel the. changes in the CFU-S compart
ment observed in this organ. The CFU~c content of the bone marrow also shows 
a dramatic rise during the first few days. in contrast to the marrow CFU-S, 
wri ch is 1 ittl e affected. By the seventh day the values have returned to norma 1. 

The development of CFU-C in soft agar is known to require a protein 
growth promoting factor. It is termed CSA and it is produced by a number of 
tissues in the mouse. CSA is present in the circulating blood and is believed 
to have a molecular weight of about 45,000. It is a glycoprotein and has many 
properties similar to erythropoietin, but at the moment it is considered to· be 
a distinct entity. In our experiments, the growth of bone marrow cells in 

5. 



POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

soft agar is maintained by CSA derived from the lungs taken from endotoxin 
injected mice. The lungs are cultured for one day, and the supernatant fluid 
is u~ed. In all our experiments, the control and experimental samples are 
plated at the same time and the results are always expressed as a percent of 
the control, in order to standardize changes in the CSA content from prepar~tion 
to preparation: We have been interest~d in the concentration of endogenous 
CSA in the serum of lead injected mice. We should emphasize that ~ny increase 
in the CSA content of the serum may be due directly to an increase in the 
specific factor itself, or the increase may be due to the potentiation of a 
small amount of factor already there. In addition, inhibitorsof CSA in the 
serum may be present and this possibility must also be tested, We have found 
that the CSA content of the serum of lead-injected mic~ compared to control 
mice is dramatically increased during the first week after injections (see 
Figure 1). This system may be of value in further elucidating the exact nature 
of the stimulating factor. 

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was employed to study changes in 
the patterms'of serum proteins in mice during the seven days after the injection 
of lead (44 mg/kg body weight). The changes seen in serum profiles relative 
to time after injection are varied, but it was found that · 

1. a loss of certain protein bands was evident at all times after lead 
injection; 

2. a number of bands showed temporary increases in protein content, which 
by the seventh day after lead injection had dropped back to the normal 
level. One area of the gel showed a temporary change consisting of 
the formation of a new protein band by 48 hrs. after lead injection; 
this reverted back to norma 1 by the fifth day; 

3. there was one area that showed no change from the normal until day 7, 
when a reduction in quantity was observed. · 

These preliminary experiments in regard to lead poisoning will be actively 
pursued. 

Chronic lead exposure. Mice have been placed in cages and given lead 
in their drinking water at a number of concentrations for almost a year. During 
the course of this continuous exposure, the stem cell content of bone marrow and 
spleen has been monitored using the various methods developed in the laboratory. 

0 

Preliminary observations indicate that the CFU-S of the spleen decreases in ~ 
contrast to findings after acute lead injection. Again, however, like the acute 
situation, slight or little change in the CFU-S content of the bone marrow is 
observed. These studies wi 11 continue during the subsequent year_. ~;~ 

We also examined the effect of chronic lead ingestion on the native 
and SDS-treated serum proteins using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 
Following lead ingestion, there are a number of major changes in the serum 
protein patterns; some protein bands completely disappear, and new bands arise. 
In general, these changes remain constant in all animals receiving lead, and 
appear basically similar to those occurring in animals receiving HgCl2. The 
ingestion of methylmercury, on the other hand, produces a completely different 
pattern of alteration in serum proteins. 

6. 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

CSA Activity of Mouse Serum 
Following Acute Lead Injection 

(X±SEMl 

4 6 
Days after Pb injection 

FIGURE 1 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

In addition to these studies, we have used our polyacrylamide gel 
methods to characterize protein changes in the serum of neohrectomized animals, 
on the premise that many of the effectsobserved following heavy metal ingestion 
are related to intense kidney damage. However, these experiments are all at 
a preliminary stage. 

Ozone exposure. The inhalation of pollutant gases derived from non
nuclear energy technology is known to severely damage the alveolar cells of 
the lung. It is also known that this damage often leads further to pulmonary 
edema. One would suspect that in this situation, inadequate oxygen and C02 
exchange might occur, and that these changes may in fact indirectly alter the 
hematopoietic system. The possibility exists that oxidizing gases might direct-
ly influence the circulating CFU-S. 

During the re-programming stages of this research project, we decided 
to devote our attention to the effects of the oxidizing gas ozone as a represen
tative model of respiratory pollutants with the thought that eventually when 
the facilities were available, studies would be extended to the oxides of 
nitrogen and sulfur. Again, in these Studies we have followed the CFU-S 
content of blood, spleen and bone marrow of female LAF1 mice exposed continuous
ly to ozone for various periods of time. In general, the concentration has 
been 1 ppm. Our results indicate that the changes in the CFU-S population as 
well as in the CFU-C population are in almost direct contrast with that observed 
after the acute administration of lead. In the ozone exposed animals, depression 
of about 50% of the circulating CFU-S is almost always found. As the time of 
ozone exposure is extended, clear depressions in the CFU-S content of the spleen 
are observed. The CFU-C content of the spleen is markedly depressed within 
24 hrs after inhalation of ozone and remains at a low level for the next 3 or 
4 days, at which time it increases towards the normal value. The CFU-C content 
of the bone marrow is little changed by ·the inhalation of ozone. As previously 
reported, however, during the first week of exposure, the CFU-S content of the 
bone marrow and the spleen of animals breathing ozone is significantly depressed. 
Some of these data were alluded to in the previous 189, and we would emphasize 
once again that the contrast and the differences between the behavior of the 
CFU-C and the CFU-S in these situations must be much more thoroughly investigated. 
How these two hematopoietic compartments relate to each other, and how ozone 
can affect them in significantly different ways are yet to be determined. 

We had assumed that the decrease in blood CFU might well be the result 
of actual destruction of circulating CFU-S during their brief sojourn in the 
pulmonary circulation. We were led to this conclusion because of the fact that 
the destruction of normal or elevated blood CFU-S is always 50%. We felt that 
a cardiac blood sample would contain both the afferent and efferent lung blood. 
Experiments utilizing in vitro lung perfusion with ozone inhalation will be 
employed in subsequenCyears-fo tackle this problem more directly. 

We also studied changes in the concentration of CSA in the serum of 
ozone-exposed animals. In contrast to our findings with acute lead poisoning, 
the CSA content was decreased from normal (see Fig. 2). A number of other 
hematologic parameters were briefly examined in animals exposed to ozone. 

8. 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

CSA Activity of Mouse Serum 
During Ozone Exposure ( 1 ppm) 

( X±SEM). 
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POLLUTANTS AND HEMATOPOIESIS 

There is some suggestion that the total red cell volume of ozone breathing 
animals is depressed from normal, and that the total number of platelets in 
the circulating blood is increased from normal. These preliminary observations 
seen several times now, particularly with regard to the platelets, will be 
the subject of additional experiments, and will be discussed in the section 
of this 189 dealing with planned projects. 

During the last year we have spent considerable effort developing 
the polyacrylamide gel methbds for separating proteins of the blood and 
various tissues, in order to observe changes occurring during the course of 
damage by pollutants and in the recovery process. We have found, possibly 
not surprisingly, that exposure to ozone causes a drastic increase in the over
all lung weight in both male and female rats. The degree of the weight increase 
appears to be age-dependent. The relative percentage of increase is greater 
in the male than in the female animals. Furthermore, exposure to ozone causes 
an increase in the total content of the soluble proteins of the lung. Here 
again, the relative percentage of increase is greater in the male than in 
fen1ale animals, and these proteins also show evidence of definite sex-related 
responses. Lastly, we have noticed that female animals exposed to ozone over 
a long period of time have a much greater survival rate than males exposed to 
the same condition. This sex difference has been quite surprising, yet is 
certainl~ related, no doubt, to our previous observations of the differences 
in response of male and female animals to the hypoxia of simulated high alti
tude. 

10. 
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ENDOCRINE PHYSIOLOGY ENERGY POLLUTANTS 
.. - -·-·-----------------·-------

Scope: 

We propose to study the effect of non-nuclear energy pollutants on the 
production, secretion, and metabolism of a variety of hormones in laboratory 
rats and rabbits. Specifically we will study the effects of gaseous pollutants, 
such as hydrogen sulfide, ozone, and the oxides of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur, 
and metal pollutants, such as lead, mercury, cadmium, zinc, nickel, selenium, 
chromi urn, copper, manganes=, arsenic and cobalt. 

The pituitary is functionally as well as anatomically linked to the 
hypothalamic portion of the central nervous system (CflS) by a neural and a 
humoral connection. Many influences on the CNS will result in effects on 
pituitary function. A variety of stressful environmental changes, such as 
cold and hypoxic exposure, and even more subtle changes, such as noise, light 
and handling will alter pituitary function. Also many of the metal pollutants 
are known to result in CNS pathology and it can be expected that such patho
logical changes will be reflected by alterations in pituitary function. Thus 
this proposal will initially concentrate on the hormones of the anterior 
pituitary and their target organs and later will be extended to other endocrine 
systems. An attempt will be made to isolate any observed hypothalamic
pituitary-target organ effect as to the primary source of origin. 

. ' 

Initially; great emphasis will be placed on the use of the radioimmuho
assay technique in carrying out the work of this proposal, however the 
relatively new radioreceptor assay technique will also be used for hormone 
measurements and other studies. Both acute and chronic studies will be carried 
out. Following pollutant exposure, studies will be made of (1) the plasma 
hormone concentration and pituitary hormone content, (2) the ability of the 
in vivo and in vitro pitu~tary to synthesize and secrete hormones in response 
to specific hypothalamic releasing factors, (3) kinetic studies of the rates 
of removal of hormones from the circulation and the tissues involved in 
removal. 

The significance of this proposal lies in the fact that sensitive early 
biological indicators of exposure to environmental pollutants are needed in 
order to assess the extent and possible harmful effects on man before irre
versible pathological changes have occurred. Because the endocrine system 
is sensitive to many subtle environmental influences and since endocrinology 
has been the main beneficiary of the highly sensitive radioimmunoassay 
technique, it is hope that a readily measurable indicator of early pollutant 
exposure might be found within this system. The potential application of 
this work to the human condition already exists since radioimmunoassays 
specific for all six of the human anterior pituitary hormones are now routinely 

~r done in many laboratories and hospitals. 

-'t 
If} 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

Our main tool in this study has been the radioimmunoassay (RIA). Such 
assays are generally highly species specific (l), so a considerable amount of 
our effort has been spent in the development of trouble-free RIAs for rat 
pituitary hormones. We can now measure, on a routine basis, rat growth 
hormone (GH), rat thyrotropin (TSH), rat prolactin (PRL), and rat luteinizing 
hormone (LH). Our human RIAs for insulin and thyroxine (T4) are not species 
specific and we have used them on some of our rat work. A good portion of 
our t1me spent in routinizing these assays has been involved in the application 
of a RIA computer program (2). This is now an integral part of the analysis 
of our results. 

Previous work has indicated a great variability in certain circulating 
hormone levels as a result of anesthesia, restraint, or the general handling of 
rats (3, 4, 5). Thus, a certain amount of effort has been devoted to the 
developing of a method for obtaining serial blood samples from rats in the 
relatively undisturbed state. Under ether anesthesia, Silastic cannulae are 
inserted through the jugular vein and passed into the right atrium. The other 
end of the cannula is passed under the skin to the top of the skull, where it 
is fixed with dental cement, filled with heparinized saline and stoppered with 
a stilette. The rats are used about one week late~, however, with periodic 
flushing with heparinized saline many such preparations are patent for up to 
one month after surgery .. For sampling the stilette is removed and an extension 
of tubing is attached and passed to the exterior of the cage. With such a 
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preparation, rats can be sampled at any desired frequency, undisturbed, and 
Hith normal activity. Using cannulated rats has the added advantage that 
~ach rat serves as its own control. We have used such animals in studies 
~nvolving the acute administration of pollutants and in studies of hormone · 
1·elease in response to various stimuli in normal and chronically polluted 
l'ats. In carrying out the work of this proposal, all blood samples that 

~ ltave not been obtained by the use of such cannulated rats, have been obtained 
!~ decapitation in order to avoid the acute effects of influences mentioned 
.1bove. 

'~.r 

The only gaseous pollutant we have studied so far has been ozone. In 
~art, this has been because of the availability in our laboratory of the 
~apability for the well controlled delivery of this environmental pollutant 
to animals. A great amount of effort has been spent in the selection of 
2xposure chambers and ozone generation and analyzing equipment so that we now 
feel confident with this system. This is to a great extent to the credit of 
~r. Jonathan S. Dixon in our laboratory. We feel that, having worked out the 
details for the delivery of this gaseous pollutant, this will serve as a model 
for the delivery of other gaseous pollutants in the future. Alterations in 
endocrine parameters have already been reported in .rats after ozone exposure. 
Thyroidectomy, hypophysectomy, and adrenalectomy (in decreasing order of 
benefit) all increase the resistence of rats to ozone (6), and increased 
thyroid activity results in decreased survival of the animals. (7). Nerve
blocking agents, like ergotamine, have been shown to increase the resistence 
to ozone in adrenalectomized rats, indicating a role for the catecholamines 
as measured by animal survival (6). Exposure of young rats also results in 
decreased growth rates (8). One of the important features concerning studies 
of the effects of ozone exposure lies in the fact that physiological and 
pathological changes have been observed in animals at concentrations which at 
times exist in some of the larger cities {9). · 

. Our studies indicate that exposure of adult male rats to ozone results 
in a profound depression in plasma TSH levels (Fig. 1). Twenty-four hours 
after exposure to 1 - 2.5 ppm ozone the TSH levels are approximately 30% of 
controls. The T4 levels are 50% of controls. There was no change in the GH, 
PRL or insulin levels. The TSH levels in female rats, however, were only 
slightly depressed. Preliminary studies indicate that alterations in lung 
tissue may be involved in this phenomenon and thus this will be an integral 
part of our continuing studies. 

·Many of the metal pollutants listed above are hazards of present fossil 
fuel (10) and geothermal energy production (11). We have begun both acute and 
chronic studies using salts of a variety of the metal pollutants. Acute 
studies were done in male rats injected with lead, mercury, cadmium, nickel and 
cobalt, all resulted in significant depressions in plasma TSH and GH levels, 
however the lead injected animals were not different from controls (Fig. 2). 
In an attempt to determine whether the observed TSH depression is due to an 
imparment of pituitary or hypothalamic function we have begun work using the 
hypothalamic releasing hormone (TRH) in mercury injected rats (Fig. 3). Initial 
control experiments showed that maximal TSH response was reached with 100 ng 
TRH per rat and a submaximal response with 50 ng per rat. The TSH levels were 
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markedly reduced for 10 days after the administration of 1.309 mg/kg methyl 
mercuric acetate (1 mg metal ion per kg). The animals~re tested five and 
ten days after the injection with 50 ng TSH and one hour later with 100 ng 
TRH. The pituitary was able to respond and release TSH in these animals; 
we therefore feel that the pituitary is not the source of the defect. The 
low TSH levels may be due to a decreased release of TRH, either because of 
a direct hypothalamic involvement or through the normal feedback mechanism 
in response to a high T4 level. This will be subject to continuing work. 

Chronic administration of metal pollutants was a major part of our 
investigation. In the absence of information on endocrine parameters to 
these toxins, we chose levels that.were reported in the literature as having 
some detrimental effect after long-term ingestion on either: some general 
function, high accumulation (like kidney, liver and brain), behavioral changes, 
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or observed impairment of reproductive capabilities, implicate the endocrine 
system. Our. most extensive study involved lead acetate. Chronic exposure of 
pregnant and lactating rats is reported at a wide variety of dose levels, rang
ing from 27,300 ppm in dry food (12, 13) to 0.1 ppm in drinking water (14). 
A 11 experiments were done with rna 1 e rats and the meta 1 s were added to deionized 
water when the rats were 42 - 45 days of age. The animals were exposed to 
lead ion concentrations of 10,000, 1,000, 100 and 25 ppm for up to six weeks 
and to 50~ 25 and 10 ppm for six months. The long-term study also included 
mercury chloride {5 ppm), methyl mercuric acetate (3 and 1 ppm}, sodium 
arsenate {100 ppm), cadmium chloride (5 ppm), cobalt chloride {30 ppm), 
nickel chloride (225 ppm) and manganese chloride (1380 ppm}. The dose levels 
of methyl mercuric acetate were chosen because Schroeder and Mitchener {15) 
reported that 5 ppm was lethal in mic~ while 1 ppm caused an increase in 
body weight. 
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I'Jtwe 2·-·2. EFFECT of MERCURY CHLORIDE •n vivo 
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Mercuric chloride at 5 ppm did not seem to have any gross effect, but 
low levels have been shown by Lamperti and Printz (16) to accumulate intra
cellularly in the arcuate nucleus in the hypothalamus, the site of origin 
of gonadotropic releasing factors (17), and also to line the sinusoids of 
the pituitary. Cadmium chloride was chosen at 5 ppm because Pribble and 
Weswig (18) reported that not only was Cd in drinking water more toxic than 
wnen presented in food, but also that the body growth rates of male rats 
were significantly reduced as compared with female rats. This phenomenon is 
P?rticularly important in light of the fact that 5 ppm has been established 
by the WHO as the maxiumum limit. Nickel chloride at 225 ppm has been reported 
to cause metabolic hanges in the rat (19) and arsenic between 85 - 125 ppm 
resulted in a marked body weight reduction (20). We exposed the animals to 
100 ppm, because Brown et al. (20) reported that As accumulation was the 
same at the high and low dose, due to less water intake at the high dose. 
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figure 3. EFFECT of METHYL MERCURIC ACETATE and 
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Manganese chloride, supposedly a L-tyrosine hydroxylase inhibitor at 5 mg/ml 
(21) was administered at 1380 ppm. 

in the six month study of Ph, Hg, MHg, Cd, Co, Ni, As and Mn, six rats of 
each group were killed after 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 weeks. Serum was collected 
and the pituitaries were excised, cut into fragments and incubated in Medium 
199 for 4 hrs· with or without TRH. The pituitaries of lead and mercury exposed 
rats released about half as much PRL, GH and LH as controls, however no · 
difference was observed for TSH release. Stimulation of TSH release by TRH 
was normal except for methyl mercury, where TRH had no effect. The other 
metal pollutants did not seem to have affected the mechanism of hormone release 
in vitro. Body weight gain was severely retarded with 10,000 ppm of lead and 
Sfgnificantly less with arsenic at 100 ppm. 
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Some of the metals under investigation have been found to be present 
Jnder normal conditions either in the pituitary (22) or in the hypothalamus 
(2J) and have been considered trace elements required for normal pituitary -· 
function. In order to investigate the effects of lead and methyl mercury, 
and cobalt, nickel and cadmium on in vitro pituitary hormone release, salts 
of t~e metals .were dire~~ly add~§ to the incubation_medium. The salt concen- " 
trat1ons ranged from 10 to 10 molar and the med1um was assayed after two;. 
three and four hours for TSH, GH, LH and PRL. Final pituitary content was 
also determined. The release of GH, LH and TSH appeared to follow the same 
pattern, with the highest concentrations of metal releasing the greatest 
amount of hormone and the lowest concentrations having no effect. The release 
of PRL, however, was entirely different, with the highest concentration of 
metal causing a depression in release. Of partf§ular interest was the fact 
that the lowest concentration of cobalt,i.e. 10 molar, resulted in a 
doubling of PRL release. Wherever there occurred a depressed or increased 
hormone release the final pituitary content refl~sted this change accordingly. 
The inhibition of PRL release seen with Co at 10 molar was similar, though 
greater, than that seen with nickel at the same concentration, indicating 
that both nickel and cobalt can have prolactin-inhibiting-factor (PIF) activity 
as was suggested by LaBella et al. (23). This concentration, however, which 
represents 237 and 238 ug of nickel and cobalt ion respectively, will most 
likely not be seen by the pituitary even in the most contaminated animals. 
The normal human pituitary has 0.041 ug Co per gram of tissue (22). We are 
anxious to explore the difference between prolactin and the release of other 
hormones at high metal concentrations, but even more so the fact that very 
low levels of cobalt may have PRF activity and that PRL release may be a 
function of the cobalt concentration reaching the pituitary. We feel that 
basic mechanisms for hormone release must be involved. 
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GROWTH AND DIFFERENTIATION IN LUNG 
(NEW PROJECT) 

SCOPE: The lung is a complex organ containing a large number of different cell 
types performing many different functions other than simple gas exchange. 
Available evidence clearly indicates that cells of the lung are severely 
damaged, particularly in the alveoli, following exposure to gaseous pollutants 
such as ozone and the oxides of nitrogen and sulfur. After such damage 
cellular proliferation of alveolar cells is increased, but the processes 
regulating this change are poorly understood. The effect on the body of the 
release of cellular products from damaged lung cells has been little studi~d. 
In particular, very little is known about possible pathologic effects of 
released intracellular digestive enzymes circulating via the bloodstrea~, and 
damaging cells in other organ systems. Lastly, the initiation of immune 
responses against the protein cellular components released following lung 
damage, although noted, has hot been systematically studied . 

. 
. ~le propose, therefore (1) to study the mechanisms regulating growth of the 

·various· cell types of the lung, (2) to characterize the proteins both enzymatic 
and structural, of the various pulmonary cells with particular emphasis on the 
Type II alveolar cell and the macrophage, (3) to extensively explore the 
magnitude of the immune response mounted by the po 11 utant exposed anima 1 against 
its own 1 ung proteins, and ( 4) the extent to which such immune responses may 
affect other organs. These studies will be undertaken using standard bio
chemical and immunological separation and identification techniques. Special 
e_mphasis will be placed on immunologic and enzymatic characterization of membrane 
proteins isolated from lung cell populations as well as their intracellular 
organelles, which will be isolated by differential centrifugation . 

. These studies will be closely integrated with the use of transmission and 
scann.ing electron microscopic observations allowing localization of particular 
proteins at the fine structural level. Particular emphasis will be given to 
the use of EM enzymatic and immunologic cytochemical techniques. Such studies 
will not only advance our understanding of the basic growth and regenerative 
processes in the normal and damaged .lung, but an immunologic method for assess
ing the magnitude and type of pulmonary damage in the human population may be 
acquired. · 

~ RESEARCH PLAN 

The· lung is a complex organ containing a large number of cell tyoes whose 
V major physiological role is gas exchange. During the last decade it has become 

clear that the lung, in addition to its respiratory function, is a metabolic 
organ of some complexity pe~forming many functions essential to the maintenance 
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of the steady state. That cells of the lung are severely damaged, particularly 
in the alveoli, following exposures to airborne gaseous oollutants such as 
ozone and the oxides of nitrogen and sulfur has been clearly demonstrated in 
recent studies using scanning and transmission electron microscopy. The effects 
of this damage on the respiratory and nonrespiratory functions of the lung are 
less well understood. Recent cytokinetic studies indicate that the oroliferative 
pattern of cellular proliferation of alveolar cells is only briefly altered 
during continuous exposure to N0 2. Evidence has also been available for some 
time that growth of the lung is 1ncreased by hypoxia and following partial 
pneumonectomy and decreased by hyperoxia. Growth of the lung is also increased 
by exogenous growth hormone. These findings clearly suggest that the lung 
growth is regulated. We propose, therefore, to study the mechanism of regulation 
of the growth of the various cellular components of the lung and the proteins 
and enzymes of these cells during ontogeny and in the adult. Particular emphasis 
will be given to the nature of the growth regulating process itself; particularly 
in the adult animal responding to environments containing pollutants. 

Review of lung cellularity 

Before describing the experiments proposed to investigate the regulation 
of lung growth it is necessary to briefly describe current knowledge of the 
functional morphology of the lung: excellent in depth reviews have been published 
by Bertalanffy (1964a,b) Kilburn (1974) and Rhodin (1974). The trachea divides 
into the main bronchi which in turn divide dichotomously for some 50 generations 
giving rise to bronchioles which have about 20 generations of divisions terminat
ing as respiratory bronchioles. The respiratory bronchioles divide giving rise 
to 2-3 generations of alveolar ducts from which arise alveolar sacs and ultimately 
alveoli. The epithelium of these vessels progressively changes from high columnar 
in the trachea and bronchi to cuboidal and squamous cells in the alveoli. A 
variety of goblet cells (mLCous secretors) and ciliated epithelial cells are 
found in the laraer vessels. The terminal bronchioles contain cuboidal ciliated 
cells and nonciliated Clara cells. Smooth muscle is found partially surrounding 
the ter111inal bronchioles. Tobin (1954) states that lymphatics are not observed 
in alveolar walls but do occur in alveolar ducts. 

The alveolar-~apillary membrane is composed of a continuous layer of squamous 
alveolar (Type I) cells (Low 1952) interspersed with qreat alveolar (Type II) 
cells and separated from the underlying capillaries by a basement membrane. 
In tf1e rat lung a third type of alveolar cell called the alveolar brush cell is 
also intermixed with the alveolar type I and II cells U·1eyrick and Reid,· 1968). 
Macrophages are found within the alveoli. The endothelial cells of the capil
laries also rest on a basement membrane. The capillary endothelium is continuous 
and non-fenestrated. In the interstitial space between the basement membranes 
of the endothelial and epithelial cells are found fibroblasts, macrophages, 
various wandering blood cells and collaaenous and elastic fibers. A tight 
junction (zonula occludens) is found between the epithelial cells (Kistler et ~, 
1967, Schneeberger-Keeley and Karnovsky, 1963) whereas gap junctions (maculae 
occludentes) are found between the endothelial cells. It is important in studies 
designed to study lung growth to appreciate the complexity of its cellular 
components only a few of which have been mentioned here. Sorokin (1970) has 
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emphasized that as many as 40 different ce 11 types can be found in the 1 ung. 
It is obvious that criteria of growth must take this complexity into account 
since hyperplasia or hypertrophy of any one of these cell types would be 
interpreted as growth; for example, infiltration of large numbers of macro
phages into the lung would be interpreted as growth even if total DNA content 
of the lung is measured. 

III. Evidence for specific lung growth 

Haasler {1892) before the turn of the century implic'ated adaptive growth 
in the remaining lung following partial pneumonectomy and since then appreciable 
numbers of similar studies have been reported. (Cohn, 1939~Reinhoff et al, 
1935; Sery, et al, 1969; Buhain and Brody, 1973). It has been claimed{Vy-asov 
~-t _aJ_ 1962) thatremoval of one maternal lung in the rat on the 8th day of 
gestation significantly erilarged the lungs of the fetus on the 16th day of 
gestation. Nattie et al (1974) have recently emphasized that the conclusions 
from these studies are-quite controversial regard1ng the structural form of 
the growth response and the mechanisms involved in the stimulation and regulation 
of the response are unclear. 

It is well known that Peruvian Indians living in the Andes have greater 
' lung volumes and heart sizes than predictedon the basis of body size, suggesting 

hypertrophy or hyperplasia of the lung. Studies of experimental animals exposed 
to hypoxia with regards to lung growth have been conflicting possibly because 
of the effects of "stress" 1n hypoxic environments; a decrease in total body 
weight occurs and in the weight of most organs such as brain, muscle, liver and 
kidney but the weight of heart and lung are not decreased. It should be empha
sized that because of the development of pulmonary edema in hypoxia (Viswanathan 
et a1, 1969; Hultgren et a1, 1961) changes in lung weight must be cautiously 
Tnte-rpreted. Recent studies using morphometric methods (Burri and Weibel, 1971; 
Cunningham et .al, 19.74; Bartlett and Remmers, 1971) indicate that in newborn 
rats exposea-to-hypoxia an increase in number and size of alveoli and alveolar 
ducts occurs whereas in adult rats similarly exposed hypertrophy of these cells 
occurs without increases in cell number. Interestingly, hyperoxia appears to 
inhibit lung growth (Burri and Weibel, 1971) possibly by an inhibition of protein 
synthesis (Gacad and Massaro, 1973). Hyperoxia in particular aopears to decrease 
surf~ctant production by the lung. Growth hormone significantly increases lun0 
growth (Brody and Buhain, 1973) but the mechanism of this increased growth 
appears different from the growth found post-pneumonectomy {Brody and Buhain, 
1973) ; growth hormone induces hypertrophy IA.thereas pneumonectomy induces hyper
plasia. Exercise or changes in thyroid function have no effect on lung growth 
(Bartlett, 1970, 1971). 

Studies using H3 thymidine and colchicine {Blenkinsopo, 1967; Shorter, 1970) 
clearly indicate proliferative activity of cells of the respiratory tract but 
the data are quite conflicting particularly that information obtained before the 
use of the electron microscope to accurately identify the type of epithelial 
tells in autoradiographs.· It is quite clear that the cytokinetics of alveolar 
cells is altered after exposure to urethane (Kauffman, 1972), high oxygen 
environments (Adamson and Bowden, 1974) ozone, and N02 (Evans ~-t ~. 1972, 
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1973a,b). The evidence indicates an increase in the turnover of Type II 
alveolar cells within 3 days of continuous exposure to low levels of toxic 
gases followed by a return towards the normal pattern even during continuing 
exposure to the irritant gas. Cytokinetic analysis of labeling patterns 
favor the view that Type II cells are the progenitors of Type I alveolar cells. 

One can only speculate whether the mechanism for regulating the changes 
in the proliferative pattern of alveolar cells observed following continuous 
exposure to irritant gases and changes in the growth of lungs post-pneumonec
tomy is similar, since cytokinetic analysis of cell proliferation of alveolar 
cells post-pneumonectomy is unavailable. Clearly, however, a number of 
environmental manipulations alter lung growth. Is a blood circulating humoral 
factor involved? Some investigations of this problem have b~en undertaken by 
Simnett and coworkers (1967, 1968, 1969) who propose,principally on the basis 
of in vitro observations of lung cultures,that the growth of alveolar cells 
is -n-ormally regulated by a tissue specific inhibitor of mitosis, a chalone. 

The chalone concept of mitotic control of tissues has been strongly cham
pioned by Bullough (1975) primarily on the basis of extensive experiments of 
the control of proliferation in the skin. Briefly, the chalone hypothesis 
is that in the intact organism an organ is under the influence of not only 
locally produced chalone but also of chalone produced by other homologous 
organs in the body. The proper concentration of chalone in any particular 
organ is maintained by the afferent bloodstream. Following extirpation of 
one organ of a homologous pair or damage to one organ the concentration of 
chalone in the remaininq or intact orqan would decrease and mitosis would 
commence since the chal;ne is a normai inhibitor of mitosis. Tissue specific 
chalones have been proposed for almost every tissue (see qational Cancer Insti
tute Monograph 38, 1973 for summaries of much of this work for various tissues). 
This hypothesis, although conceptually quite attractive, has met with consi
derable resistance, primarily. I think. because the evidence is so dependent upon 
measurements of the uptake of labeled thymidine into DNA and upon tissue 
culture with its many vagaries. ·The hypothesis is still worthy of further 

.testing. The available evidence of Simnett and coworkers demonstrating 
increased frequency of mitotic figures in cultures of lung fragment may well 
represent loss of chalone inhibition; however the possibility that the increased 
mitotic activity is not in alveolar cells, but in alveola.r macrophaqes, should 
be determined especially since Bowden and Adamson (1972) have used similar 
lung explants to demonstrate the source of alveolar macrophages. Electron 
microscopic analysis of these experiments will be fruitful. 

The experimental data currently available suggest that .the prolifera-
tion of the alveolar cells of the lung is a regulated process and a search for 
a circulating humoral factor regulating this proliferation or a chalone in 
the lung tissue itself normally inhibiting division should be.undertaken. 
Characterization of the mechanism of requlation of lunq cell proliferation 
may have considerable value in repairing the effects of inhaled pollutants. 
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We propose to study the regulation of lung growth using a number of 
different experimental procedures and expanding the number of different types 
of measurements used to quantitate lung growth. We intend to expand the 
studies using pneumonectomy to include the mother with fetus and the para
·biotic rat and/or mouse. One partner will have a partial pneumonectomy and 
criteria of growth will be measured in its remaining lung a.nd in the partner's 
lungs. This should provide evidence of the circulating half-life of the 
suspected substance controlling lung growth. In addition, we propose to 
expose one partner of the parabiont to hypoxic conditions, to pollutant gases 
such as ozone and N02, and to hyperoxia, and measure lung growth in the contra
lateral partner. These experiments should also give some insight into the 
indirect and/o.r direct effects of pollutant gases on' the rodent lung. Proteo
lytic enzymes and hydrolytic enzymes released as a result of exposure of 
alveolar macrophages may well have effects in the capillary-alveolar membrane. 
Collagenases and elastase which occur in macrophages (Werb and Gordon, l975a,b) 
may be released because of destruction of macrophages by the toxic gases in 
the lung and these enzymes as well as other enzymes present in lysozomes may 
play an important role in the pathophysiology of lung disease. The action of 
such enzymes on lung alveoli may be relevant to the finding that endothelial 
cells are more greatly damaged than epithelial cells following inhalation of 
toxic gases (Kistler et al, 1967). These effects may well occur in the lung 
or the unexposed parabiont. 

Attempts wi 11 be made to determine the effects of these various experimen
tal manipulations and adverse environments on the growth of transplants of 
fetal and adult lung and on tissue cultures of whole lung and cells fractionated 
from whole lung. In addition the effects of various sera and extracts on the 
growth of lung in tissue culture will be examined. 

We intend to quantitate lung growth by the usual repertory of methods 
including electron microscopic morphometric procedures (Weibel 1969, 1973), 
measurements of total protein, DNA, and RNA, measurements of DNA turnover, 
and cytokinetic analysis using transmission 31ectron microscopy of autoradio
graphs following H3-thymidine, H3-uridine, H -amino acids, etc. In addition 
to these methods changes in a number of enzymes will be measured in fetal, 
adult and regenerated lung as criteria of functional different1ation such as 
has been done for hepatic cells (Moog, 1965 and Greengard l97l). 
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STEROID METABOLISM ENERGY POLLUTANTS 

Scope. Our laboratory is currently exam1n1ng the effects of a variety 
of pollutants of energy producing technologies on endocrine physiology and 
especially those life processes which are either controlled or in part influenced 
by steroid hormones. Fundamental to the purpose of these studies is to determine 

1) pollutants of energy producing technologies that are harmful to 
endocrine (steroid hormone) processes; ~ 

2) threshold pollutant concentrations at which damage is observed; and 
3) oncephysiological damage has occurred after pollutant exposure, will 

elimination of the polluting substance result in repair and/or recovery 
of the endocrine target affected. 
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STEROID METABOLISM ENERGY POLLUTANTS 

The endocrine system coordinates and governs a multitude of vital 
biological responses and functions in an integrated manner with other physio
logical systems to maintain the constancy of the organism's internal milieu. 
A delicate biochemical balance exists between the pituitary and steroid hormone 
producing target organs (testis, ovary, adrenal); and, should pollutants disturb 
this hormonal balance, abnormal hormone synthesis and secretion would result. 
These changes can be observed by the measurement of plasma concentrations of 
steroid hormones. As a result, study of endocrine (steroid hormone) changes 
during pollutant exposure becomes an important and valuable index for the 
determination of potentially harmful pollutants to biological systems. 

Exposure of mammals to ozone has served as a model system to initiate 
studies of the effects of gaseous pollutants on endocrine physiology. We plan 
future studies to include oxides of nitrogen, sulfur and certain hydrocarbons. 
Effects of heavy metals such as mercury, cobalt, manganese, cadmium, nickel, 
lead, arsenic (and organic salts of mercury and cadmium) can be studied by 
administration of these metals to laboratory animals. Changes in reproductive 
or adrenal steroid hormone synthesis and secretion and the ability of the gonad 
and adrenal to respond to pituitary tropic hormones are assessed by highly 
.sensitive and specific radioimmunoassay and radioreceptor analytical methods. 

Preliminary results indicate that chronic ozone (0.8-1.0 ppm) exposure 
affects testicular synthesis and secretion of testosterone, the predominant 
male sex steroid and one fundamental for normal spermatogenesis and sexual 
performance. Striking sex differences exist between male and female mice and 
rats in the ability to tolerate chronic ozone exposure. The females show a 
significantly greater survival capacity to this pollutant. The basic differences 
very likely depend upon female sex steroid biochemistry. Results from these 
studies may identify potentially hazardous pollutants of energy producing 
technologies that may alter normal steroid biochemistry and recognition of 
these responses under regulated and controlled laboratory conditions may be 
helpful in formulating rational plans and guidelines for the release of these 
agents into the general environment. 

TECHNICAL PRQGRESS~his is a new project with progress reflecting primarily 
accomplishments since October 1976. The major thru~t of these studies is to 
determine if controlled exposure of laboratory animals to pollutants of energy 
producing technologies will affect the biochemistry of steroid hormones within 
the exposed animal. Pollutants which have been or will be studied include the 
oxides of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur; ozone; and the various trace metals: 
arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, platinum, paladium, selenium 
and zinc; and the organic salts of cadmium and mercury. 
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Environmental pollutants that may alter or disrupt the adaptive process 
(homeostasis) and thereby initiate biochemical events which affect hormone 
synthesis and metabolism justifies further hormonal investigation based on 
studies resulting from knowledge that the endocrine system aids an organism 
to adapt readily to changes in the external environment. This altered biochemis
try may have temporary and/or permanent deleterious effects of human health. 
Therefor~, it becomes important to examine in depth the eff~cts of these pollu
tants from energy related technologies upon the endocrine system of certain 
mammalian laboratory animals. 

Changes in endocrine physiology can be quantitated by current state
of-the-art analytical methods, such as gas-liquid chromatography and radio
imnunoassay. These techniques exhibit extreme sensitivity and specificity. 
Consequently, minute and far-reaching changes in specific hormones can be 
observed and carefully evaluated.· With these techniques ,related physiological 
processes such as hormone synthesis and hormone metabolism can be studied. 

Whereas hormones of the endocrine system are either proteins {peptides), 
amines or steroids, this research project concerns primarily the steroid hormones. 
Steroids are a group of organic compounds composed of a. tetracyclic hydrocarbon, 
l ,2~cyclopentenoperhydrophenanthrene. Modifications of this basic nucleus 
result in the formation of steroid hormones which govern an extremely wide range 
and variety of biological activities (this includes the physical functions and 
behavior related to the actions of male and female sex steroids and the adrenal 
steroids). 

Steroid hormones are produced in the adrenals, testes and ovaries, 
and are secreted from these endocrine glands into the general circulation. 
The steroids produced in these glands either directly or indirectly control or 
emcompass a variety of physiological processes, some of which are glucose, 
mineral and protein metabolism (adrenal), certain forms of hypertension (adrenal), 
_spermatogenesis (testis), oogenesis (ovary), growth, development and pubescence 
(testis and ovary) and reproduction (testis, ovary and the fetal-placental unit). 
The control of these steroid-producing endocrine glands involves a complex 
relationship between hormonal (chemical) and neural (neuroendocrine) factors 
extending from the target organs (testis, ovary, adrenal), to the brain (hypo
thalamus, and finally to the pituitary. These three foci are connected by 
short-loop (i.e.,pituitary to the hypothalamus) and long-loop (i.e.,pituitary 
to target organ) control mechanisms and disruption or alteration of this 
delicately balanced system can be observed by target organ steroid production. 
Prolonged abnormally low or high steroid synthesis and secretion can jeopardize 
the normal physiological processes of an organism. 

Gaseous pollutants: ozone. Our studies of the physiological effect 
of ozone toxicity are underway. This ozone model system was chosen because 
our laboratory could initiate these studies with relative ease and efficiency, and 
acquire valuable da~a relative to an energy pollutant that poses a serious 
health problem in urban and industrial areas. Additionally, we could gain 
valuable experience in the use of these controlled environmental conditions 
which will be applied to more comprehensive and difficult studies with the 
oxides of nitrogen and sulfur. To date, two large exposure chambers (50 cu ft) 
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and four smaller modified Berkeley Boxes (7.4 cu ft) are being utilized for 
.these initial studies. Ozone is generated and passes through the environmental 
chambers at predetermined rates and concentrations,with its concentration 
continually monitored and measured. It has become evident that it is critical 
to expose the control animals for each experiment to the exposure chamber 
~nvironment (utilizing room air with NO OZONE) for the duration of each experi
tnent. As a result, experiments occupy more environmental chambers than those 
actually needed for the pollutant exposure. 

Inhaled ozone initially encount~rs the large surface area of the lung 
as its primary biological interface. To be,certain, cellular damage and repair 

~ ~o lung epithelium has been described (1, 2), but little information exists 
':lhich describes consequences of this atmospheric insult to the endocrine system. 
~ata to date indicates it is prudent to examine a hormonal system far removed 
from this initial exchange site to determine the extent of possible indirect 
responses to ozone exposure. The endocrine response selected was to examihe 
the effect of inhaled ozone on the exposed animals• ability to produce testo
sterone. Testosterone, a steroid hormone produced by the Leydig cells of the 
testis (3), is a hormone necessary for normal spermatogenesis (4). Any 
perturbation in the normal production of this male sex steroid (either directly 
or indirectly) may have damaging effects on an animal •s capacity for reproduc
tion. The decapsulated rat testis system (5) has served as an experimental 

· model in which to study this response. ' 

Adult male rats have been expoed to ozone concentrations (0.8-1.0 ppm) 
··which are near the oxidant concentrations reported in urban areas during·serious 

smog alerts (6). Exposures have been chronic and for various times in these 
initial experiments, six weeks being the longest. After exposure, animals 
were sacrificed and testes removed. The "tunica albugenia (capsular tissue of 
the testis) was carefully removed and eoch testis was placed in a small incubation 
vial containing incubation medium. Testes were incubated for two to four hours 

.and the testosterone which was synthesized and appeared in the medium was quan
titated by radioimmunoassay. Agents which stimulate steroid production (gonado
tropins) were added to the medium and the ability of the testis to respond to 
this stimulus was quantitated. 

Contrasting the results obtained from testes of control animals with 
results obtained from testes qf ozone exposed animals could indicate if this 
gaseous insult had indirectly affected the biochemical machinery that produces 
testosterone within this endocrine organ. Preliminary results suggest that 
exposure to ozone is related to the ability of the rat testis to produce testo
sterone .in vitro. The data in Table l illustrate results after luteinizing 

'.; hormone ITH). · . 
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TABLE 1 

IN VITRO PRODUCTION OF TESTOSTERONE BY THE DECAPSULATED RAT TESTIS 

Experiment Nl Exposure Time2 Treatment Percentage Change3 

6 Control 100% 
6 5 days Ozone 41% 

2 6 Control 100% 
6 6 days Ozone 15% 

3 8 Contra 1 100% 
8 42 days Ozone 46% 

were exposed chronically to 0.8-
~number of testes incubated per treatment. 
-exposure time represents the tota 1 days rats 
3 1.0 ppm ozone. 
·control testo2terone results were normalized to 100% for comparison of ozone 

response. 

-
The raw data for these experiments were the total nanograms of testo-

sterone produced in vitro after two hours of luteinizing hormone stimulation, 
"l hormone which stimulates the testicular Leydig cells to produce testosterone. 
Although testes from ozone exposed animals did synthesize testosterone and did 
respond to LH stimulation by increased steroid production, they did so at 
a decreased rate when compared to the amount of steroid produced by similarly 
stimulated testes from normal (control) rats. Although variation exists 
between experiments, a decreased steroid production by testes of ozone exposed 
rats was obtained in all instances. 

The results observed in these initial trials with the decapsulated 
testis system illustrate the rather far reaching physiological damage potential 
of gaseous pollutant exposure. These responses are possibly indirect and may 
be a manifestation of a generalized adaptation-stress-syndrome initiated in 
chamber exposed animals. Adrenal steroids do effect testicular biochemistry 
and this possible endocrine interrelationship is being explored. 

Since gaseous pollutants so markedly affect steroid biochemical 
mechanisms as was observed in the testis, it became relevent to determine if 
a steroid response more intimately associated with the lung (a target organ 
for steroid action) could be observed. Only within the past decade have 

<0' 

investigators recognized the vast potential of the lung as an important meta- ~ 
bolically active tissue. Enzymes which metabolically transform steroid 
substrates have been previously identified in lung tissue, but the potential 
biological significance of this metabolism has not been fully investigated ~ 
to date. 

One of these enzymes is the llS-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (llB
HSDH) which catalyzes the interconversion of 4-pregnen-118, l7a, 21-triol-
3,20-dione (CORTISOL) to 4-pregnen-l?a, 21-diol-3,11 ,20-trione (CORTISONE). 
Koerner (7) first demonstrated the presence of this enzyme in lung tissue of 
rats nnd mice. Although the activity of this enzyme in the lung is less than 
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that observed in the liver, 118-HSDH levels determined in lunq tissue were com
parab'le to 118-HSDH activities found in kidney and testis tissues .. 1\pproxi
~ately 70% of this enzyme activity was associated with a microsome fraction 
of lung homogenate; and, NADP appeared to be the preferred co-factor for 
this reversible reaction in these adult animals. 

Although the biological significance of this enzymatic process is. 
not fully understood, recent evidence supports the thesis that activities 
of this enzyme may be a determinant in matur~tion and possible important repair 
mechanisms within the lung. Cortisone is devoid of biological activity unless 
it is converted to cortisol (8, 9), but cortisone and 11-dehydrocorticosterone 
are prevalent adrenal steroids in the fetal compartment of mammals (10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15). Mammalian fetal lung tissue has the capacity to convert. · 
cortisone to cortisol (16, 17, 18); that is, the reversible 118-HSDH reaction 
which prefers NADPH as a co-factor is present. Developing lung tissue . 
therefore contains a mechanism whereby an inactive steroid substrate (cortisone) 

. can be converted to an active form (cortisol). The significance of this 
observation rests upon evidence that exogenous cortisol administered to the 
niammalian fetus in later stages of gestation will result in an accelerated 
maturation and growth of the lung and an iricreased synthesis of lung ~urfactant 
(19, 20. 21, 22, 23, 24). 

" 

Rodents which have been exposed to low levels of ozone show lung. 
tissue ~amage, but after a few days a tissue. repair process begins (1, 2). 
During this repair phase, cellular mechanisms may be similar to those which 
occur during the period of rapid fetal lung maturation and growth that is 
strongly influenced by cortisol. Lung tissue 118-HSDH activities may reflect 
this activity. To investigate this possibility groups of LAF1 mice were 
exposed to ozone (0.8-1.0 ppm) for one, two, seven and fourteen days. After 
exposure mice were sacrificed, 1 ungs were removed and homogenized and the 
activities of 11.8-HSDH from the lungs of the various ozone exposed groups and 
a control group were determined. Enzyme activities were esti~ated by incuba,ting 
tissue homogenates in the presence of NADP, nicotinamide and C-cortisbl. · 
At various incubation times~ aliquots of media were removed and the substrate 
(14c-cortisol) and product (1 4-cortisone)were separated by thin layer chroma
tography and the 14c content of each steroid was determined by liquid scintilla~ 
tion spectrometry. Experimenta 1 results from two age groups (approximately 
5~ days and 90 days) suggested that the activity of this enzyme (118-HSDH) was 
de~~eased during the first week of exposure. These results suggest a possible 
relationship between this enzyme and cortisol and the lung repair proces~. 
The reversible NADPH dependent reaction will be eiamined to further clarify 
this point. It is not unreasonable to speculate that the decreased enzyme 
activity (cortisol to cortisone) arises i.n an attempt to maintain higher titers 
of cortisol in the illlTiediate environment of the lung tissue thus facilitating 
lung cellular growth and repair. · · 

During collaborative studies ~ith Dr. John Schooley, it became apparent 
that female rodents adapted to ozone challenges much more readily than did the 
males~ To examine this apparent sex dependent resoonse more extehsively, · · 
larger riumbers of male and female mice have been chronically exposed to ozone. 
Ozone concentrations have been increased from 0.8-1.0 ppm to 1.6-2.0'ppm in 
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these survival studies. Studies with mice of two age groups (1-2 months and 
3-4 months old) have been completed. Another group which will be six months 
old will be placed in the ozone chambers soon. Results from these two comple
~ed experiments support the initial observations that female mice tolerate 
0zone exposure much more successfully than do male mice. Statistically signifi
:ant differences in survival were noted in both age groups with the females 
showing a much better adaptation. At the termination of experiment one 
(the mice were 55 days old and 33 days in ozone), the females showed a 98% 
survival and the males showed a 76% survival. In the second study, this sex 
difference was again apparent. After 50 days exposure to ozone, of these 
120 day old mice, only 50% of the males were alive whereas 75% of the females 
survived. This study will be next extended with mice that are six months old. 

These two survival studies in which ozone was administered chronically 
at 1.6-2.0 ppm convincingly demonstrated a sex related factor(s). This may be 
a sex hormone or· a sex hormone dependent mechanism. A suggestion of this 
phenomenon has been observed (25); however, this particular study was compli
cated by additional experimental variables which suggested that thyroid 
hormones may be an additiQnal factor to consider. 

Metal pollutants. Metal pollutants exist in our environment and 
are easily accumulated by ingestion of food and water. The biological food 

. chain shows a remarkable ability to concentrate metals, and industrial wastes 
are also known to contribute these pollutants to our waters. 

Certain metals are known to adversely affect the testis. Cadmium, 
lead and mercury are primary examples. Much of the related research has 
concerned spermatogenesis and little attention has concerned testicular steroid 
production after metal contamination. Cadmium has been shown to decrease the 
in vitro production of testosterone by rabbit testis slices (26) and marine 
·ffs h testis homogena tes ( 27) . 

The decapsulated rat testis system presents a good model system in 
which to study the effects of ingested metals on testicular steroid production. 
In this initial study, adult male Sprague Dawley rats were maintained in our 
animal colony for a period of six months. Throughout this period, they were 
fed Purina rat chow ad libitum and drinking water that contained various 
metals. The six groups of rats were: Control: deionized water; Nickel: 225 
ppm; Cobalt: 30 ppm; Cadmium: 5 ppm; Manganese: 1380 ppm; and Arsenic: 100 ppm. 
After six months, the rats were sacrificed and the testes incubated as described ~ 
in the ozone section of this report (vide supra). The testes were incubated 
for a control (baseline) period of one hour. LHasa stimulus for steroid 

·• 

production was then added to the incubation media and the steroid production ~ 
followed for three hours. The results of these experiments are su11111arized, in 
Figure 1. These cumulative data suggest that metal ingestion at these concen-
trations for a six month period caused no obvious differences in the testes' 
capacity to produce testosterone ~ ~tro. 
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In Figure 1 the numbers 1-6 (representative of metal treatment as 
indicated) are placed at the mean value (n = 6 for each determination except 
for cadmium which was 12). The lines extending upward and downward from each 
number represent + one standard deviation of the mean. These have not been 
included for the 0.5 and 1 hour times because they were tightly grouped around 
the mean values. 

Alkyl metal compounds pose a very serious problem in biological toxi
cology. Severe epidemics of methylmercury poisoning have been reported in 
Minimata Bay (1953) and Niigata (1965) in Japan. The importance of these 
organic metals was demonstrated in Sweden when over 75% of the total mercury 
compounds identified in fish were methylmercury compounds although the mercury 
released into the environment was almost entirely inorganic or metallic (28). 
Microorganisms of lake and river sediments, solid microorganisms and cell-frae 
bacteria extracts can methylate or dimethylate inorganic mercury. In fact 
it has been demonstrated that methylmercury can be biosynthesized in vivo 
by intestinal flora of the rat (29). These organic mercury compoundsare many 
more times toxic to man than the inorganic metals. 

Steroid biosynthesis by testis, ovary and adrenal tissue from Harp 
seal; was shown to be vastly altered after ingestion of methylmercury chloride 
(30). It was of interest to examine the effect of methylmercury chloride 0n 
rat testicular steroid production. Adult male Sprague Dawley rats were injected 
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via the caudal vein with methylmercury chloride ( 1 mg mercury ion) and 24 
~ours later the animals were sacrificed and testosterone production was 
~valuated by the in vitro decapsulated testis system. The results are 
depicted in Fi gure2 and demonstrate that this organic meta 1 significantly 
reduced the capacity of the testes to produce testosterone in vitro. ~o 
differences in gonad weights were observed in the control and mercury treated 
animals. The .response to this organic metal as well as methylcadmium chloride 
will be examined in detail. 
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17. FY 1978. The ozone survival studies have been rewarding and will 
be continued in FY 78. Experiments are planned which will gain an understanding 
of the endocrine biochemistry which provides the female greater protection to 
this gaseous pollutant. 

The influence of thyroid hormones in this response will be examined. 
Fairchild and Graham (25) observed that the toxicity of ozone and nitrogen 
dioxide was diminished in rats that were treated with thiourates. Thiourea 
compounds have antithyroidal properties and have been used extensively in the 
study of thyroid physiology. In these experiments it was observed that .1nimals 
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/ 

t~ith decreased thyroid activity (treated with thioureas) showed greater toler
ance and survival to inhaled oxidants. Koerner and Hellman (31) have shown 
that the activity of rat liver and kidney llB-HSDH is strongly influenced by 
thyroid hormones. In man it is suggested that the conversion of cortisol to 
cortisone was increased in hyrerthyroidism and decreased in hypothyroidism (32). 

Because of these related observations, the influence of thyroid 
hormones on lung 118-HSDH activity will be examined in relation to ozone 
tolerance. The activity of liver 118-HSDH in females is less than in males 
and this fact inay be a partial explanation of the greater survival of females 
when subjected to ozone, 

In addition, we will study the effect of inhaled ozone on female mice 
which have been neonatally androgenized and on male mice which have been 
neonatally estrogenized. Extensive studies have demonstrated that administra
tion of these steroids during the first five days of neonatal life will cause 
permanent changes in normal endocrine physiology and biochemistry. Would the 
estrogenization of a male rodent render these animals more tolerant to ozone 
insult or would the converse be true? Our studies are planned to answer these 
important questions. 

We plan further examination of the testosterone synthesizing capacity 
of testes from rats which have been exposed to low levels of ozone. Special 
emphasis will be placed on observations during the first fourteen days of 
chronic exposure. The decapsulated testis system has served as a useful model 
in these early studies, but biological variations between testes do exist. 
In an attempt to minimize these variations, the isolated or enriched Leydig 
cell cul~ure system will be adapted to our needs. In this technique all 
testes from a group of rats of a specific treatment will be decapsulated and 
incubated for 15 minutes in the presence of collagenase. This enzymatic treat
ment results in the separation of the Leydig cells (interstitial compartment) 
from the spermatic tubules. The tubular elements settle to the bottom wherea~ 
the majority of the Leydig cells remain in suspension. Gentle centrifugation 
of thesupernatant suspension results in an enriched Leydig cell fraction. 
These cells are diluted with culture medium so that equivalent numbers of cells 
(approximately 106 cells) are placed in incubation vessels. In this way andro
gen production can be studied in a homogeneous cell population and experimental 
variation can thus be minimi.zed. 

Because initial experiments with whole testes have shown quantitative 
differences when testosterone production was measured after ozone exposure, 
it is anticipated th~t these differences will be observed in this isolated 
Leydig cell system. With the experimental variation minimized, a more accurate 

~ assessment of pollutant caused response can be made. When this occurs, it will 
be nec·essary to determine where the biochemical lesion exists which causes tne 
decreased androgen production. 

·-,..i 

The gonadotropin LH is a hormone that must combine with specific 
receptors 1 ocated on the surface of the Leydig cell , and the LH-receptor cornp 1 ex
initiates the sequence of events which results in increased androgen production. 
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The LH receptor is specific for LH, hCG (human chorionic gonadotropin) being 
·:he only other hormone that will complex with this receptor. The biological 
l\Ctions of hCG and LH are very similar and is the explanation of the common 
~eceptor. Utilizing 125r-hCG or 125J-LH (iodinated by the lactoperoxidase 
1nethod), the numbers of these LH receptors in Leydig cells will be quantitated. 
These data will allow us to determine if oxidant inhalation in some way inter
feres with this initial step in the biosynthetic pathway of steroid synthesis 
in the testis. Additional information will be gained by incubation of these 
i_eydig cells with radioactive steroid hormone precursors followed by the iso
lation and purification of the steroid intermediates and products. This data 
·tJill provide insight into particular enzymatic steps in steroid biosynthesis. 

In addition to inhaled pollutants, the effects of pollutant metals 
and organic metals on androgen production and secretion will also be further 
stud_ied with the isolated Leydig cell system. These combined studies which 
will_include plasma hormone determinations, in vitro testosterone production, 
quantitation of LH binding sites and examination of steroid intermediates in 
the biosynthetic pathway for testosterone formation will provide a more com
plete picture of the effects of pollutant exposure on testicular Leydig cell 
biochemistry. 

The initial observations of 118-HSDH changes in lung tissue of ozone 
exposed rodents provide a good foundation from which to explore ~orne basic 
molecular endocrine mechanisms that may be involved in lung tissue responses 
to pollutants. Recent evidence that cortisol is involved in fetal lung growth 
and maturation was reviewed briefly in Section 17. In FY 78 we will examine 
the biochemical relationships between cortisol and potential lung repair 
mechanisms during and following ozone exposure. 

Steroid hormones, like many protein hormones, must combine with a 
specific receptor protein before the biological action of the steroid can be 
expressed. Steroids have relatively low molecular weights (275-375 MW) and 
readily penetrate cell membranes. Specific receptor proteins are found in 
the cell cytoplasm of steroid target tissues. The initial step in steroid 
hormone action is the combination of the hormone with the specific cytoplasmic 
protein (receptor) to form a steroid-protein complex. This macromolecular 
complex then migrates to the nucleus and interacts with specific sites on 
the nuclear chromatin. Subsequent to this action, new mRNA is synthesized 
and migrates to the cytoplasm. This ultimately results in the transcription 
and the synthesis of new proteins necessary for steroid hormone action. 

Late gestational fetal lung tissue has been demonstrated to contain 
specific cytoplasmic macromolecular receptors which bind cortisol. The 
quantity of receptors will increase until_ birth and quickly regress during 
neonatal life. After pollutant exposure, cellul.ar damage is evident in rodent 
lung tissue. Biological processes are then initiated which subsequently 
effect repair to this tissue. There is increased cell growth, cell division 
and DNA synthesis during this time; therefore, the repair process exhibits 
some of the events which occur during late fetal lung development. Because 
of these similarities, it is of major biomedical interest to determine if 
specific cytoplasmic cortisol receptors are present and active during this 
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repair process. Should the presence of these receptor proteins be demonstrated, 
their involvement in the repair process must be inferred.· The question then 
arises as to what initiates the appearance of these proteins. 

A number of experimental alternatives can be employed to investigate 
this possibility. To define these biochemical events, mature rats will be 
exposed to ozone (0.8-1 .0 ppm) for 1,2, or 4 days. At all times, control rats 
are housed in similar exposure chambers which contain air and NO OZONE. The 
exposed rats will be sacrificed, lungs excised and placed in ice-cold Eagle's 
medium and cut into small fragments. These tissue fragments are then wa~hed 
sever·al times with fresh medium and are incubated in Eagle's HeLa medium 
containing 3H-cortisol and 3H-dexamethasome or 3H-triamcinolone. Competition 
studies for receptor binding will be done by the addition of ten-fold excess 
of non-radioactive cortisol. After incubation, tissues are homogenized and 
separated into subcellular components by differential centrifugation. 

Initial experiments will examine nuclear binding of these radioactive 
glucocorticoids. Binding studies predominantly will include the radioactive 
forms of dexamethasone and triamcinolone, two synthetic glucocorticoids which 
will bind to the steroid receptors but will not bind to corticoid binding 
globulin (CBG) of the blood. In this manner, any minor contamination by blood 
pla~ma will not influence the observations. The results of these experiments 
will determine the subsequent research directions, but to be certain, binding 
in the nucleus will be quantitated by nuclear exchange studies and cytoplasmic· 
binding will be analyzed by sucrose density gradient experiments. 

18. FY 1979. In FY 79 it is planned to further investigate the inter~ 
relationship of the thyroid and adrenal physiology on the sexual differences 
observed in ozone toxicity .. The results from experiments with estrogenized 
.males and androgenized females should yield valuable information for the design 
of these studies. 

It is anticipated to extend our studies of gonadal responses to 
pollutant exposure to include the functional changes observed in the tubular 
compartment (spermatogenesis). With this addition, the entire physiological 
response of the testis can be correlated to pollutant evoked gonadal damage. 

Examination of the biochemistry of the lung response to ozone 
toxicity will be extended. Administration of cortisol will be examined. for 
its possible protective benefits which may reduce lung damage. Discontinuous 

·ozone exposure (as opposed to the current chronic exposure) will examine the 
response in rodents at different times throughout the 24 hour day. Mammalian 
adrenal activity follows a circadian rhythm, i.e., there are times during 
the 24 hour day when adrenal steroids (in rat: corticosterone) are present 
in greater concentrations and these normal steroid fluctuations may influence 
the animal~ response to pollutant exposure. By discontinuous ozone exposures, 
we will be.able to determine if this natural circadian steroid rhythm is a 
factor in this response, thus requiring further study. 
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Scope. It is important to devise suitable methods for the early 
detection of the adverse effects of environmental pollutants on humans if accep
table standards of exposure are to be determined. Toward this end experimenta
tion in exposed animals provides a useful model in which to correlate the 
resulting cell damage and metabolic changes occurring in the lung, liver, kidney 
or spleen with manifestations of these changes found in the circulation. Bio
chemical procedures capable of measuring pollutant related blood or urine changes 
in animals will provide a basis for extrapolation to humans or alternatively 
provide relatively non-invasive methodologies useful for screening large seg
ments of the population for the earliest onset of adverse changes arid thus, 
enhance the possibility that applied therapeutic measures can ameliorate the 
effects of any observed damage arising from exposure to pollutants. 

Initially, rodents and rabbits will be exposed to known concentra
tions of either respiratory pollutants such as enriched oxygen, ozone, oxides 
of nitrogen, sulfur and carbon, aromatic hydrocarbons and hydrogen sulfide, 
or metal ion pollutants such as lead, cadmium, selenium and mercury. Studies 
with inhaled pollutants will include a comparison of those biochemical changes 
manifested in circulating blood with those occurrin0 in soluble proteins in 
whole lung, in alveolar macrophages, and Type II cells as well as those in 
subcellular components including mitochondria, peroxisomes and lysosomes, the 
nucleus and plasma membranes. Initial emphasis will be given to changes in 
the levels of the lysosomal hydrolases, including lysozyme, and to the neura
minidases and glycosyltransferases because of their possible effect on the 
physiological activity of many glycoprotein systems, that are either in the 
plasma or bound to cell membranes. Attention will be given to the mitochondrial, 
peroxisomal enzymes, superoxide dismutase, and the glutathione reductase
glutathione peroxidase systems that are involved in detoxifying oxygen free--
:-adicals and to levels of inhibitory substances such as alpha-1-antitrypsin 
in serum. Similar analyses of appropriate enzyme systems will be conducted 
Jn other organs (chiefly kidney and liver) of animals exposed to metal ions. 
Protein complexing systems as possible agents ameliorating the toxic action 
of metal ions, will also be investigated. , 

Ultimately, animals will be examined by procedures designed to. 
reveal synergistic and additive effects resulting from exposure to more than 
one pollutant. 

Together with animal manipulations, applicable analytical procedures 
include: electrophoresis and electrofocusing; gel, ion exchange and affinity 
chromatography; antigen-antibody techniques; amino acid and carbohydrate 
determinations; centrifugation; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; absorp
tion spectrophotometry and the more sensitive spectrofluorometric techniques. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

FY 77. While this is a newly funded project with limited progress 
to report, investigations carried out previously under the auspices of the 
project ••Pollutants. and Hematopoiesis .. provide some preliminary findings 
which are summarized at the end of item 16. First, the following material 

. reviews the literature and introduces a number of enzyme systems that are 
applicable to the project . 

Introduction. The primary concern in this project .. Pollutants and 
Tiss~e Metabol1sm•• is to establish a rational biochemical basis for quantitating 
early damage measurable by changes in the blood sera of mamMals exposed to 
a variety of inhaled pollutants such as enriched oxygen, ozone, oxides of 
nitrogen, sulfur and carbon, aromatic hydrocarbons /and hydrogen sulfide or. 
ingestable heavy metal pollutants such as lead, cadmium, zinc, selenium and 
mercury. Detailed investigations of affected organs in animal model systems 
should provide information indicating useful parameters measurable in the blood. 

Back round. It is evident from the large number of reports in the · 
literature Bertalanffy, 1964a,b; Kilburn, 1974; Rhodin, 1974; Bouhuys, 1974), 
that the lung is a complex organ and that in addition to its respiratory func-.
tion it plays a metabolic role comparable to that of other brgans such as 
the liver, spleen and kidney. 
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Breathing any of the oxidant pollutants may initiate some changes 
in common. Exposure to ozone at levels only slightly higher than those found 
in smoggy environments results in lung edema (Scheel. et al, 1959; Holt, 1967) 
end alveolar macrophage damage (Bowden, 1971). After the first exposure some 
apparent tol~rance to edema develops (Dixon and Mountain, 1965). It is likely 
that the edema arises as an effect of the ozone on the vascular epithelium in 
the lung (P'an, et !l, 1972) and that tolerance is gained at the expense of 
having rendered somewhat thickened and less functional membranes. In other 
1mportant changes from ozone, as in the inflammatory response and most notably 
in the toxic effects on alveolar macrophages no tolerance develops (Gardner, 
~tal, 1972). These changes manifested by damage to the cell membranes (Hurst 
~ndCoffin, 1971) may be seen after very modest exposures to ozone (Hurst, et 
itl, 1970) and probably result in a decrease in the number of macrophage cellS-
:~nd in impairment of the defense mechanism against infection in the lung 
~Coffin et al, 1968). In consequence of damage to cell membranes there may 
result a sp.ITl age of a variety of substances notably hydro 1 ase and detoxifi cant 
~nzymes out of lysosomes and microsomes into the circulating blood or alterna
tively and perhaps of even greater consequence, the damage and exposure may bring 
about an induction process that changes the functioning levels of these enzymes 
within intact organelles, thus leading to a more or less permanent alteration 
in the metabolism of the exposed organism. For comprehensive reviews on the 
structure and function of these cell organelles see de Duve and Wattiaux (1966), 
Novikoff (1973) and Desnick, et al (1976). Studies by Castleman and coworkers 
(Castleman, et al, 1973) reveaTediby histochemical means some enzymatic altera-

. tions in the--lungs of rats exposed.to ozone. There are a variety of enzyme 
assay systems that may prove useful for monitoring levels of activity either 
in the blood or in tissue extracts from normal or pollutart-exposed animals. 
Among these are the following: 

a) dehydrogenase activity (Bardell and Fowler, 1971) as an indication 
of early pulmonary damage; 

b) choline kinase, choline phosphotransferase activity (Farrel et al, 
1974) and lipoprotein lipase activity (Hamosh and Hamosh, 1975)-
indicating changes in surfactant materials (Shimasaki et !l, 1976_ 

c) collagenase (Werb and Gordon, 1975a}, elastase (Werb and Gordon, 1975b) 
and peptidyl proline hydroxylase (Zimmerberg, et al, 1975; Orthoefer 
et al, 1976} activities for changes in alveolar macrophage membranes 
and1n the tissue turnover in lunqs; 

d) Superoxide dismutase levels (Winterbourn, et a1, 1975) and changes in 
the glutathione peroxidase system (Chow, eta..,--; 1974) as representative 
of changes occurring in microsomes; ----

e) lysozyme (Osserman, et a1, 1973) ~ acid phosphatase, (3-glucuronidase 
(Hurst and Coffin, 1971r-and neuraminidase activities as an indication 
of lysoma1 changes and 

f) various other activities known to occur in the lung, such as guanylate 
cyc1ases 1(Chrisman, et al, 1975}, UDP-ga1actose:glycoprotein galacto
syltrarisferases (Jato-Rodriquez and Mookerjea, 1974) and sialic acid, 
glycoprotein: N-acetylneuraminic acid transferase (Bosmann, 1972). 
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The glutathione peroxidase system and the superoxide dismutase are 
involved in the detoxification of oxygen and of the superoxide radical (Frido
vich, I., 1974) and are of particular interest in that they appear to be 
inducible enzymes and involved in conferring soJ'lle tolerance in previously 
exposed animals (Crapo and Tierney, 1974). . 

Among the hydrolases known to occur in macrophages, perhaps the role 
of the neuraminidases, enzymes that remove sialic acid is most interesting. 
Sialic acid is a highly charged sugar terminally located on the side chains of 
membrane glycoproteins and must play an important part in the adhesions of 
cells. In addition, the other hydrolases are sialoglycoproteins and are 
susceptible to autodigestion by the lysosomal neuraminidases (Needleman and 
Koenig, 1974; Needleman et al, 1974). In view of these facts, the fact that 
macrophage killing iri pollUtant exposed animals may result in increased levels 
of the neuraminidases in the circulation with resultant damage to other 
circulating glycoproteins, and the added knowledge that the stickiness observed 
with malignant cells may arise from an insufficiency of sialic acid in cell 
surface glycoproteins, it may be that there exists a commonality of cause 
between some.neoplasias and the other diseases more commonly associated with 
pollutant lung damage (Lloyd, C.W., 1975). Neuraminidase levels also affect 
a variety of other systems such as those involved in the synthesis of collagen 
and other proteins (Aalto, M. et al, 1974) and together with sialic acid, 
glycoprotein:N-acetylneuraminic-acid transferase they exert an effect on plate
let adhesiveness and aggregation (Bosmann, H.B., 1972): Tulsiani and Carubelli 
(1970) and Visser and Emmelot (1973) examined- the soluble, lysosomal and plasma 
membrane neurami nidases from rat 1 i ver and concluded that they had different 
specificities. Tallman and Brady (1973) give the details of the purification 
and assay for mammalian neuraminidases. Methods for the isolation and a 
description of the properties of the rabbit liver binding protein specific 
for asialoglycoproteins have appeared (Hudgin et-~, 1974). 

Recently, glutathione peroxidases have been shown to be selena-proteins 
(Srivestara et al, 1974). In a different context and possibly by a different 
mechanism, sefeniurn_is known to confer some protection against the toxicity of 
methylmercury in rats and other animals (Ganther et al, 1972). Injection of 
small amounts of cadmium ions into rats and other-animals results in the produc
tion of a protein, metallothionein, in the liver that is not normally detectable 
in the liver of animals (Cherian, 1975; Sabbioni and Marafante, 1975). Perhaps 
lead ions injected· into animals undergo a similar fate. 

With regard to the effects of levels of inhibitory substances in the 
ci~culation, it is known that some emphysema in humans can be related to a 
heritable condition which results in lowered circulating levels of the plasma 
alpha-1-proteinase {alpha-1-antitrypsin) and consequent phagocyte-mediated 
damage to living tissue (Pannell et al, 1974). The enzyme inhibitor levels 
present in the serum of smoking humans has been shown to be higher than the 
levels in non-smokers (Olsen et ~. 1975).-

Ultimately, animals exposed to combinations of the pollutants either 
sequentially or simultaneously will be examined for synergistic and additive 
effects and the effects of pollutants in animals in conjunction with exposure 
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to doses of ionizing radiation will be investigated. 

Im summary, our primary concern in these experiments will be to 
(•stablish a rational biochemical basis for quantitating early damage measurable 
hy changes in the blood sera of mammals exposed to environmental pollutants. 

Previous progress under the auspice of 11 Poll utants and Hematopoiesis. 11 

Une possible consequence of exposure to oxidative inhaled pollutants such as 
'.lzone and the oxides of nitrogen is the breaking up of cells and cell organelles 
in the lung ~nd the leakage of their contents into the circulating blood. 
In common with others we have measured the lysosomal hydrolase, lysozyme, on 
the assumption that increased levels signal cell rupture and spillage. Although 
ideal for assaying many samples simultaneously,. the lysoplate method (Osserman 
-:}nd Lawlor; 1966) was tested but found to be of insufficient sensitivity to 
distinguish changes in the low levels of lysozyme found in the circulation of 
laboratory animals; consequently, we have employed a modification of the long
used method that involves the measurement of the rate of lysis of a suspension 
of the killed m. lysodeikticus bacteria. While this assay is simple to perform, 
the fact that it does not employ a pure well defined substrate presents problems 
in the interpretation of the results. Also, this assay is just adequate to 
measure quantities of enzyme activity in normal animal serums but not sensitive 
enough to adequately define lower levels found in some treated animals. 

However, having been fortunate enough to obtain a double beam auto
matic recording spectrophotometer system (McPherson), we have performed, in 
order to make so~e statistical evaluation of the results, many lysozyme assays 
on the blood and tissues of normal and treated laboratory animals. Mice were 
exposed to 1 ppm of ozone for various lengths of time. After removal from the 
chamber the animals were anesthetized and exsanguinated by heart puncture. The 
lysozyme activity in the plasma was measured. Animals removed twenty-:four hours 
after the start of exposure had levels of lysozyme 30% below that found in 
normal mice. The levels in animals exposed for longer periods of time gradually 
returned toward normalcy which level was reached after six days of continuous 
exposure. The actual values obtained were very sensitive to the amount of elapsed 
time between removal from exposure and sacrifice. This finding alone is reveal
ing in view of the disparity among published reports in regard to the effects 
of ozone exposure on experimental animals. 

Another extensive study undertaken to establish good procedures for ~ 
liberating the lysosomal enzyme, 'lysozyme, from tissues employed mice that had 
received a lethal dose of radiation (60co). Some animals, immediately following 
irradiation, were administered a single injection of a graded amount of a bone 
marrow suspension in order to determine what dosage of the transplant was · 
sufficient to restore lysozyme levels in the animal as measured seven days 
following irradiation. Groups of irradiated animals that received no bone marrow 
transplant were exsanguinated and their spleens and lungs removed on successive 
days following irradiation. The tissues were immediately homogenized and frozen 
and thawed six times in order to liberate the lysozyme. Plasma was recovered 
from the blood sample. Expressing the results on the basis of percentage of 
lysozyme found compared to that found in normal untreated control mice, the 
level of activity found in the spleen had risen to a value of nearly 300% after 
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t.4 hrs and then fell slowly back to normal after four days and continued to 
1'all to a value of about 30% of normal after eight days. The quantity in the 
1ungs rose, but more slowly, to a value 250% above normal after four days and 
then fell off slowly. A dosage of about 4 x 106 bone marrow cells per animal 
was sufficient to restore normal levels of lysozyme in the lungs and spleen 
of animals as measured seven days post irradiation and treatment. Whereas 
levels of the enzyme found in the tissues were highly consistent among animals, 
levels in the plasma were not nearly as reproducible, partly because the 
Jbsolute quantity in plasma is lower and partly because material in circulation 
is being metabolized and removed. 

This is a finding that probably will be reflected in measuring most 
substances in circulation, and points up the need for more sensitive methods 
for measuring these levels. There are a number of specific substances such as 
levels of sialic acid that are best measured by fluorometry and the methods 
most sensitive for enzyme assays involve this method (Trantschold and Loffler, 
1974). For these reasons, we anticipate the need .for spectrofluorometric 
equipment in order to complete our studies on. levels of enzymes particularly 
in the circulation. 
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Scope. The goals of this oroject are to develop for some important 
representative radionuclides (90sr, 241Am, 238pu) quantitative descriptions 
of (a) transport within the body, (b) gross and microscopic distributions in 
tissues, and (c) temporal changes of those distributions . 

. Only in the case of radium are there enough human exposure data to 
relate body content of an internally deposited radionuclide to biological 
effects. For all other internal emitters dose-response relationships 
in man must be inferred from human experience with externa 1 exposures and 
an1mal experiments with specific nuclides. Human metabolic data for many 
radionuclides, especially the actinides, are scarce. Neither are there 
useable data on biological effects of actinides in man. Therefore protection 
standards for them must be based almost entirely on animal studies. These 
projects provide more and better links between measured actinide toxicity 
and metabolism in animals (non-human primates, in particular) so that intake 
limits for these radionuclides can be established with confidence. Five lines 
of investigation are now being pursued: 

I. Long-term metabolism of 90sr in rhesus monkeys. Biologically, 90sr is the most important long-lived fission product--it is geochemically 
mobile and efficiently absorbed by plants and animals. Biological effects 
observed over the 1 i fe span of the adult monkey (Macaca mul atta) should pro
vide guidance about the relative responses of non-human primates to this 
bone-seeking radionuclide. The long-term metabolic data being collected· 
from individual monkeys will be available for testing of models of human 
metabolism of alkaline earth elements. ·The monkeys are each given a single 
parenteral injection of 90sr in citrate buffer. The upper range of dosage 
(5 to 14 uCi/kg) is about one-half that at which bone tumors have been induced 
in Beagle dogs within 10 yr after injection. Blood, excreta, and all tissues 
(taken at death) are analysed radiochemically and in vivo measurements are 
made periodically. - --.-

II. Characterization of the monkey skeleton. Data on the morphology, 
growth and aging of the monkey skeleton are needed for(a)calculation of radiation 
doses, (b) to permit comparison of normal ~nd radionuclide-containing bone, 
and (c) to permit comparison of aging monkey, Beagle dog and human skeletons. 
Fresh and ashed weights and preserved samples of several bones are available 
from 100 rhesus and cynomolgus monkeys at ages from· birth to 31 yr. Some 
bones ·from monkeys of representative ages have been embedded and sectioned 
for histologic and microradiographic analysis. 

III. - IV. Metabolism of 238Pu, 237Pu and 241 Am in monkeys. 
The parameters of the conventional compartment models used to limit intakes 
and body burdens .of the actinide nuclides are uncertain. The observed 
variability among animal families in initial distribution and rates of elimi
nation of actinides from various organs further complicates matters. This 
project provides detailed information on the initial distribution and near
term temporal changes in that distribution (up to 5 yr) and on elimination 
and early biolo.gical effects of actinides in non-human primates--animals that 
are phylogenetically closest to nan. 
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237p ·238p d 241A b · d · t b h ·· u, u an ·mare e1ng use as racers, ecause t ey em1t 
suffi ci eryt numbers of energetic photons so that most measurements can be made 
with photon detection equipment. In addition to the standard procedures and 
balance study methods described above, uptake kinetics and whole- and partial
body retention are being measured in vivo with a fixed-position 4-detector 
photon counter and a moving-bed whole-body scanner. The nuclides are admini
stered as cit~ate complexes in a single parenteral injection of 0.3 uCi/Kg 
body weight, a dose level of 239pu that induces bone tumors in 100% of Beagle 
dogs within 5 yr. Autoradiography is used to visualize and quantitate micro
scopic nuclid~ deposition in soft tissues and bones. 

V. Circulator trans ort and tissue binding of multivalent cations. 
Pu is transported in mammalian plasma complexed with proteins mainly trans
ferrin, TF) and small inorganic molecules (mainly citrate). Complexes of 
actinides (and a]so many other multivalent cations) are chiefly deposited in 
three distinct tissues - mineralized surfaces of bone, parenchymal cells of 
liver, and to a minor degree, the stroma of many organs. It is important 
to learn how Pu is transported across cell membranes and the nature of the 
intracellular chemicals with which Pu combines in tissues in order to prevent·· 
deposition or promote removal. 

Protein separation techniques are used to study the degree of Pu
protein binding in plasma. Centrifugal separations of cell constituents are 
used to study the subcellular localization of 241Am, 238pu, and 14lce in livers 
of monkey, dog and rabbit. The iron-saturation of rabbit plasma is being 
manipulated to study the circulatory clearance and subsequent tissue deposition 
of Pu either nearly completely complexed with TF or nearly completely associated 
with small molecules. · 

Results and planned program. 

I. 90sr studi~s, results. Beiween 1954 and 1967, 40 adolescent or 
adult rhesu~ ~onk~ys {Macaca mulat~a) of bg8h s~xes.were each given a single 
parenteral 1nJect1on of 5 to 14 uC1/Kg of Sr 1n c1trate buffer. As of 
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January 1, 1977 eight animals were alive 10 to 17 yr p.i. There were no deaths 
in the Sr colony in 1976. To date there has been no lesion or disease state .. 
among the Sr-injected monkeys that could be unequivocally related to a Sr 
burden. Quarterly collections of excreta, semi-annual samplings of blood for· 
hematologic and radiochemical analysis, and annual physical examinations and 
whole-body 90sr measurements have continued. Radiochemical analyses of bone, 
tissues, and excreta of all deceased monkeys are complete. During one yr 
(1975) urine and feces were collected and analysed separately, and collections 
were timed to fall on either side of the semi-annual blood sampling to look 
for age-related changes in excretory clearances of 90sr. Preliminary examina
tion of data indicate constant excretory clearances of 90sr in monkeys from 
3 to 25 yr of age. By 10 to 15 yr p.i. skeletons of monkeys injected with 
90sr before_m~turity contained less _than 8% of the injected dos~ and skel~tons 
of monkeys lnJected as adults conta1ned less than 4%. The reta1ned 90sr 1s 
localized mainly in slowly renewing cortical bone. 

Planned work. ·Sampling and observation of the eight remaining 90sr
injected monkeys will continue. The following compilations of data from these 
animals are in various stages of completion: (1) a detailed report of the 
intraskeletal distribution of 90sr and its dependence on age at injection and 
change with p. i. time; {2) Tables of blood and excreta data for individual 
monkeys suitable for use in testing metabolic models; {3) Preparation and 
exposure of bone autoradiographs for microscopic analysis of local 90sr distri
bution and dosimetry. If time permits we also plan to report results from 
some old (unreported) experiments of 45ca and 89,90sr in rats. Those results 
are pertinent to some current problems of analysis, interpretation and modeling 
of data from larger animals and man. 

II. Detailed description of monkey skeleton~ results. All of the skele
tons of deceased monkeys, both M. mulatta and M. fascicularis, that were (a) 
not injected, (b) injected with-radionuclide doses too low to induce gross 
bone changes, or (c) injected with larger doses and killed too soon for gross 
damage to develop, have been defleshed and fresh and ash weights recorded. 
Samples of rib, calvarium, L. vertebra, and humerus (proximal end and shaft) 
were cut from bones of 20 monkeys of various ages and both .sexes. They have 
been embedded in plastic and micro x-rays were prepared. Other commitments 
on the part of our collaborators have impeded progress in analysing those
materials and in obtaining precise measurements of bone volume and surface/ 
volume ratios of monkey trabeculae. We anticipate that the situation wi.ll 
improve and progress will be made in the coming year on these measurements. 
Additional micro x-rays will be prepared from bones of M. fascicularis, 
which are about l/2 to 2/3 the sizes of bones of M. mulatta, and from M. 
arctoides which are somewhat larger than those of-M. Mulatta. Measurements 
of trabecular thickness, surface/vo 1 ume ratios, and intertrabecul ar spacing 
will be made and compared with measurements for Beagle dog and human bones to 
determine whether any of these bone parameters are soecies specific or scale 
with body size. We also plan to complete tabulation of masses (fresh and 
ashed) of monkey, rat and rabbit bones for inclusion in a compilation that . 
will also cover published and privately obtained data for Beagle dogs and man. 
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III. · 238Pu studie~, results and plann~d work. The basic design of 
the 238pu studies calls for three groups of 5 adult Macaca (both sexes and 
three species, mulatta, fascicularis, arctoides) to be given a single paren
teral injection of 0.3 uCi/Kg of 238pu(IV) citrate and killed at l week and 
1.5 and 5 yr. The 1-week group will define the initial ~istribution of Pu 
and will indicate the variability of that distribution among adults of three 
species of Macaca whose body sizes range from 3 to 15 Kg. The injection, 
sacrifice and tiss~e dissection of the 1-week group are complete. The analy
tical results of tissues, bones and excreta are nearly complete, and prelimi
nary autoradiographs of bones and several tissues and glands should be completed 
by the end of 1977. 

The 1.5-yr group is designed to be comparable to the longest post
injection time for which Pu distribution data are available from a Pu-injected 
person and also to provide bone autoradiograph material for direct comparison 
with that obtained from Beagle dogs injected at the same radioactivity level 
with 239pu. To date one monkey assigned to that group has been injected, 
and 4 others are in stock. Injection of the whole group should be complete 
within the next year. 

The 5-yr group is also designed for direct comparison with the Pu
injected Beagle dogs. At the common Pu dose level of 0.3 uCi/Kg, all Beagles 
developed bone tumors within 5 yr.· The monkeys will be x-rayed semi-
annually to look for the presence of gross bone lesions. Even in a group 
this small, development of fewer than three bone tumors will be a significant 
difference from the dog. Further, the initial liver burden of Pu is cleared 
from monkeys within 6 mo after injection, and the long~term blood and excretion 
data obtained from them will provide insight into the turnover of Pu initially 
deposited in bone. Two monkeys assigned to this group have been injected, and 
three others are in stock. The remaining injections are scheduled during this 

·year. 

Three other adult monkeys were injected with' 238Pu and killed 56 to 
100 days p.i. They have been used to check the validity of excreta collection 
as a means of tracing liver Pu clearance and the accuracy of the materi~l 
balance procedures. One of the 100-day monkeys was also injected with 37pu, 
a short-lived gamma-ray emitting isotope. Uptake kinetics from an intramuscular 
inje~tion site, and retention in liver, spine and calvarium were followed by 
sever~4 j_!! vivo measurement techniques.. · Earli~r we had· been concerned 
that lAm, which behaves similarly to Pu, was being lost from liver cells 
damaged by the dose of 0.3 uCi/Kg and was being recirculated to the skeleton. 
The results of repeated in vivo measurement of two bone sites and liver of the 
237Pu-injected monkey suggest just the opposite, that there is early loss of 
Pu from bone, and that the Pu is redeposited in liver, as though it were newly 
injected--in good agreement with current assumptions underlying radiation dose 
calculations for internal emitters. 

. At the same time the monkey was injected with 237 • 238Pu, three 
middle-aged rabbits (3 to 4 yr old) were injected with the Pu mixture. 
Circulatory clearance was followed by serial blood samples, excreta were 
collected, and whole-body content was measured several times. The rabbits . l 
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were also killed at 100 days. Analysis of excreta are complete through the 
first 2.5 mo and indicate no significant fecal Pu excretion in that time. 
Analyses of tissues has just begun but preliminary findings place more than 
50% of body content in the liver, and lack of fecal excretion indicates no 
significant excretion from that organ. Measurement of 237pu in all tissue and 
bone samples will be completed soon. All measurements will .be repeated using 
the appropriate procedures for.detection of the 17 KeV- x-rays emitted by 
238Pu or in the case of small ti~sues, the 238pu alpha particles. Those 
measurements will take about 2 months. When completed, both sets of measure
ments will be compiled and reported. At the present time we expect that the 
results obtained from the measurements of both Pu isotopes in the mixture 
will be the same. 

IV. 241Am studies, results. Two monkeys were injected intramuscular
ly with 241Am(III) citrate and deposition kinetics were measured (as for 237Pu 
above) with the fixed position 4-detector photon system.· One animal 
was killed early to standardize the measuring equipment;the second is still 
being measured periodically. During the measurements of the 241Am-and 237Pu
injected monkeys it was necessary to administer frequent large dosesof the 
tranquilizer, Sernylan. In all three animals clearance of the actinide from 
the liver was suppressed. and took place at only about one-half the rate 
observed in non-tranquilized animals. It now appears that chronic administra
tion of this drug (which is corrmonly abused in street use) has deleterious 
effects on liver function in man (among other side effects). Impaired liver 
function has been produced experimentally in rats. It is plain that another 
method must be fo.und for sedating the monkeys, which does not interfere with 
their 1 iver function, if quantitative measurerrents of retention kinetics are 
to be performed. However, discovery of a drug, which when administered chroni
cally, interferes with liver clearance of Pu should be exploited as a new means 
of identifying the mechanism by which the monkey liver excretes multivalent 
cations. Some experiments to take advantage of this observation are being 
planned. 

~lanned work. One additional monkey will be injected intramuscular
ly with 24 Am to complete the group of three in the deposition kinetics and 
in vivo measurement study. The animal will be killed at about 3 mo to verify 
earlier standardizations of the equipment. This experiment should be completed 
by the end of the year. 

Between 1960 and 1972, 20 adult female M. fascicularis were given a 
single injection of 241Am citrate and killed 1 day to 5 yr later. A brief 
summary of the highlights of that study was included in a review chapter, 
"Metabolism and Biological Effect of the Transuranic Elements". A detail-
ed report of the findings is partially completed, and the results of the in 
vivo study described above now make an analysis of the findings possible.-
A complete report is planned. 

V. Cation transport, results. Monkey livers containing 241 Am or · 
238pu have been analysed by F.W. Bruenger (Univ. Utah}, and the distribution 
of the nuclides among the cellular constituents tested is quite different 
from the sub-cellular distributions of the same nuclides in dog livers. 
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These observations may provide clues to understanding why the dog liver retains 
while the monkey liver excretes multivalent cations. 

We injected a young monkey with 238Pu in collaboration with F.w·. 
Bruenger and sacrificed it at 16 hr, perfused the liver, and analysed perfusate, 
plasma and liver tissue. Preliminary results indicate that a significant 
fraction of the Pu "in liver" at that time was not yet deposited inside the 
liver cells, but was labile and presumably loosely bound to cell surfaces. 

The earlier experiments on behavior of Pu-TF in the TF immune system 
were repeated with the same results as before, namely that the presence of Pu 
on the TF molecule does not interfere with the immune bindina of TF, but that 
the Pu-TF complex is not sufficiently stable to be carried quantitatively by 
the immune precipitate of TF except under conditions of the utmost chemical 
purity. · Samples of plasma from Pu-injected monkeys and rabbits, and a 
Ce-injected dog have been analysed by Sephadex column chromatography, and it 
Was found that 90% of the nuclide was associated with plasma proteins in all 
cases. 
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SCOPE: In the development of energy sources, airborne contamination arises from 
mining, combustion, and industrial processin~. Some of these contaminants are 
potentially carcinogenic. A major problem in cancer research has been the 
evaluation of risks from carcinogens at very low levels. In recent studies 
(1-4), we have reported on an apparently general dependence of the latent 
period in carcinogenesis on an inverse power of the dose of carcinogen. It 
follows that there may be dose levels below which the latent period is longer 
than the life expectancy of the affected population. If this tentative conclu
sion can be verified for a given carcinogen, a level of negligible hazard can 
be established. To test very low levels of carcinogens in the laboratory many 
thousands of animals are required. By superimposing the action of air pollutants 
on tumor induction by other carcinogens and studying the effects on latent 
periods as well as the possibility of multiplicative effects on the total tumor 
incidence, we hope to evaluate the risks of potentially carcinogenic agents 
found in the human environment at levels too low for direct exoerimental test
ing. This may lead to better ways of evaluating the hazards of environmental 
pollutants and protecting the public while at the same time not unnecessarily 
restricting the development of energy sources. 

The lung adenoma induced by urethan in mice is being used as the basic 
carcinogenic effect in the initial experiments with air pollutants. It is 
a sensitive system for detecting and measuring cocarcinogenic effects, since 
the multiple lung tumors induced are readily detected and counted and their 
numbers are proportional to dose (5-7). The method is to superimpose the 
action of a suspected carcinogen on the effects of urethan and study both tumor 
yield and latent period. The first air pollutants to be studied are N02 and 
SO?. These were chosen because they occur widely and there are reports in the 
literature that they cause changes in the numbers of those cells (alveolar Type 
II) from which lung adenomas arise. In addition it has been reported (8) that 
so2 induces lung tumors in laboratory animals. 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) will be used to study the surfaces of 
the alveoli where the Type II alveolar epithelial cells are readily recognizable. 
The topography of the alveolar surface will be examined at intervals from time 
of exposure to the agents until time of appearance of grosi tumors to evaluate 
pre-tumor events. The SEM studies will be coordinated with light microscope , 
studies. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS: 

A. rJ02 Exposure-

1. Experimental plan: A total of 1550 female A/Jax m'ice were randomized 
into 180 groups. The treatment and sacrifice schedules are shown in the 
attached table. Because age may affect sensitivity to the agents used, the 
animals in each treatment schedule were exposed in four groups in order to 
keep the spread of ages at treatment to a minimum. The N02 (or air in the case 
of N02 controls) exposure was done in stainless. ~teel cham6ers with an air flow 
of 4.5 cu ft/min to which N02 was added to yield the appropriate concentration. 

" The concentration of N02 in the chambers was continuously monitored with a 
chemiluminescent analyzer. The animals were supplied with water and their usual 
food in open-mesh stainless steel cages. Due to analyzer problems, exposure 
of animals did not begin until September. Exposure of the last group was 
completed in mid-December. See footnote 1 of the table for treatment of lungs 
of sacrificed animals. 

2. Results: Currently less than 10% of the lungs of animals sacrificed for 
gross tumor counts have been examined; thus, any conclusi'ons must necessarily 
be very tentative. From these incomplete data there is no indication that N02 
had a major influence on urethan induction of lung tumors; however, in the 
mice treated with urethan prior to N02 exposure~ it appears that the incidenc(~ 
of tumors was slightly increased. In view :of the small number of animals . 
examined to date, the increase (15%) is not yet~statistically significant. Data 
on tumor incidence will not be completed until after the final sacrifices in 
June, 1977. · 

Work on the lungs of mice being sacrificed for microscopic (SEM and light) 
examination is in progress. No data are yet available on these tissues. 

3. A chance variation in the urethan-NO? experiment occurred when we were 
faced with the choice of delaying the expenment for several months or utilizing 
mice shipped from the Bar Harbor Laboratory that included groups afflicted, 
promptly after arrival from the supplier.-; by an epidemic of viral lung disease. 
We decided to use the affected mice that recove-red from the infection along with 
mice which had no symptoms of respiratory dise~se. The circumstance appears to 
have had no complicative influence in the evaluation of the effect of urethan 
and N02, but it is obvious, grossly, that som~ of the recovered animals have 
areas of the lung showing permanent damage from the-infection. We propose to 
look for differences in lung tumorigenesis under the experimental conditions 
between mice with nonna 1 1 ungs and those with 1 ung damage. This chance circum-

'" stance is of interest because many humans have similar lung disease from smoking, 
from viral pneumonia, or from emphysema induced by atmospheric pollution . 

.. ·) B. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Prior to the availability of animals treated with air pollutants, we have 
been investigating the formation .and growth of urethan~induced alveolar· adenomas, . i 
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using the scanning electron microscope as the primary tool but in conjunction 
with the transmission and optical microscopes. The three-dimensional picture 
of the SH1 has given a new view of the spatial relations of the Type II alveolar 
~ells that form the urethan-induced lung adenomas. The cells in the adenoma 
appear normal morphologically but have an abnormally short doubling time. 
The preliminary data suggest that these cells have motility. On the basis of 
motility and rate of cell division, we have developed a model that may account 
for the observed rate of increase in the size of the tumor nodules. The 
neoplastic Type II cell, even though overpopulating the place within the lung 
tissue where it resides, conforms in almost every other way to the normal 
intercellular associations. Thus, the one apparent difference of the neoplastic 
Type II cel-l from its normal homologue is the fact that the normal cell is 
solitary in the lung tissue (possibly because it moves about at random) whereas 
the neoplastic cells clump together. Development of this model through further 
electron microscopic work is expected to provide a better understanding of the 
early stages in lung tumor development and a better estimate of latency. 

C. Latent Period 

To test our hypothesis of a general dependence of latent period in carcino
genesis on an inverse power of the dose of carcinogen, we are seeking more 
precfse information on the latent period of urethan-induced lung tumors. 
Previous estimates were based on extrapolation of lung tumor incidence in 
animals sacrificed at various times after exposure to urethan. As a new 
approach, we are measuring the size of the tumors at various times after treat
ment with urethan, with the expectation that we will be able to project a 
tumor growth curve back to the average time of initiation of the tumors. Since 
measuring the tumors with a microscope fitted with a micrometer eyepiece is very 
tedious work, only about 1/3 of the tumors have been measured and the majority 
of these are from the earlier sacrifices. Our findings,therefore, are only 
preliminary and will be extended at a later date. The findings at this time, 
however, are interesting: 

1. The size of the lung tumors at any given time after treatment appears 
to be independent of the dose of urethan. 

2. The diameter of the tumor appears to increase linearly with time since 
exposure to urethan. 

3. Although the completed measurements are too scant to estimate average 
time of appearance-of the earliest stage of urethan-induced lung tumors, 
it appears that the method will give an estimate which can be compared 
with previous estimates based on the incidence of tumors as a function 
of time and dose. Both methods of extrapolation to time of first 
appearance can be compared directly with the electron microscopic ~ 
observations. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CANCER 1RISK EVALUATION 

SCOPE: The objectives of th]s project are to: 1) evaluate carcinogenic 
influences that can be revealed by data such as: dose versus yield of tumors, 
dose versus time of appearance of tumors, calendar time since exposure or 
chronological age versus incidence of tumors; 2) study the influence of health 
factors on the frequency of cancer, since such factors, though not intrinsically 
carcinogenic or anticarcinogenic, may alter the end results expressed as ob
served cancers. Our previously reported work produced a model of carcinogenesis 
that has stood up under test in various carcinogenic systems. If this model 
can be further supported by extension of our studies to a much larger base 
of experimental data, it should permit determination of dosage levels of 
environmental carcinogens that can be regarded as reasonably safe. We plan 
to develop this model more fully and to relate it to as much of the data in 
the literature on carcinogenesis as possible. 

Since multiple carcinogens occur at all times in the environment, we plan 
to study the application of our model to cocarcinogenesis. Latency is a key 
factor in applying our model to the evaluation of risk; we plan to study the 
effect of defining the boundaries of the latent period in various ways on the 
resultant consistency of prediction. 

Knowledge of the potential effects of those carcinogens that are associated 
with the mining, combustion, and industrial processing of fuels and the 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS~Je have made an analysis of cancer trends by type of cancer 
· ·t~ith respect to changes with _age and changes through calendar time for the 
United States and England. The trend of cancer incidence in infants and young 
children appears to be a useful index of changes in environmental carcinogenic 
influences, since that population has had only a short period of exposure as 
compared to the complex exposure patterns of adults. In the United States, 
:anada and England, environmental carcinogens affecting infants and children 
apparently increased by a factor of approximately two from 1900 to 1950 and 
have since begun to subside. We are now analyzing the data by incidence of 
cancer to compare with the analysis by cancer mortality. The reported rising 
trend of cancer in the United States applies in general only to adults, and 
the increase is highly correlated with the marked rise of cancers associated 
with smoking. 

We have been analyzing data on the effec5 of DDT, chlordane, and 
heptachlor on experimental animals in order to evaluate the human risk from 
use of this important class of pesticides - the chlorinated hydrocarbons. 

·There is reason to believe that estimates of the risk based on our models may 
establish a level of use that will be acceptable. 
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QUANTITATIVE RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING 

SCOPE: 

The major emphasis of this program is to perfect methodologies for per
forming quantitative in vivo biochemistry. These studies will lead to a 
greater understanding of the absorption,distribution kinetics and effects of 
natural compounds as well as pollutants such as carbon monoxide, ozone, oxides 
of nitrogen, oxides of sulfur, petroleum products and trace metals. The methods 
we employ involve three-dimensional reconstruction of the organ dist~ribution of 
injected or inhaled material at various times after administration. The tem
poral and spatial distributions of trace amounts of injected radiopharmaceuti
cals are determined using new instrumentation and radiopharmaceuticals per
fected in other projects at LBL. 

This program includes assessment of whole body in vivo kinetics of trace 
metals. Whole-body counting provides an important component of the data on 
total body kinetic studies which is not practically available by organ speci
fic scanning methods. The scope of this program includes study of the whole
body kinetics of arsenic, zinc, cadmium, mercury, lead, selenium, nickel, 
chromium, platinum, palladium, and other metals of potential significance in 
the environment. · 

The efforts this year have been to perfect the basic tools and concepts 
for quantitative studies on flow and metabolism in brain, heart, lungs and 
kidney anticipated in FY 78 and FY 79. Specific research tasks completed 
in FY 77 include the development of a method of measuring myocardial per
fusion in 3-D in the human beating heart; completion of experimental work 
and development of a mathematical compartment model of the distribution 
kinetics of chromium in the human body; c.ompletion of the theoretical and 
practical confirmatory experiments to show the relationship of signal-to
noise to number of detected events, contrast, and the number of resolution 
elements for computed emission tomography; completion of a multiparameter 
co_mpartment model for studyi'ng renal blood flow and function; completion of 
an exportable computer library which contains 12 reconstruction algorithms 
and a user's manual for nationwide dissemination of this work; emergency 
assessment of internal radionuclide contamination. 

This program seeks new knowledge regarding human biochemistry in disease 
and health, and bears directly on our understanding the effects of the en
vironment on man. In particular this research gives us a method for assessing 
the biological impact of increased use of fossil fuels and other methods of 
energy production including the effects of magnetic fields, as well as new 
methods for nuclear medicine. 
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QUANTITATIVE RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

Over the past two years we have precisely defined the limitations of 
conventional methods for sequential evaluation of organ metabolism. These 
limitations fall into three categories: 

1. Inability to extract information from the volume of interest· 
due to superposition of 3-D information on the 2-D projection. 

2. Poor signal-to-noise. 

3. Lack of sensitive models for data extraction. 

The major assumption that flow is proportional to the concentration of some 
tracer times the organ specific extraction coefficient is valid for most 
situations; but until recently it was not possible to extract organ concen
tration data from simple two-dimensional projection images. Recently, we 
have been able to obtain transverse sections depicting brain, myocardial, 
kidney, and skeletal uptake of radiotracers using multiple views with the 
gamma camera. This work started in 1957 when tangent line reconstructions 
were done on icebergs. The work on emission torrography commenced in 1967 
at LLL and the first patient images were obtained in 1973. Our major ac
complishments in this field have been the .development of reconstruction al
gorithms, methods to compensate for attenuation using single photon emitters 
and the Anger camera, the first 3-D images of the beating human myocardium, 
and an in-depth theoretical and experimental- analysis of the signal-to-noise 
ratios one can expect under various conditions. 

Algorithm Library 

During the last year we completed a computer library of reconstruction 
methods for radionuclides. The package applies to three-dimensional recon
struction problems that arise in the fields of medicine, physics, engineer
ing, astrophysics and other scientific fields. The special programs for 
medical applications apply to nuclear medicine for imaging both positron 
and non-positron sources. This library is called RECLBL and is comprised 
of a package of computational subroutines that apply to the reconstruction 
of transverse sections from projection data. The subroutines are written 
in FORTRAN or COMPASS (CDC machine language) and are tested on the CDC 7600. 

The reconstruction algorithms presently in the library and accessible 
to any user who can connect to LBL Berkeley are: 

1. ART - Algebraic Reconstruction Technique 
2. ARTC -Algebraic Reconstruction Technique with accommodation 

for noise 
3. BJECT- Simple backprojection routine 
4. BKFIL - Backprojection of the filtered projections 
5. CONGR - Minimization of the chi square using conjugate gradient 

method 
6. CONVO - Convolution of projections before backprojection 
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7. ENTPY- Reconstruction using a maximum entropy criterion 
8. FILBK .-Filtering (2-dimensional) of the simple backprojection 
9. GINV - Reconstruction using the generalized inverse 

10. GRADY - Minimization of chi square using method of steepest 
descent 

11. MARR -Reconstruction using orthogonal polynomials on the 
unit circle 

12. MART -Multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique 

These reconstruction algorithms execute with the following geometry 
options: 

1. Weighting by area of the pixel 'intercepted. by the ray. 

2. Weighting by assuming all the activity is in the center of 
the pixel. 

3. Weighting by length of a line which traverses the p_ixel. 

4. Fan beam geometry weighting by area of the pixel which the 
spreading ray covers. 

The methods of compensating for attenuation are included as sub
routines: 

EVATC 
EVA TN 
EVATU 

Signal-to-Noise in Emission Reconstruction Tomography 

A second heavy focus of our work during FY 77 has been the theoretical 
analysis of the relationships between signal-to-noise, resolution, andre
quired events. Confirmatory experiments included extensive computer simu
lations of the signal-to-noise achievable under various data accumulation 
conditions and real data experiments using a positron imaging device and 
multiple views with the Anger camera. 

Analyses of the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, expected in a transverse 
section reconstruction have been made for iterative and convolution tech
niques. Under conditions of an adequate number of views (i.e. at least 

rr/2 ~~;~~~t1~~~~~~~ and adequate sampling density (i.e. at least 1.5 per 
cell) the SNR in each resolution cell can be predicted by the formula: 

SNR = Mean = (Total events detected) 1/ 2 

Std. Deviation l .2 (number of cells) 3/ 4 

= (Number of detected events per ce11)112 

l .2 (number of cells)l/4 
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For a uniform disc of activity 52 picture elements in diameter and 1 x 10 6 

detected events we expect a SNR of 2.7 or an rms uncertainty of 37%. For 
10 7 detected events we expect a SNR of 8.5. Measurements of the SNR were 
made by taking 144 views of a uniform disc of 99 mTc activity with the Anger 
gamma camera, reconstructing the section image and calculating the ratio of 
the mean to the standard deviation in a lBrge central region of reconstruc
ted discs with one million and ten million events. The reconstruction from 

·• which these data were obtained used an iterative method and known attenua
tion coefficients. Our experiments showed a SNR of 2.2 for 106 events and 
5.9 for 10 7 events. The results of measurements and calculations do not 
conform to Eq. 1 because this expression does not include the effects of 
attenuation and overestimates the SNR by about 1 .3. 

.. 

,, 
·-" 

These results can be generalized. In computed section tomography the 
rms statistical noise is larger than that which would be expected from the 
statistics of the average number of events per cell by a factor of 1.2 
(number of attenuation elements)l/4. ·This factor is about 10 for images of 
64 x 64 without attenuation correction. Attenuation compensation increases 
the noise by another 30% and·is small relative to the degradation of ex
pected SNR due to the operation of transverse section reconstruction. The 
SNR varies across the computed image with more noise near the center than 
at the edge for both single photon and positron annihilation _photon coin
cidence imaging in transverse section. The rms error du~ to attenuation 
compensation increases by a factor of 1.3 for both modes of imaging. 

This work is being extended to more realistic situations wherein the 
activity is not uniformly distributed over the transverse section, but is 
concentrated in a small region of the image. Under actual imaging situa
tions where the contrast is 5:1 for an object which occupies only 5% of the 
resolution elements, the SNR will be four times greater than that predicted 
in Eq. l. Our approach to generalizing Eq. 1 is to provide a recipe for 
computing the effective number of resolution e 1 ements. Expected results 
in FY 1977 will verify a new formulation: 

SNR = 0.83 (total events) 112(t ~Ci)-3/4 = 0.83 (events)-l/4 {~)-3/4 (2) 
max 1 max 

where C is the counts per picture element. 

positron vs. Single Photon Transverse Section 

During FY 1977 we analyzed the attenuation effect for the positron co
incidence detection scheme versus the single photon system. In general terms 
the problem is to compare the number of events lost due to scattering for 
positron coincidence detection with the number lost for single photon detec
tion. For a given attenuation coefficient 1J we expect a greater loss in the 
positron situation because for every source point 

(x1 ,x; > 0) (3) 
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Consider the fate of each photon emitted by a source at the center of 
a water equivalent disc of radius R. We consider only photons emitted in 
the plane of the disc. For detection of positron annihilation photons the 
probability that both photons will escape without scattering is exp(-2~R) 
and for single photons the escape probability is exp(-~R). The average 
escape probabi 1 ity for a source at the edge of the disc in the two si-tua
tions: 

rr/2 

Positron: 2 
Tf 

J e -2~Rcos e de ( 4) 

0 

rr/2 

Single photon: f e-2~Rcos e do+ l 
Tf 2 ( 5) -

0 

These equations show qualitatively that the fraction of photons scattered 
and thus lost from the image is greater for positrons than for single pho
ton detection. 

At each position r between the center and the edge of the disc the 
path length which photons must travel to reach detectors for positron an
nihilation photon coincidence detection is 

L
8
(r,e) = 2(R2 

- r 2 sin 2 e) 112 

where o is the angle of the photon trajectory. For 
the length for each angle e and position r is given 

LY(r,e) = (R2 
- r 2 sin 2 e)1/ 2 

In order to determine the relative effect for a 
integrate all angles over the entire disc 

2rr R 

(6) 

single photon 
by 

(7) 

uniform disc 

1 J j e-pl(r,e) rdr do (8) « 
8=0 r=O 

detection 

we must 

Here L(r,e) is either Eq. (6) or (7). We have done this integration numeri
cally for 'discs of va·rious diameters using attenuation coefficients corres
ponding to 80 keV (0.18 cm- 1 ), 140 keV (0.14 cm- 1 ), and 511 keV (0.096 cm- 1

). 

The positron detection system will experience a loss of events greater than · 
that experienced by a single photon system using even 80 keV photons. (This 
energy corresponds to that for 201 Tl, Hg-x-rays.) For a positron ring or 
hexagonal crystal detection system only 20% of the annihilation pairs will 
escape a 20 em cylinder of water without scattering; the corresponding escape 
probability for the single photon situation using 99 mTc is 40%. This results 
in a gain factor of 2 in the number of available events for single photon 
over positron annihilation imaging. For non-distributed sources similar 
results can be expected. 
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This evidence that computed section tomography with single photons com
petes well with positron tomography does not include the main advantages of 
positron annihilation photon transaxial tomography: the solid angle advantage 
due to electronic collumation; advantages of using biologically active radio
pharmaceuticals; and the dose versus statistics advantage due to short half
lives of positron emitters. A comparison between positron ring detector 
imaging and multiple view gamma camera imaging shows an overall solid angle 
advantage of 100. A summary of our evaluation is shown i,n Table I. 

TABLE I. Sensitivity comparison between single gamma and positron coincidence 
computed section tomography. 

So 1 id Angle Event Detection Attenuation Relative Maximum 
Factor Efficiency Effect . _____ __:._:::._::_::..::..:..._ ___ =-:,_:.__:_:::_:_::.:..:...::.,__ __ -=...:._:_=..:::.:.::... __ =-Se~n~s i t i vi ty_ . _ _;_:R.;_a t..:...;e;__ 

Single Photon 1 
(one camera) 

Single Photon 4 4 4xl0 5 sec- 1 

(four cameras) 

Positron Ring 100 (. 45) 2 = 0.2 0.5 

Full 3-D Reconstruction Algorithms 

The long term objective of this work is development of the mathematics 
necessary for full three-dimensional reconstruction using multiple pinhole 
views of 3-D positron imaging devices. The accomplishments this year are the 
completion of the evaluation of the point source response for the backprojec
tion operator of a fan beam. The result of importance in this work is the 
mathematical and practical demonstration that fan beam data must be taken over 
360 degrees in order for the reconstruction transfer function to be isoplanitic. 
In the future,Fourier filter techniques applied to the backprojection image may 
have great speed relative to other methods for reconstructing fan beam data. 
Further a Fourier filter method might be appropriate for the reconstruction of 
three-dimensional data if the filter is linear. Under conditions of a limited 
range of views we showed theoretically and experimentally that it is not ap
propriate to use straightforward filter methods on images comprised of the 
backprojection of fan beam data (Gullberg LBL-5604, 1977). 

This work has led to further investigations into the full three-dimen
sional reconstruction problem which is appropriate for positron emitter cameras 
such as are being used at the University of Chicago and Massachusetts General 

~ Hospital. 

~9~l_i~g Studies 

Our work on the kidney modeling was completed in FY 77. A multiparameter 
compartment model has been developed to quantitate the amount of iodohippur
ate concentration as a function of time in the blood, tissue, kidneys and 
bladder. The model is based on a system of differential equations which re
present first order kinetics. The kinetic data are obtained using the Anger 
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camera and an HP5407 computer system which allows one to delineate areas of 
interest for the blood and tissue, kidneys, and bladder thus separating the 
data into four data sets. 

A major problem in determining renal function is that the time functions 
generated for the various areas of interest represent that organ or compart
ment plus unknown contributions from other compartments, as well as errors 
due to attenuation and scattering of photons. Scatter from the bladder sig
nificantly affects data sampled from the kidney region of interest. 

The multiparameter kidney compartment model incorporates both the cross
coupling between compartments and renal function and gives good estimates of 
tubular transit times. The model does not require plasma and urine samples 
which Blaufox and co-workers used to determine the exponential components in 
the time function for the blood pool. The program evaluates the parameters 
automatically and does not require ~posteriori information to determine the 
portion of the blood curves which are dominated by these exponential com
ponents. A unique feature of this effort is the investigation of the co
variance. matrix for the estimated parameters. The estimated tubular transit 
times have a high ratio of the signal to the noise (variance) whereas the es
timates of the amount of iodohippurate in the blood, tissue and kidneys have 
a low ratio of the signal to the noise. Thus application of this model to 
patient data requires better statistics than available with conventional 
131 1-hippurate doses; thus a true test of the efficacy awaits availability 
of 123 I-hippurate which will give 50 times the data for an equivalent dose 
to that received from 131 I. 

Q!JL~n Distribution and Radionuclide Studies 

Tha 11 i um-201 

The Brookhaven-Donner Lab body distribution studies were completed and 
published in the Journal of Nuclear Medicine in February 1977. 

Chromium-51 

Our work on the in vivo kinetics of trace metals as they relate to human 
disease is presently concerned with the metabolism of chromium, which may play 
an important role in the etiology of diabetes. A combination of instrumenta
tion uniquely available at this laboratory is being applied to this problem; 
the Anger Mark II whole-body scanner and 5407A scintigraphic data analyzer, 
the whole-body counter, olasma clearance measurements and neutron activation 
analysis. 

Our interest in the metabolism of chromium (III) (the 3+ valence state) 
aris~s .from rec~nt evidence that this trace element is required for mammalian 
nutr1t1on. A d1etary deficiency of chromium in animals produces a loss of 
control of glucose metabolism, with a severe deficiency producing a state 
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equivalent to diabetes in human subjects. Chromium is believed to act by being 
a required co-factor for the action of insulin, and there is evidence that it 
acts in this way only when bound in an organic form termed '~lucose tolerance 
factor'', a ligand consisting of nicotinic acid, glutamic acid, and glycine. 
Reports of work in human subjects have been fragmentary and incomplete, al
though the results suggest that there are changes in chromium metabolism in 
patients with diabetes. These reports on work in human subjects have sufferea 
from lack of suitable equipment and expertise in radioisotope kinetic techniques. 
We have therefore undertaken a detailed study of chromium kinetics in human sub
jects using chromium-51 as a tracer. Dr. Tek Lim has developed the method as 
his doctoral thesis, which is now completed. 

In patients with hemochromatosis, a rare iron storage disease, excessive 
iron deposits in the body cause damage to organs such as the heart and liver, 
and diabetes is a frequent symptom prev i au s 1 y be 1 i eved due to damage to the 
pancreas. Serum transferrin is highly saturated with iron, and it is known 
that chromium is also carried on transferrin, competitively with iron. We· 
postulated that hemochromatotic diabetes may be due to chromium exclusion by 
iron, rather than· to pancreas damage. We have studied ten patients and five 
normal subjects with whole-body counting and plasma clearance analysis, and 
found whole-body retention of chromium-51 to be 50% lower in the hemochroma
totic patients, confirming our hypothesis of chromium exclusion. This work 
is being prepared for publication. 

In Dr. Lim's studies we performed, in addition, whole-body scanner studies 
so that details of body distribution could be analyzed. With the assistance 
and cooperation of Professor Herbert Landahl of the Department of Biophysics 
and Biomathematics at the University of California Medical School in San Fran
cisco, Dr. Lim has developed a mathematical model of chromium metabolism based 
on complete studies of three patients with hemochromatosis and three normal 
subjects. The mathematical solution of the model was made possible primarily 
because of the data supplied by whole-body counting, which is accurate for a 
long period after injection. The solution yields transfer rates between four 
tissues and the plasma. In the patients with hemochromatosis, the ratio of 
the transfer rates to and from the 1 iver were. some four times higher than 
the normal subjects. Whether this phenomenon is associated with the diabetes 
common in hemochromatosis is still not established, but warrants a detailed 
investigation of chromium kinetics in patients with diabetes. 

Another study was undertaken by Dr. Lim to investigate plasma levels of 
chromium as a function of metabolism. Chromium is very difficult to measure 
at the levels found in plasma, about two to ten parts per billion, and the 
only accurate method is by neutron activation analysis. I-n both animal and 
diabetic subjects the plasma chromi~m rose from a fasting le~el of about 2 ppb 
to about 10 ppb; the peak in the chromium level occurred after· the glucose . 
and insulin peaks, and occurred later in the diabetic patients. In other 
patients who were studied for 51 Cr kinetics, a glucose tolerance test was 
given two to four weeks after the i~v. 51 Cr and-the plasma 51 Cr measured. 
In these cases no rise was seen. These two tests thus appear to confirm the 
undocumented statements by Mertz that ionic chromium (III) is not in the 
form required for insulin actipn, and that the chromium must be in some or
ganic form for this action. 
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' We believe that these results indicate that the metabolism of chromium 
is an important part of glucose metabolism and that there is sufficient data 
to justify detailed kinetic studies on a series of diabetic patients. We 
have obtained expressions of interest in collaboration in this project from 
Dr. John Linfoot in our own laboratory, and from Dr. Peter Forsham who heads 
the diabetic research group at the University of California Medical Center in 
San Francisco. · 

Iron-59 

· We have continued to study iron absorption in the relatives of patients 
with hemochromatosis to accumulate information relative to the mode of inheri
tance of this iron storage disease, and to provide important prognostic in
formation for the patient•s treatment. Long-term followup is necessary to de
termine whether those subjects with abnormally increased iron absorption rela
tively early in life eventually develop iron overload, as a number of our 
patients have so far. The evidence of workers so far in this field is that 
hemochromatosis, although rare in its clinical expression, is a dominant gene 
with a pepetrance of only about 1-2% which means that the gene is 50 to 100 
times more prevalent in the population than the clinical disease. The factors 
influencing penetrance are not clearly established. Changes in the environ
mental influences could greatly increase the incidence of the clinical dis
ease, and Since it is a disease with a slow and in~idious onset, it could take 
10, 20, or even 40 years for such changes to become evident. Our absorption 
test alerts the patient•s physician to this possibility so that prophylactic 
phlebotomies may be undertaken. 

In FY 76 we tested nine individuals from four of our families with hemo
chromatosis and found one positive (high absorber) and two borderline cases 
with moderately high absorption and moderately elevated serum iron. All of 
these patients are being scheduled for further tests and continued observation. 
Our clinic (LBL 4456-01) is presently conducting prophylactic phlebotomies on 
two relatives found to be iron loaded in tests during previous years; these 
patients are also taking part in chromium kinetic studies. The iron absorp
tion test is not performed anywhere else in the country to our knowledge, and 
serves as a prognostic as well as diagnostic test for a patient who may much 
later in life develop a life-threatening disease. 

Rubidium-82 

A collaborativ~ study between Los Alamos (Dr. Hal o•Brien, LASL), Massa
chusetts General Hospital (Dr. Gordon Brownell), Washington University, St. 
Louis (Dr. Michel Ter-Pogossian), and Donner (Dr. T. F. Budinger ~nd Dr. Y. 
Yano) has been underway for two years. The objective of this study is to 
explore 82 Rb (75-sec half-life) for nuclear medicine brain and heart perfOsion 
studies. Our role is to perfect the rubidium-strontium generator and a report 
of this work appears in the Journal of Nuclear Medicine in January 1977. •· 

A second project involves the theoretical and experimental demonstra
tions of the resolution limitations due to tissue penetration of high energy 
positrons from 82 Rb. As part of Dr. S. Derenzo•s instrument development work 
we measured the resolution obtainable with and without a lead shield around 
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82 Sr and 68Ga sources. Our experiments published in JNM in April 1977 suggest 
a FWHM of 4 nm due to positron range only for 82 Rb (3.1 MeV max.). We expect 
to complete and publish the theoretical basis for these results in FY 1977. 

Zinc-62 

With Yukio Yano we investigated the whole b_ody distribution of 62 Zn-amino 
acids. Zinc-62 is a positron emitter that localizes in pancreas, prostate and 
liver. Cyclotron-produced Zn-62 was separated by column chromato~raphy and 
evaluated in vivo as the chelate of five amino acids and also as 2 ZnClz. 
Tissue-distribution studies were done in normal animals from 0.7 to 23 hours 
after i .v. administration. 

Pancreas-to-liver ratios (per gram) of about 1.0 were found at 1.5 hr 
in studies on rats, dogs and monkeys. Pancreas was as difficult to separate 
from 1 iver in zn.,.62 (amino acid) images as in selenomethionine (Se-75) images. . . . 

Some studies were done with ·zinc-65 to determine the effects of carrier 
zinc and molar ratios of ligand. The highest ratio of pancreas·to liver in 
these studies was 1.44. This uptake ratio decreases with increasing amounts 

·of histidine but the ratio is increased by adding carrier zinc because there 
results a decrease in liver uptake and no change in the pancreas uptake. 
There is sufficient specificity of pancreas and prostate uptake to make fea
sible emission computed tomography with Zn-62. 

18 F-Dopa 

In collaboration with Drs. T. Sargent, J. Davis and Y. Yano we performed 
quantitative distribution studies of 5-fluoro dopa in subhuman primates. 
Contrary to a published report and expectations from rat studies with 14 C
dopa, we found 1 ess uptake in the. brain than in soft tissues of the head. 
These studies are to continue using 11 C-dopa with the expectation that 5-fluoro 
dopa may behave differently than true dopa in higher species than the rat or 
rabbit in which the positive uptake was noted previously. 

~1_! -methoxyphenyl amine 

We collaborated with Dr. T. Sar~ent in studies on the distribution of 
131 !-methoxyphenylamine in dogs and 23 1-methoxyphenylamine in a monkey. 
The bra in uptake was about 2% of the injected dose and a remarkably high up
take was found in the retinae. This is potentially a highly important dis
covery because this compound is a congener of psychodysleptic compounds which 
are known to cause perceptual distortions, particularly visual. The retina 
has a high concentration of dopamine receptors and this compound might prove 
to be an important tool for studying brain disorders. 
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Radionuclide Exposure Whole Body Counting 

Our whole-body counting for Medical Services and Safety Services was 
utilized in counting of 55 routine personnel and four cases of emergency re
ferral. Among the routine personnel one was found to have a completely unex
pected 137 Cs contamination on his clothing, and two were found to have 125 1 
burdens in the thyroid. These two persons work with 125 I routinely in protein 
iodination and the laboratory technique has been changed as a result of this 
finding. Of the four emergency cases, one was from LBL, two were from a 
naval installation, and one was from the UC campus; none had measurable bur
dens of radionuclides. We have instituted a recharge system for referrals 
from outside LBL or the UC campus. 

Arte!j~_flow Response to Heat, Pressure, and Magnetic Fields 

We developed a new method of estimating the distribution of arterial 
flow throughout the whole body for studies of the effects of heat, pressure, 
and magnetic fields on mammals. Though the technique is new, the concept 
is simple, relatively non-invasive, and allows repeated measurements. For 
whole body flow studies labeled microspheres (99mTc-albumin macroaggregates) 
of 28 JJnl mean diameter are entered into the left ventricle via precordial 
percutaneous injection. The animal is scanned on the Anger MK II whole-body 
scanner which provides data already in digital form to our Hewlett-Packard 
HP5407 computer system for display of an image of the distribution of ac
tivity. The fractional distribution of activity for various regions of the 
body (e.g., brain, heart, kidneys, and extremities) is determined using a 
light pen to flag corresponding regions on the digitized image. The counts 
in each region are integrated and after a correction for attenuation we cal
culate the ratio of the amount in each region relative to the total. This 
gives the arterial flow distribution. For peripheral flow and arterio
venous (A-V) shunt eva 1 uat ion, we inject mi crospheres into a brachia 1, femora 1 
or iliac artery. Using various sizes of microspheres we can determine the 
sizes of A-V shunts. 

After determining the baseline arterial flow pattern, the environment 
or condition of the animal is changed; for example, the animal is heated. 
A repeat scan is made to check for any redistribution of the baseline infor
mation, after which a second injection and third scan is made without moving 
the animal. Information from the second scan is subtracted from the third 

'scan to give the equivalent of a new study. The ·fractional distribution is 
again determined and compared to the initial study to note any changes. 
Using this technique we have performed up to four injections in dogs and 
monkeys. Studies in FY 77 were limited to the effects of heat on dogs and 
monkeys. We expect to be able to evaluate changes in brain, kidney, peri
pheral skin and muscle blood flow by induced whole-body temperature eleva
tion to 43.5°C. The same technique is applicable to pressure exposure, high 
02 partial pressure exposure, and magnetic field exposures. · 
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RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

SCOPE 

This project encompasses the core program for the development of radio
nuclides and radiopharmaceuticals for scintigraphic and dynamic quantitating 
studies in Nuclear Medicine at Donner Laboratory. The ultimate objective of 
this work is to aid in the understanding of human physiology and metabolism by 
non-invasive procedures. The benefits of this work include possible early 
diagnosis of cancer, heart disease, brain disorders, and other metabolic ab
normalities. 

Three general areas of research include: 

1) Production and chemical sepa~ation of accelerator and reactor produced 
· radionuclides. 

2) Development of radioisotope generators from which a short-lived daughter 
radi onuc 1 ide can be ''mi 1 ked'.' from its 1 ong-1 i ved parent. 

· 3) Development of labeling methods or synthesis techniques for the 
~reparation of radioactive chemical compounds which are selectively taken 
up in tumors or organs. 

Recent advances in positron cameras and positron ring detectors for 
transverse section tomography have created renewed interest in positron 
emitting radionuclides which will be the main area of emphasis for this 
radiopharmaceutical program. 

The specific projects include: 

1) Development and improvement of generators for obtaining short-1 i ved 
positron emitters for brain, heart, lung, and other organ function studies. 
Three generators of interest for FY 1977 and 1978 are: 82Sr - 82 Rb for 
obtaining 10-20 mCi of 75 sec 82Rb for myocardial imaging and brain blood 
flow; 122Xe- 1221 for obtaining mCi amount of 3 .. 5 min. I 22 I; and 12 8Ba -
128Cs for mCi amounts of 3.8 min. 12Bcs. 

2) Cyclotron production of 11 C, l3N, and l8F for organic synthesis of 
labeled amino acids, catecholamines and fatty acids to study pancreas, brain, 
and heart. 

3) Cyclotron produced 62 Zn for incorporation into amino acid chelates for 
studies of the pancreas and prostate. 

4) Development of 6 8Ga and 75Br labeled compounds for tumor, blood flow, 
or heart studies (e.g. 75Br- bretyliumtosylate). 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

A. An Alumina (Al 203 ) Column Rb-82 Generator 

The Rb-82 generator can provide multimillicurie amounts of the 75 sec 
positron emitter Rb-82 which can be used for myocardial and brain blood flow 
studies with improved positron imaging devices such as the new Donner ring 
detector for transverse section tomography. Previous studies have shown that 
the Rb-82 daughter can be milked from the 25-day Sr-82 parent adsorbed to the 
organic ion exchange resin Bio-Rex 70 as .summarized in the Journal of Nuclear 
Medicine, January 1977. Although this resin has been useful for the Rb-82 
generator, improvements could be made with an inorganic ion exchanger such as 
alumina which is more resistant to radiation changes than Bio-Rex 70. This 
is an important factor in the two to three month useful life of the generator 
which is loaded with 30-40 mCi of Sr-82 if there is 100 mCi of contamination .. 
with Sr-85. An additional improvement which could result from the greater 
stability of alumina would be less of a build up of Sr-82 breakthrough \tJith 
increasing volumes of eluant put through the column. 

In our studies with alumina for adsorbing Sr-82 and milking Rb-82, we 
modified the procedure of Kopecky and Mudrova for the separation of Sr~85 
from an irradiation Rb Cl target (1). Basic alumina was loaded in the stain
less steel column of the Rb-82 generator and washed to pH 8.5-9.0 with dilute 
NaOH solution. The Sr-82 solution was then passed through the column and the 
elution of Rb-82 was effected with 0.5-3.0% NaCl solution at pH 9.0. The 
yield of Rb-82 for each 10-12 ml elution volume and the breakthrough of Sr-82 
were determined for up to 200 elutions (total volume through the column 2.0-2.4 
liters). The results from two separate alumina columns loaded with relatively 
low levels of Sr-82 (50-100 ~Ci) indicated elution yields of Rb-82 as 25-29% 
for 0.9% NaCl, 65-82% for 2% NaCl and 79-97% for 3% NaCl. The breakthrough of 
Sr-82 (Sr-82 eluate/Sr-82 on alumina) ranged from 2.3 x lo- 7 to 6 x lo- 5 • The 
breakthrough of Sr-82 appears to be independent of NaCl concentration up to 3% 
and the breakthrough of Sr-82 initially decreases with increased elution volumes 
and then stabilizes without further increase. The adsorption of the Sr-82 parent 
in the column loading step is variable with considerable washing of Sr-82 in the 

, early elutions. The use of alumina in the Rb-82 generator needs to be studied 
with high activities of Sr-82 before a final evaluation can be made. The 
stability-to Sr-82 breakthrough is a favorable factor, but the erratic initial 
adsorption to the alumina column needs to be improved, which would also improve 
the breakthrough of Sr-82 which is a factor 10-100 ~reater than the minimum 
breakthrough with the present Bio-Rex 70 column. 

B. Zinc-62 Amino Acids and Zn-65 Carrier Zinc and Ligand Molar Ratios for 
.!Jptake in Pancreas and Prostate 

Cyclotron produced Zn-62, a positron emitter, has potential application to ~ 
positron reconstruction tomography for imaging the pancreas or prostate. This 
study was done to determine the effect of various amino acid chelates of high 
specific activity Zn-62 relative to 62 ZhC1 2 on the uptake of the tracer in the 
target organs, prostate, pancreas, and liver. 

The initial studies with 62Zn-histidine were done because of the rela
tively high stability constant of the chelate (log K 12.9), and because of the 
high molar ratio of histidine to .other amino acids in the prostate. However, 
tile high liver uptake of his.tidine as demonstrated by this study and by auto
radiography of c~l4 labeled histidine caused us to look at other amino acids 
such as arginine chelated to Zn-62 for pancreas imaging. 
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Five L-amina acids: Alanine, arginine, cysteine, histidine, and 
tryptophan as the hydrochloride or freebase were used as the 62Zn-amino 
acid chelates in animal studies with tumor-bearing mice, normal rats, dogs, 
and primates. The log K stability constants of Zn-amino acids we examined 
were: Alanine•9.5, arginine=7.3, cysteine=l8.6, histidine=l2.9, and tryp
tophan=9.3. In addition, 62znC1 2 at pH 2-3 was used in similar studies to 
compare the liver uptake relative to pancreas uptake. 

Studies were done with normal male Sprague-Dawley (250-350 gm) rats to 
determine relative uptake at various times (0.7 hr., 1.5 hr., and 19-23 hr.) 
after i.v. administration. 

Uptake of the various amino acid chelates of 62 Zn and 62ZnCl in normal 
rats 1:5 hrs. and 20 hrs. post injection for pancreas and prostate were as 
follows: The percent per gram uptake ratio of pancreas to liver was 0.86 for 
histidine, 0.92 for the chloride and 1.1 for arginine; the prostate uptake was 
greatest for histidine at 1.19% dose/g compared to 1 .06%/g for tryptophan and 
0.94%/g for chloride with uptake ratios of prostate:muscle of 5.7, 6.9, and 4.7 
respectively. However, 62Zn-cysteine has the highest prostate:muscle ratio of 
9.6 even though the uptake of 1.05%/g was lower than histidine. 

The maximum uptake in pancreas was reached at 1.5 hrs. post injection while 
the maximum uptake in liver was at 0.7 hr. ·For the prostate the highest uptake 
occurred at 20 hrs. 

The kinetics of 62zn-histidine distribution was also determined in male 
beagle dogs weighing about 12 kg at 3 hrs. and 17 hrs. after intravenous 
injection of 200 ~Ci. One ml blood samples were taken at frequent intervals 
and counted in a Nai(Tl) well counter. After imaging the prostate of the dog 
with the Anger positron camera, the relative concentrations in the various organs 
were determined by sacrificing the dog and counting the organs using the digi
tized whole-body scanner. 

The blood clearance curve for the whole blood of dog has two components with 
half-times of 3.5 min. and 39 min. About 5% of the injected dose was in whole 
blood 70 min. after intravenous injection. 

The uptake of 62 Zn-histidine in the prostate and colon of a beagle dog 
17 hrs. after intravenous administration of 200 ~Ci was clearly seen using 
the Anger positron camera for anterior and lateral scintiphotos. Immediately 
after imaging, the dog was sacrificed and the individual organs were removed 
and counted under the positron camera. About 30 minutes elapsed between or~an 
removal and counting; thus, the distribution of 62 Zn and not the 9.8 min. 6 Cu 
daughter was evaluated. These data confirmed potential of imaging the prostate. 
A second study gave similar results. The prostate to gut ratios were 1.0 and 1.9 
for the 2 hr. and 17 hr. periods respectively. In dogs the pancreas to liver 
ratio increases nearly two-fold with time from 2 hr. to 17 hr. after i.v. 
administration which suggests a slower uptake of Zn-62 histidine in the pancreas 
of dogs than in rats. · This change in uptake may be more related to dietary 
history and insulin production in the subject than to a species difference. 
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Zinc-62 amino acid uptake in the pancreas of a monkey at 60 minutes post 
injection was determined by first imaging the pancreas and liver uptake with a 
gamma camera and heavy lead pinhole collimator fitted with a 3/8 inch platinum 
insert and then by imaging the liver uptake with 99mTc-sulfur colloid. Computer 
subtraction after normalization of the two images provided 62Zn-histidine images 
of the uptake in the pancreas alone. A similar stud~ was done with the same 
animal to compare the pancreas image obtained using 5Se-selenomethionine and 
99mTc-sulfur colloid. , 

In a second study 62Zn-arginine was used to image the pancreas of a mQnkey 
1 hr. after i.v. administration of 700 ).lCi of activity. The pancreas-liver 
image was obtained and the pancreas was visualized without subtraction of liver 
uptake. Immediately after the imaging procedure a laporatomy was performed and 
the relative positions of organs were compared to the scintiphotos. Biopsy 
samples of pancreas, liver, and duodenum were obta.ined for counting, and gave 
1:1:0.5 ratios of counts per gram of tiss·ue respectively. These studies estab
lished the efficacy of 62 Zn for prostate imaging using position transverse 
section imaging techniques. 

To detennine the effect of carrier zinc and molar ratios· of ligand to zinc, 
65Zn-Cl was administered at pH 2~3 to 300 g rats using 30 ).lgZn/kg rat and 218 ).lg 
of Zn/kg rat. The uptake in the various organs was determined at 1.5 and 23 hr. 
post i.v. Similarly 65Zn-histidine uptake at 2:1 and 10:1 molar ratios of ligand 
to Zn was determined. An increase in the amount of carrier zinc by a factor of 
seven results in a decrease in the liver uptake of Zn with no change in the 
pancreatic uptake. This results in an improvement in pancreas to liver ratio 
of 60% at 1.5 hr., while the uptake in prostate with the two zinc concentrations 
was unchanged at 1.5 and 23 hr. Thus, this experiment gives results which are 
contrary to the hypothesis that high carrier preparations of radiozinc give 
relatively low pancreas:liver uptake ratios. 

On the other hand, loading with the amino acid histidine appears to increase 
prostate upta·ke by as much as 20%. The increase in molar ratio of histidine: 
zinc by a factor of five results in a 20% increase in the prostate:muscle uptake 
ratio of 65Zn at 23 hrs. with a decrease in pancreas activity of 22% at 1.5 hr. 

Pancreas imaging using Zn-62 arginine is superior to 62Zn-histidine or 
G2ZnC1 2 for imaging rats because the relative uptake of Zn-arginine is lower in 
the liver. It might be possible to improve pancreas to liver uptake ratios by 
saturating the liver binding sites ~ith ionic carrier such as.ZnC1 2 and then 
administering the Zn-62 arginine. The ratio of pancreas to liver uptake can be 
increased by increasing the amounts of carrier zinc and by maintaining a minimal 
ratio of ligand to zinc or by using a weakly bound ligand such as arginine. 

The distribution of zinc in the pancreas is different from that of 75Seleno 
methionine, which might be explained by the fact that most of the Zn pool is 
in the islet cells which are concentrated in the body and tail of the pancreas. 
This finding might be used to quantitate the metabolic state of the pancreas 
using positron tomographic devices. Further studies are needed to determine the 
maximal pancreas to liver ratio that can be obtained with a combined carrier 
addition and an optimal amino acid to Zn molar ratio. 
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Prostatic uptake of zinc can be increased by using either high molar 
ratios or strongly bound ligands such as histidine or cysteine to Zn. Sati~>
factory positron camera images of the prostate can be obtained about one day 
after injecting the nine-hour half-life 62zn in rats, dogs, and monkeys. 

Studies have begun on the pancreas uptake of Zn-62 thioglucose in collabor
ation with Dr. Hal Atkins of Brookhaven National Laboratory who has done work 
on the pancreas uptake of heavy metal radionuclides complexed with thioglucose 
(2). Dr. Atkins is on sabbatical leave at Donner Laboratory. 

C. Cyclotron Production of 11C, 13N and 18F for the Chemical Synthesis 
of Positron Labeled Amino Acids, Catecholamines, and Fatty Acids 

Carbon-11 as H11 CN or 11C02 will be produced at the LBL 88-inch cyclotron 
by the method of Christman, Finn, et al, at BNL (3). The nuclear reaction with 
18 MeV protons on nitrogen is 14N(P,a) 11 C. If 95% N2 + 5% H2 gas target is 
used, 11 CH4 is produced which is converted to H11 CN in the presence of NH 3 and 
platinum catalyst at 1000°C. The H11 CN will be used with aldehydes in a modi
fied Strecker reaction to produce 11C labeled amino acids such as valine or 
dihydroxyphenylalanine for evaluation of pancreas, myocardial, and brain metab
olism. A gas target of 99.99% N2 and trace 02 will produce 11C02 which can be 
used to label amino acids on the s-carbon or to synthesize fatty acids by the · 
Grignard reaction for myocardial imaging (4). 

The overall reactions are:. 

Amino acid, 11C in carboxyl position: 

H11 CN + KCN 
NH 2 
I 

RC 11CN 
Hydrolysis 

RCHO 

Fatty acid, lie in carboxyl position: 

RM 9 X ---~ 

Progress to date includes fabrication and setup of the gas target vessel, 
Cu tubing, flow meters, control valves, adsorber traps, PT catalyst with heat
ing furnace and liquid nitrogen traps for the production and collection of 
Curie quantities of HllCN in shielded 11 hot cells 11 for remote processing of uc 
activity. Preliminary production runs have been done to check the target system 
at 11 atm pressure and 250 cc/min. flow of the N2 gas through the adsorber train. 

The results of these test runs indicate up to 150 mCi H11 CN trapped in the 
primary liquid nitrogen trap for amino acid synthesis. This represents about 
one-half of the 11 C produced from about l/3 the irradiation for maximum yield. 
The remaining one-half of the 11C activity is evidently unconverted 11 CH4 
which passes through the primary liquid nitrogen trap. To overcome this loss 
of 11 CH4 we hav~added NH 3 to the reaction train to insure conversion to H11 CN. 
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The rapid organic synthesis of valine by various modifications of the 
Strecker synthesis is being investigated in "cold" chemical runs to analyze the 
intermediates and the final product with chemically recoverable amounts of 
material prior to the 11 C labeled synthesis. This procedure can be used for a 
number of amino acids. 

Fluorine-18 produced by 65 MeV ~He on H20, 160(~He,pn) 18 F, was labeled 
to dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) by the diazomethod using lBF and HB1BF 4 • The 
18 F-OOPA was injected i.v. in monkeys and rats and imaged with the Anger posi
tron camera. Two separate production runs of 18 F-DOPA and their results in 
animal studies indicate that there was no transport across the blood-brain 
barrier. Further studies are needed to characterize the 1BF-1abeled DOPA before 
definite conclusions can be made regarding species specificity and chemical 
validity of these studies. 

D. ~a-68-labeled Compounds 

Ga-68 EDTA was obtained from a generator and converted to 68Ga(III) by 
1:1 HCl on Dowex 1 x 8 anion exchange resin. The EDTA was washed through the 
column with HCl acid while the 58GaCl4 was retained on the resin column and 
then removed as 68Ga(III) with O.lN HCl elution. The ionic 5BGa was combined 
with glutamate, alanine and tryptophan respectively, and the distribution in 
rats was monitored with the positron camera. Chromatographic characterization 
of the labeled compound was studied with ITLC and acetone solvent. The results 
of these studies indicate a difference in distribution with different amino 
acids. There was uptake in liver, heart, anq kidneys with glutumate. The 
68Ga-alanine remained in the blood pool while the 6BGa-tryptophan appeared to 
be rapidly excreted by the kidneys. The Rf of 68Ga-EOTA or 58GaCh was 1.0 in 
acid pH while the amino acid 58 Ga was at Rf=O. 1 in pH 6 solution. Other 
chromatographic studies were done with Whatman #1 paper and three different 
solvent syste~s; 1) ethanol-H 20-NH40H, 2) isopropano1-H20-trichloracetic acid
NH40H and 3) ethanol-H 20-pyridine. These chromatographic studies confirmed the 
presence of 58Ga(III) and the presence of the 68Ga-amino acids by development 
of the chromatogram with ninhydrin which correlated with the Ga-68 activity. 

E. Technetium-99m Labeled Compounds for Tumor Imaging 

The chemistry of labeling and characterizing ggmTc-Formycin-B was' continued 
in an attempt to stabilize the preparation and to obtain consistent labeling 
yields which were reduced by the presence of variable amounts of the insoluble 
99mTc-Sn(II) complex. Under optimum conditions of pH 6.0 and incubation at 
elevated temperature under an e~acuated or N2 atmosphere labeling yields of 
40-50% were obtained as determined by 0.22l.l membrane filtration. Paper chrom
atography of the filtered product showed 10-20% of the insoluble 99ffiTc-Sn(II) 
complex still present in the filtrate. Bio-Gel column chromatrography was used 
in an attempt to separate the 99mTc-Sn(II) from the labeled Formycin-B which 
was eluted from the column with 3 fractions of 3 ml each of normal saline at 
pH 6. The "free" 99mTc04 and insoluble Tc-Sn were carried over in later fractions. 
A comparison of the tumor uptake of Tc-99m labeled Formycin-B (OH group on 
purine ring) and of Formycin (NH2 group on purine ring) will be made because the 
Formycin is a more potent antitumor agent than Formycin-B although the latter 
is much less toxic (5). 
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR 3D TOMOGRAPHY 

SCOPE: 

The objective of this project is the development of new gamma·ray de
tection devices and techniques having sufficient speed and sensitivity to 
provide improved statistical accuracy and spatial resolution for three-di
mensional imaging of radionuclide distributions in the human body. Speci
fic applications include the study of flow and metabolism in the brain, 
heart, lungs, kidneys and bone marrow. This instrument development program 
is a major component of the planned program for the us~ of positron-labeled 

·amino acids, fatty acids, sugars and other radiopharmaceuticals in studies 
of the effect of environmental pollutants on normal human physiology and 
biochemistry, as well as the pathophysiology of brain and heart diseases. 

Specific components of this project incl~de: 

1. The operation and technical evaluation of the 280-crystal 
positron ring camera. This involves imaging phantoms, animals and man in 
conjunction with other projects at Donner Laboratory and LBL. 

2. Dev~lopment and evaluation of novel detectors and geometries 
for multi-layer positron trans.verse section computed tomography, including 
BiqGe3012 and rectangular PMTs. 

3. Development of new high-speed, high efficiency scintillators 
and the use of high speed PMTs for the measurement of time-of-flight in 
positron coincidence detection. 

4. Applied physics experiments and calculations related to new 
approaches for non-invasive measurements of body function. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

1 . 280-Crys ta 1 Positron R i_n.g_Camer~i._onstruct ion 

We are constructing a ring detector system for the transaxial re
construction tomography of positron-labeled compounds within the human body. 
The design achieves a combination of good spatial resolution, high sensiti
vity, rejection of scattered gamma rays, variable section thickness, and the 
minimization of dose to the patient. 

This instrument consists of a circular ring of 280 Nal(Tl) crystals 
measuring 8 mm by 30 mm by 50 mm deep, mounted in a gantry so as to com
pletely encircle the patient. To provide good light collection, each crys
tal is coupled to its own PMT via a short l.ightpipe. The lead shielding 
rermits the section thickness to be varied from 5 mm to 15 mm and shields 
the crystals from activity external to the section being imaged. 

POSil RON RING CAMfnA 

XBL 767 9116 

The gantry and pedestal will be delivered in March 1977 and all 280 
crystals, lightpipes and PMTs will be loaded by May. Electronics fabrica
tion will take place during March, Aoril, and May. We expect to be imaging 
phantoms by June and July. The development and construction of this instru
ment is funded by ERDA, NCI Grant No. ROl CA-17566-02, and NCI Contract No. 
NIH YOl-CB-50304. 
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The properties of this system (based on measurements made by opposing 
groups of eight crystals) follow: 

a. The spatial resolution at the center of the ring is 7.5 mm 
FWHM. At 10 em from the ring center, the point-spread function is ellip
tical with 8 mm x 12.5 mm FWHM. 

b. The detection efficiency for 511 keV photons is 45%, ex
cluding all photons that interact in more than one crystal. 

c. The pulse height resolution for 511 keV photons is 13% FWHM. 

d. The time resolution is 5 nsec FWHM and 10 nsec FW(O.l)M, per
mitting the use of a relatively narrow 12 nsec coincidence resolving time. 

e. The coincipent event rate for a 200 ].lCi point source in air 
is 30,000 per sec, includ~ng 1700 random coincidences per sec. The coin
cident event rate for 200 ].lCi per 1 em section distributed in a 20 em cy
linder of water is 8600 per sec, including 1400 random coincidences per sec 
and 1200 scattered cofncidences per sec. 

In comparison with-other instruments (see Table), thi.s instrument has 
a unique combination of resolution, speed, and freedom from mechanical mo
tion of the gantry. 

2. High Resolution Positron Phantom Imaging Results 

High resolution computed transverse section tomography was per
formed on phantoms containing positron-emitting isotopes. The imaging sys
tem consisted of two opposing groups of 8 crystals identical to those being 
used in the 280-crysta 1 positron ring and the phantoms were rota ted on a 
turntable between them. We demonstrated a resolution FWHM of 7.5 mm and 
that the system could image 20 em phantoms with high contrast and reliably 
show details as fine as 1 em. 

A human chest phantom 20 em by 28 em was built in three parts to simu
late the chest wall, lungs, and an 11 em heart with 9 separate compartments 
to simulate portions of the ·myocardium. The compartments were fi 11 ed with 
various concentrations of 62 Zn chloride to simulate viable or ischemic myo
cardium. 62 Zn was chosen because its maximum p~sitron energy is close to 
that of 82 Rb. The results show that 100,000 events_are sufficient tore
liably image 1.5 em regions of transmural infarction. With 350,000 detec
ted events, endocardial ischemia of 50% was visualized as an enlargement of 
the left ventricle. 

3. ~uid Xenon Multiwire Proportional Chambers 

_ We have successfully operated a 24-wire 1 i quid xenon gamma camera, 
and demonstrated excellent resolution (3-4 mm FWHM) over a sensitive area 
of 5 em x 5 em using 99 mrc in a live animal. We have been able to keep the 
chamber full of clean liquid xenon and to successfully image for periods as 
long as 30 days. This effort required the development of: 
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR 30 TOMOGRAPHY 
POSITRON SYSTEMS FOR TRANSVERSE SECTION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY OF THE HUMAN BODY 

NUMBER OF IMAGE SENSITIVITYa 
NUMBER OF CRYSTAL DETECTOR FIELD OF MECHANICAL RESOLUTION (EVENTS/ SEC/ 

INSTITUTION CRYSTALS SIZE GEOMETRY VIEW POSITIONS (FWHM) llCi IN AIR) 

BNL 32 30 mm diam circular ring "" 30 em 1 or 2 30 nm 240 
25 mm deep 

MGH 254 20 mm diam opposing "" 30 em 224 'Vl0nm 20 
38 mm deep planes 

UC San opposing wire chambers 
Francisco 56 em apart-with lead 45 em 180° Rot. 711111 35 

converters 

WASH. U. 
St. Louis 48 50 mm diam hexagon 50 em 200 14 nm "" 60c 
PETT II I 75 mm deep 

UCLA 64 20 mm diam circular ring "" 30 em 1 or 2 17m "" l25c 
38 mm deep 

Searle 
Radiographies 2 387 mm diam opposing 30 em 180° Rot. "" 10 nm 190 

25 mm thick Anger cameras 

0RTEC 66 38 mm diam hexagon 50 em ""150 14 mm "' 80c 
75 mm deep 

DONNER 280 8 mm x 30 mm circular ring 50 em 1 7.5 l1lTl 150 
(LBL) 50 mm deep 

aCoincidence rate per ~Ci for a priint source in air at the center of the system and a 100 keV threshold. 

bCoincidence rate for a distributed scurce in a 20 em diam. cylinder of water and 20% accidentals. 

cSensitivities inferred by us from available parameters . 

., 

MAXIMUM 
PRACTICAL b 
EVENT RATE 

few x 103 /sec 

"" 10,000/sec 

few x 1 02 /sec 

"' 10,000/sec 

few x 10 3/sec 

"" 4,000/sec 

""10,000/sec 

"' 10,000/sec 



INSTRUMENTATION FOR 30 TOMOGRAPHY 

a. Purification and handling systems for ultra-high purity xenon 

b. Vacuum-tight cryogenic chambers having over 100 high voltage feed-
throughs · 

c. 150 charge amplifiers with cooled FETs 

d. High resolution collimators using very thin corrugated lead sheets. 

A larger liquid xenon gamma camera with 15 em x 15 em imaging area has 
been constructed along with associated purification, electronic readout and 
display. Thi.s effort has been temporarily halted to devote all of our re
sources to the 280-crystal positron ring system. 

Our experience with liquid xenon chamber construction, purification and 
position readout will be a valuable asset for the development of an ultra
high speed scintillator-multiwire chamber for time-of-flight positron imaging 
(discussed in Sections 17 and 18). 

4. Theoretical Calculations of Crystal Efficiency 

In order to design improved detector geometries for future positron 
imaging systems, we have performed Monte Carlo calculations of the detection 
properties of narrow, closely spaced crystals of Nai(Tl) and Bismuth Germanate. 
This calculation incorporates the important constraint that photons that in
teract in more than one crystal are rejected~ We conclude that 6 mm wide 
Nai(Tl) crystals can achieve a spatial resolution of 6 mm FWHM and that future 
improvements in resolution by the use of narrower crystals are limited by the 
penetration of off-axis photons and a reduced detection efficiency. Bismuth 
Germanate, on the other hand, provides high detection efficiency and minimum 
off-axis penetration. A positron system with 3 mm wide crystals, for example, 
would have high efficiency and speed and could approach a resolution of 3 mm 
FWHM by using the lower-energy positron emitters such as 18F, 11 C, or 52 Fe. 
The disadvantages of Bismuth Germanate are its high cost and low light output. 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MAGNETIC EFFECTS ON HUMANS 

SCOPE: 

This is an epidemiological program on the effects, if any, of the 
~tationary and alternating magnetic and electric fields produced by con
trolled thermonuclear reactors and high-voltage transmission lines, mag
'letic energy storage, and magnetohydrodynamic systems. Programmatic ob
jectives include acquisition of data for the eventual establishment of 
allowable exposure standards for CTR and MHD workers, and for the population 
at-large incidentally exposed to environmental changes in magnetic and 
~lectric fields. There are contradictory reports and literature on the 
effects of high and low magnetic fields, as well as electromagnetic fields, 
on growth and development as well as on behavior. Thus, in order to proceed 
with an understanding of the impact of various power producing and trans
porting devices on human health, it is important to establish the hazards, 
if any, of static and alternating magnetic and electrical fields. The 
evaluation of the benefits and risks of atomic energy required very exten
sive and long-term studies of ~adiobiology. Similarly, previous work on 
magnetobiology must be evaluated and extended for the eventual establish
ment of maximum permissible exposure levels for magnetic device workers 
and the population at-large. 

Our approach involves a study of 2000 scientists and techni.cians who 
have been exposed to cumulative doses of over 4,000 gauss d~ys* per year for 
at least.5 years. The majority of these subjects are cyclotron workers 
and researchers who have been in fields of 5 gauss for 4 or more hours 
each day. In addition we will investigate the possible data base obtain
able from high tension linemen, and power station operators. The study 
includes acquisition of medical data on exposed subjects, as well as 
matched controls from 8 facilities in North America; If warranted, studies 
will extend to exposed subjects in Europe where an additional 2000 cases 
will be easily obtainable. The studies of latent effects from acute ex~ 
posures will include an additional group of about 1000 subjects exposed to 
greater than lOO gauss fields at the Calutrons in Berkeley and Oak Ridge 
during World War II. · 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MAGNETIC EFFECTS ON HUMANS 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

Since the early studies of d•Arsonval in 1896, it has been well known 
that magnetic fields can induce the sensation of light flash known as the 
magnetic phosphene. There have been numerous investigations and assertions 
of the good or bad effects of both magnetic fields and electromagnetic fields 

, . (e.g., please see reviews by Becker, 1963; Busby, 1967; Barnothy, 1968; 
Silver and Tobias, 1974; Kholodov, 1967; Liboff and Rinaldo, 1974; Lluarado, 
3ances and Battocletti, 1974; and Tyler, 1975). Frequently it is not clear 
to what extent the effect was from magnetic fields rather than induced elec
tromagnetic fields and the consequences thereof. Tentative recommended 
safety standards are based on the fragmentary information. Officials of 

·. SLAC and the Russians have somewhat similar levels, as summarized in Table I: 

TABLE I . (Gauss or Oerstead) . 
(Extended exposure) . (Short exposure) 
SLAC USSR SLAC 

Whole body 200 300 2000 

Hands 2000 700 20000 

We do not know of standards of exposure for alternating or pulsed magnetic 
fields, or for inhomogeneous and moving fields. There have been frequent 
part and whole-body exposures to approximately 10 kG, ~nd no abnormal effects 
were noted except generation of phosphenes, metallic taste, or tooth pain. 
The previous animal data and human exposure analysis are inadequate, and the 
figures of Table I could be high or low by a factor of 100. This is the 
basis and importance of this proposal. 

Retro2Jlective Study of Persons Occupational_ly_~_ose_d. __ t~_MaJL~_e_tt0ields 

Whereas all retrospective studies have serious pitfalls, some negative 
effects in cyclotron workers around the world are important to document in 
order to gain some perspective regardil)g the key areas for prospective inves
tigations. Radiation workers and high energy researchers have good histories 
of exposures and excellent medical histories due to the usual ionizing radia
tion medical monitoring. Our overview of the potentials of such a retrospec
tive study indicates that about 2000 case histories are available with inte
grated exposures up to 20,000 G. In addition to this survey detailed below, 
it is of some importance to evaluate A. M. Vyalov•s report of 1500 work~rs 
who had ill effects from magnetic field exposures. These workers were occu
pationally exposed to magnetic fields of 350 to 3500 G. Their hands were 
exposed to these fie 1 ds for 20 to 60 percen't of the work day, and their heads 
were exposed to less than 250 G (Novitskiy et al., 1971). The symptoms 
reported were: 

Headache 
Fatigue 
Low blood pressure 
Decreased white count 
Skin effects such as sweating, edema, hyperkeratosis. 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MAGNETIC EFFECTS ON HUMANS 

A careful evaluation of this report with personal contact, if necessary, will 
be made during FY 77. If appropriate, records from these workers will be 
combined with case histories from workers at the facilities detailed below. 

,. 

Approximately 1000 subjects with an exposure of greater than 4000 gauss-days 
per year for 5 years will be identified at 8 locations on the North American 
continent. At each location we expect to identify 30 to 300 scientists and 
t;echnicians -with intermittent exposures to greater than 5 gauss during the 
working day. A matched group of employees from the same installation who 
~ere not exposed will be selected at random by age, sex, period of employment, 
~nd salary range. The expected results in FY 77 will be medical data on at 
least 500 exposed subjects and 500 matched controls. With this size sample 
~1e expect to be able to discern any marked trends in abnormalities; however 
because the incidence of cardiovascular disease and the incidence of cancer 
are only about 10 perlOOO and 3 per 1000 respectively, we do not expect to 
he able to show even a change in the incidence by a factor of 1 .5 with con
·fidence. 

LOcations for Data Collection 

1. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) -Among the early cyclotron workers, 
we have already identified 19 scientists who have had over 10,000 gauss
days per year for over 10 years. Some of these scientists have worked 
in the gap of energized electromagnetics with field strength of about 
5K gauss during WWII. In addition 150 cyclotron operators and techni- · 
cians have received more than 5 gauss per 4 hours per day for more than 5 
years. These are personnel at the Superhilac, 88 11

, 84 11 and Bevalac. 
We can probably identify as many as 250 workers w~th at least 4000 
gauss-hours accumulated exposure. in one year. The Lawrence Berke 1 ey 
Laboratory and the Russian Laboratories probably have the largest stray 
fields of all other installations due to the size and strength of the 
magnets used at these installations (Dr. E. Lofgren, personal communi
cation). 

2. National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL) -We expect to identify at least 
80 individuals ·in the category of 5 gauss per 4 hours per day for at 
least 5 years. NAL has not been in-existence long and the magnets are 
sealed off in the tunnel. 

3. Stanford Linear Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) -We expect to find at 
least 10 scientists who have had over 10,000 gauss-hours per year for 
over 10 years. Most of these scientists would have received their ex
posure at cyclotrons in the past. In addition at least 150 individuals 
will be in the category of 5 gauss per 4 hours per day for at least 5 
years. 

4. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL).- We expect toidentify 6 scien-

.. 

tists with either acute exposures of over 1000 gauss or cumulative ex- ~ 
posures over 10,000 gauss-days each year for 10 years. We expect 50 
individuals will be in the category of 5 gauss for 4 hours per working 
day for at least 5 years. 
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Brookhaven National Laborator BNL) - We expect 10 long-term exposures 
and 100 cyclotron operator eve exposures of 5 gauss for 4 hours per 
working day. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory - We expect 10 long-term exposures and 100 
cyclotron operator level exposures. Most of the important exposure his
tories (over 500) would be based on World War II Calcutron experience. 
These scientists and technicians have scattered over the country in the 
last 30 years; nevertheless they will be identified. 

1. ·Chalk River Canada -

B. Other Cyclotrons - Penn.-Princeton Accelerator 
University of California, Davis 
University of Washington 
University of Chicago 
Harvard 
Michigan State 

In FY 78, if indicated, at least 2000 additional exposed individuals can be 
identified from CERN, Sweden, France, England, and Germany and Russia. 

Data Base 

The data will be collected in a format which was developed by us for oc
cupational medical purposes at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and success
fully adapted to the thyroid cancer and leukemia epidemiology work. A re
duced copy of the encoding sheet is attached. 

The protocol for data collection is as follows: 

1. A letter stating the purpose of the study will be sent by the operations 
office to the director of the facility being visited. 

2. A physician-epidemiologist will contact the medical department at the 
appropriate facility and set up a convenient time during which he can 
visit the facility to abstract data from employee charts. 

3. In most cases Dr. T. F. Budinger, the project coordinator, will make 
personal contact with a lead physician-scientist at the facility with 
whom he is acquainted in order to elucidate the objectives and motives 
of this work and share ideas on how best to conduct ourselves at that 
faci 1 i ty. 

4. The physician-epidemiologist will brief the occupational medical director 
on his objectives which include recording data on a format similar to 
that attached. The usual procedure will be to identify the exposed in
dividuals through job categories and this information will be obtained 
through the personnel department. Armed with a list of likely exposures 
the physician-epidemiologist will contact the head of the accelerator 
division or physics department who can help identify other exposed indi
viduals and provide information regarding the fields around the working 
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areas so that an estimate of the exposure each subject has received can 
be made. 

Using this list of names, a distribution of ages, sex, and time of em
ployment will be made from which the personnel department will make a 
list with a similar distribution of unexposed individuals. A letter 
will go out to all individuals on these two lists stating the purpose 
of the study and requesting their permission to extract data from their 
medical charts. In that letter each individual will be asked to state 
his estimated exposure by filling out a form showing how many hours he 
works or worked in various 1 ocations around the facility. 

The above procedure will require 2 to 3 days at the facility. Once the letters 
have been returned, either of two procedures might be followed: 

1. Copy each relevant medical record and encode the data at LBL. 

2. Return to the facility and encode the data on site. 

The second procedure is preferred because it gives the opportunity to per
sonally contact the cooperating patient to clarify the exposure as well as 
the medical record. It might be necessary for a data analyst to accompany 
the physician-epidemiologist. We can encode a maximum of 30 patients each 
day and only 10 subjects can be interviewed each day. 

Data Analysis 

Within the research medicine department of the Donner Laboratory at the 
University of California, Berkeley, there are three computerized clinical 
data analysis programs available: (1) Hematology and thyroid clinic data, 
(2) Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory employee data, and (3) the endocrine-meta
bolic disease group data. 

These programs comprise tabulations of physicals, histories and detailed 
laboratory data for as many as two thousand patients including multiple visits. 
The method of data analysis will include: 

1. Univariate analysis of comparison of exposed subjects to control subjects 
on variables of interest using multiple t-tests and/or analysis of var
iance procedures. 

2. Multiple variate regression analysis of absolute test results and partial 
correlation analysis. 

3. Because of our previous experience in multiple variable analysis, Bayesian 
Theorem and four-fold table analysis as well as hierarchial sorting of 
measured parameters and their change will be employed. 

The data handling and computational facilities at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory include a CDC 7600 and an extensive software support. The bio
mathematic activities include software packages such as BMD, Tulane system, 
SAAM and our own routines for large matrix manipulations, multi-variable analysis 
and sorting routines. · 
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The data organization and collection will be supervised by Miss Priscilla 
Wong, biostatistician in the Donner Research Medicine group. She will 
be assisted by Mr. Grant Gullberg of Donner Research Medicine. Biostatistical 
c0nsultation will be performed by Susan Sacks, Ph.D., senior biostatistician 
a1d epidemiologist in the Department of Public Health, University of California 
i~ Berkeley. Additional consultation will be sought with Dr. John Goldsmith of 
tne State of California Department of Public Health. 
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HEAVY PARTICLE PITUITARY IRRADIATION 

SCOPE 

The pituitary particle irradiation program is a unique investigation 
of the biological properties of human pituitary tumors. It is the 
parent program for the use of heavy ions in cancer therapy'and is a 
treatment of choice for most acromegalic and Cushing's disease patients. 
Heavy particle therapy is associated with a more rapid response to 
treatment and a higher permanent remission rate than conventional photon 
therapy. In addition, because it is focused on the pituitary, hypothal
amic damage, which has been observed to occur with photons, does not 
occur after heavy ions. This program has made significant contributions 
to the understanding of the endocrine pathology associated with tumors 
of the pituitary. 

The long-term followup of the acromegalic patients has demonstrated that 
there are no major long-term effects of this treatment which cannot be 
circumvented by hormone replacement. In the acromegalic, levels of 
circulating growth hormone return to the normal range of 5 ng/ml within 
1-5 years. The need for replacement therapy has been relatively slight 
and increased only 10% over the 20-25% of patients who have existing 
trophic suppression due to their pituitary tumor. Life expectancy in 
these patients has improved with treatment. 

Improvement in Cushing's and Nelson's disease patients has consisted of 
a fall of basal plasma hormone levels and usually a return to normal 
morning/night rhythm of ACTH release. Successful therapy in Cushing's 
disease is associated with the return of the ACTH reserve to normal as 
indicated by the metyrapone test, restoration of menses and normal fer
tility. 

A new emphasis program is the use of 910-MeV alpha particles for partial 
pituitary suppression for diabetic angiopathy. Our previous uncontrolled 
data on 169 patients suggest that life expectancy and microangiopathy, 
including retinopathy, have been positively benefited. It is proposed 
to extend these to a controlled study. 

We are developing two programs to evaluate the molecular changes (hetero-
. geneity) in pituitary peptide hormones and the influence of hypothalamic 
releasing factors. Using chromatographic and radioreceptor techniques, 
the native heterogeneity of hormones secreted by tumor and the influence 
of ionizing irradiations on tumor secretion will provide an important 
study of cancer control, since ectopic production of pituitary peptide 
hormone has been demonstrated in many forms of cancer. 

In view of the great success of heavy ion therapy in localized radiation 
of the pituitary, the heavy particle pituitary irradiation program con
tinues to serve as a model for treatment with high energy irradiation as 
well as a source of information regarding the long term effects of local
ized heavy ions on the central nervous system and normal and cancerous 
pituitary cells and peptide hormone secretion. 
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HEAVY PARTICLE PITUITARY IRRADIATION 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

NEW PROGRAMS 

During fiscal year 1977, Dr. Eckehart Wiedemann joined the Research 
Medicine staff and assumed the responsibilities of Associate Physician
in- Chief of.the Donner Pavilion. Dr. Wiedemann has an extensive back
ground in basic and clinical research in the growth factors, somatomedins 
(1). Somatomedins are polypeptide substances which appear to be required 
for the growth action of growth hormone. Somatomedins are also related 
to non-suppressible insulin-like activity and may be an important factor 
in diabetes and its complications. Dr. Wiedemann is establishing a 
somatomedin laboratory and initiating a study of the molecular size 
(heterogeneity) of peptide hormones (see below) which will provide im
portant bi ochemi ca 1 and cl i ni ca 1 information regarding pituitary hormone 
secretion by pituitary tumors and pituitary hormone secretion in diabetes. 

During fiscal year 1977 a grant proposal was submitted to the National 
Institute for Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive Diseases. This study 
of "Heavy Particle Irradiation of Diabetes" is an extension of the pre
vious data on 169 patients with diabetes and its angiopathic complications, 
e.g., retinopathy, etc. This uncontrolled preliminary study demonstrated 
the ability to suppress growth hormone (hGH) with a low incidence of other 
tropic hormone (ACTH, TSH, etc.) suppression. The long-term followup 
of these patients indicates not only that the retinopathy may have been 
benefited but that life expectancy may hav~ been improved .. It is planned 
to expand and confirm these observations with a well-designed,·tightly 
controlled study. 

ON-GOING WORK 

During fiscal year 1977, fifty-five patients with pituitary disorders 
have been evaluated. Twenty-one acromegalic patients, six patients with 
Cushing's disease, three patients with chromophobe adenomas, and six 
patients with prolactin-secreting adenomas were determined to be optimally 
treated with heavy particle pituitary irradiation at the 184 inch syncho
cyclotron. The remaining patients were referred for surgical procedures 
or are currently awaiting therapy. 

Tr~atment of Acromegaly 

During the last fifteen years, 290 patients with acromegaly have been 
treated with 910-MeV alpha particles from the 184-inch synchro-cyclotron. 
Although there is not general agreement on the optimum goal of therapy 
in the treatment of acromegaly, it is obvious that tumor control as well 
as adequate lowering of the elevated growth-hormone concentrations and 
the associated metabolic changes would be the ultimate goals. We have 
previously reported that metabolic changes, such as improvement in glu
cose tolerance, loss of insulin resistance, and fall in serum phosphorus 
occur with a good response to treatment (Z). Figure 1 describes the 
chronological changes in growth hormone measured by radioimmunoassay. 
Excluded from the follow-up are any patients who have been treated re
cently, who have not returned, or who have had unsuccessful surgery 
prior to heavy particle pituitary irradiation. They are analysed 
separately. You will note in Figure 1 that there is a 50-60 percent 
fall in growth hormone level within 6 to 12 months; values continue to 
fall to what we consider the normal level of 5 ng/ml within 4 to 5 years. 
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Continued 

The levels fall more rapidly in some patients. It has been our 
general rule that patients who have an adequate initial fall in hGH 
will continue to fall progressively and secondary relapse is uncommon, 
in contrast to patients treated by conventional radiation. A compar
ison between the patients treated with heavy particles until 1972 and 
photon therapy reported by Roth, et al (3) show that there is a fall 
in the growth hormone level in both therapies, but a higher relapse 
rate is observed with conventional radiation. 

Since 1954 we have treated 53 patients who have had previous partial 
or unsuccessful surgery by transfrontal craniotomy, transsphenoidal 
microsurgical dissection, or cryogenic hypophysectomy. These difficult 
cases appear to have responded well to heavy particle therapy. Growth 
hormone levels fell to 5 ng/ml or less in 30 percent of the surgically 
treated patients within one year, in 60 percent within 5 years, and 
those followed greater than 6 years are all below 5 ng/ml. The median 
hGH level prior to irradiation was 19.46 ng/ml. At one year post 
treatment the median level fell to 9.3 and at 2 years was down to 8.9 
ng/ml. These results were achieved even though many of these patients 
had markedly elevated growth hormone levels and/or had iritrasphenoidal 
cavernous sinus or small suprasellar extensions which were difficult 
to precisely identify prior to the availability and routine use of poly
tomographic techniques. 

Generally we have observed that adequate 1 oweri ng 0f the growth hormone 
level may be associated with a higher incidence of secondary tropic 
hormone loss. Treatment modalities associated with a low requirement 
for replacement therapy will, in the long term, have higher relapse 
rates and lesser clinical response. Adrenal replacement was required 
in 37 percent of the acromegalic patients. Thyrotropic deficiency was 
less clear since about 35 percent of the patients were on thyroid re
placement at some time before or after treatment; however, the actual 
need for thyroid replacement in these patients was largely unchallenged, 
and, in many instances, clear documentation of the need for such therapy 
was not available. Estrogen therapy for the women and androgen therapy 
for the men were indicated about as frequently as were the adrenal and 
thyroid hormones; however, such treatments were used more sparingly by 
the physicians. 

There have been eight pregnancies in patients since therapy, and the 
wives of six other patients became pregnant. All of the deliveries and 
infants have been normal. Since hypopituitarism develops slow·ly in most 
cases. our young couples have been encouraged to start their families 
promptly after treatment. All patients and their attending physicians 
are alerted to the possible eventual need for adrenal as well as other 
types of hormonal replacement and the patients carry an emergency card 
indicating this need under stress conditions such as infection, opera
tion or injury. 

With metabolic improvement, it is reasonable to expect a more comfor
table and an extended life in these patients. The increased incidence 
of death from cardiovascular and cerebrovascular causes has been noted 
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Continued 

in other series of acromegalic patients (4,5). The causes of death 
in our series are summarized in Table I. The majority of these deaths 
are, as expected, from cardiovascular disease. The overall improvement 
in survival in our patients is shown in Figure 2. These data reflect 
the low morbidity and effectiveness of heavy particle pituitary irra
diation. The median survival time for the group is now 13 years, and 
there has been progressive improvement in median survival b.etween 1969 
and 1976. · 

The central nervous system side effects of therapy have been discussed 
previously (6). Using our current selection criteria which includes 
careful assessment of metabolic activity, avoidance of patients who 
have relapsed after X-ray or gamma-ray therapy and the routine use of 
pneumoencephalography with tomography, with or without cerebral arterial 
and venous angiography, we have been able to limit the dose delivered 
to the cranial nerves and brain tissue surrounding the pituitary gland 
to ~ess than 3,000 rads. Neural complications have been essentially 
eliminated in the 272 patients treated since 1961 with the plateau por
tion of the beam using the biplanar rotational technique. Five patients 
had very large pituitary tumors and were considered better treated with 
the Bragg peak. These tumors were so large that it was not possible to 
use the standard rotational technique and deliver adequate radiation. 
Two of these five patients were treated with 12 portals and have respon
ded excellently to treatment with no evidence of side effects. The 
other three patients were treated with 6 portals; two developed tran
sient diplopia, one underwent transfrontal surgery for a suprase~lar 
extension and has no ocular symptoms at this time; the other pat1ent 
developed uncinate seizures whi~h are controlled by anticonvuls~nt · 
therapy. Although we have curtailed the use of the'Bragg pe~k 1n these 
difficult cases because of technical difficulties in localiz1ng the peak, 
the availability of in vivo monitoring of the Bragg peak by a radio auto
activation technique (7) will improve our ability to localiz~ the peak 
mone accurately. Additional experience with the Bragg_pea~ ~n the 
treatment of extrapituitary tumors, and the recent ava1lab1l1ty of 
more defined Bragg peaks using heavier ions such as neon and carbon 
makes Bragg therapy with 910-MeV alphaparticles feasible in compli
cated cases, such as those patients who have been surgical failures,.· 
and perhaps in selected patients-who have had unsuccessful conventional 
radiation and are unable to be managed by one of the surgical proce
dures. 

T_re~tment of C~_romophobe Adenoma and Prolactin Secreting Adenomas 

Alpha particles have been used to treat 46 patients with nonfunctioning 
tumors or so-called chromophobe adenomas over 15 years. During fiscal 
year 1977, we have determined that one-half of these patients have hyper
prolactinemia even in the absence of clinically detectable galactorrhea, 
confirming the observation of others (8). These tumors are often large 
and frequently present with significant extrasellar extension. In the 
past our selection criteria have excluded patients with suprasellar 
extension. More recently, with the demo~stration of persistent hyper
prolactinemia following surgical decompression, several of these large 
tumors have been treated with heavy particles after subsequent pneumo
encephelography has excluded recurrent suprasellar extension. The 
patients have been treated with heavy particle doses of 4,000 to 8,400 · 
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Continued 

rads. The data on six patients with galactorrhea and secondary amen
orrhea treated in the last two years are shown in Figure 3. It should 
be noted that none of these patients would be considered to have had 
microadenoma of the pituitary since all showed distinct to marked sellar 
enlargement. 

It is our impression that patients with prolactin secreting adenomas tend 
to have larger, more invasive tumors that are more radioresistant than 
growth hormone secreting tumors. We are currently treating patients 
with microadenomas in whom fertility is not a concern. Except for those 
patients who have undergone previous surgery, the need for post treat
ment replacement therapy is no greater than that observed in our Cushing's 
disease patients and is lower than in the acromegalic patients. 

Treatment of Cushing•s Disease and Nelson•s Syndrome 

Forty-four patients with Cushing•s disease due to adrenocortical hyper
pJ~sia have been treated with 6,000 to 15,000 rads in 4 to 6 fractions 
over the past 15 years. Figure 4 shows the elevated plasma cortisol 
levels and demonstrates that the patients had abnormal circadian rhythms. 
Following treatment, there was not only a fall in cortisol levels but 
some tendency for the rhythm to return to normal. 

Dexamethasone suppression tests were performed regularly on these patients. 
In the early studies, we employed urinary suppression tests using 2 mg 
and 8 mg/day doses of dexamethasone as described by Liddle (9). More 
recently, we ha~e used the overnight dexamethasone suppression test by 
giving 1-2 mg of dexamethasone at 11 p.m. and measuring the cortisol 
levels at 8 a.m~ (10). The results of the dexamethasone suppression 
studies are shown in Figure 5. It should be·noted that the lack of sup
pression to less than S pg/dl is considered abnormal (10) and occurred 
in all of the patients. Following heavy-particle irradiation, the normal 
suppressibility returned in all of the patients tre~ted successfully. 

The metyrapone test has also proved to be a valuable diagnostic procedure 
(11). In general, patients with primary adrenal adenomas or carcinomas 
showed no change in ACTH secretion in response to 11-s-hydroxylase 
blocking by metyrapone. Similarly, most patients with ectopic ACTH syn
drome do not show an increase in ACTH in response to metyrapone. In the 
nhljority of our patients there was an exaggerated response to metyrapone. 
Following treatment there was a return of the ACTH reserve to normal and 
an elimination of this exaggerated response. 

ACTH measurements on these patients have been performed more recently. 
They are not markedly elevated in these patients and the values over-
lap with the normal; however, the constant secretion of slightly elevated 
or nonna 1 amounts of ACTH throughout a 24 hour period without the normal 
circadian rhythm results in excess adrenocorticosteroid production and 
the clinical features of Cushing•s disease. Heavy particle therapy pro
duced a fal"l in ACTH production and provides confirmatory data for the 
interpretations derived from the adrenal steroid measurement. 
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HEAVY PARTICLE PITUITARY IRRADIATION 

Continued 

Two patients have shown only partial response to heavy particle therapy. 
Either remission is incomplete or follow-up has been too brief and is 
continuing. Several patients have been treated with amino-gluthethimide 
(12), a combination of amino-glutethimide and metyrapone, or orthopara
DDD (13) during or immediately after treatment while the effects of heavy
particle irradiation were being observed. The patients with rapid pro
gressive Cushing's disease are routinely placed on one of these therapies, 
but we have not been completely successful in managing all patients during 
the 6 to 9 months required for adequate clinical remission. In general, 
if the laboratory and clinical parameters demonstrate an early response, 
we have been content to defer any other additional form of treatment. 

rhe number of patients treated solely with pituitary irradiation on thy
roid replacement therapy is 19%; only 4 patients or 9% require adrenal 
replacement. As in the acromegalic patients, the true need for thyroid 
replacement in all patients has not been challenged. In addition, we 
have had five pregnancies which have occurred ~fter our therapy. 

Thirteen patients have been treated for Nelson's syndrome. Three patients 
had had prior decompressant transsphenoidal or transfrontal surgery for 
suprasellar extension and persistent elevation of the plasma ACTH. One 
patient in the series had an invasive pituitary tumor and died following 
a difficult operation t6 relieve the large suprasellar extension four 
years after treatment. All of the other patients are living. The plasma 
ACTH values before and after treatment are shown in Figure 6. Dramatic 
falls in the ACTH levels in these patients are of interest. Increased 
susceptibility to dexamethasone suppression occurs in these patients with 
Nelson's syndrome in a fashion similar to that observed in our patients 
treated for primary Cushing's disease with adrenal hyperplasia. In our 
experience, patients with ACTH secreting tumors or prolactin secreting 
tumors have potentially invasive tumors and require vigorous therapy. 

SUMMARY OF PITUITARY TUMOR THERAPY 

In view of the great i.nterest of heavy ion therapy in localized radiation 
of tumors invo·lving tissue including the pituitary, the heavy particle 
pituitary irradiation program serves as a model for a modified treatment 
with conventional radiation techniques as well as a source of informa
tion regarding the long-term effects of localized heavy ions on the 
central nervous system and normal and abnormal pituitary cells. 

Although the advantages of heavy particle pituitary irradiation in the 
management of pituitary diseases are great, the availability of cyclotron 
therapy is limited. However, the nature of these diseases is such that 
they can be managed in a regional referral center such as the Donner Lab
oratory and Donner Pa vi 1 ion. The efficiency of operating the synchro
cyclotron has improved, and the shortened treatment has reduced the cost 
of therapy significantly to currently slightly less than the cost of 4 to 
6 weeks of conventional photon therapy. Furthermore, heavy particle 
therapy is significantly less costly than surgical hypophysectomy (14). 
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METABOLIC FACILITY 

SCOPE 

The Metabolic Ward is a medical facility available for lengthy inves
tigative studies involving human subjects, and was designed to serve 
all research projects of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory program in 
biology and medicine. It has been the primary patient facility for the 
heavy particle pituitary irradiation program for the investigation 
and treatment of breast cancer, diabetic retinopathy, and, more recently, 
pituitary tumors. 

The ~1etaboilc Ward consists of a specialized laboratory facility and 
a nursing unit composed of 8-10 beds. A small diet kitchen, nursing 
station, 3 examing rooms and doctor's offices are included on the 
nursing floor. The laboratory floor consists of a general clinical 
laboratory, a radioimmunoassay laboratory, a radioreceptor and bioassay 
laboratory, and doctor's offices. Staffing consists of physician 
endocrinologists, medical technologists, an administrative secretary, 
a clerk-typist, registered nurses and a nurse's aide. During fiscal 
year 1977, 55 nev1 patients with pituitary disorders and 349 long-
term patients with pituitary tumors or d~labetic retinopathy were seen 
in follow-up. A total of 24,372 endocrine and metabolic assays were 
performed on these patients. 

Specific endocrine studies include: 

1) Measurement of the peptide hormones, ACTH, hGH and prolactin in 
hormone secreting pituitary tumors; 

2) Evaluation of normal basal pituitary hormone function by dir
ect measurement of pituitary gonadotropins (FSH, LH), thyroid 
stimulating hormone (TSH) as well as ACTH, hGH and prolactin; 

' 3) Evaluation of hypothalamic-pituitary function using the hypo
thalamic hormones TRH and LRH; 

4) Measurement of the target gland hormone concentration in blood, 
i.e., adrenocortical and gonadal hormones. 

5) Suppression (dexamethasone and L-Dopa) and stimulation tests 
(metyrapone, insulin, arginine and glucagon tolerance tests); 

6) Study of the renin-angiotensin system in acromegaly and Cushing's 
disease; 

7) Study of the long-term effects of pituitary suppression on dia
betic retinopathy and pituitary tumors; 

8) Study of the pathological changes in the central nervous sys
tem, the hematopoetic and cardiovascular systems in patients 
receiving heavy ion exposure. 

New programs will be developed to study the growth-promoting factor 
somatomedin in acromegaly, pathological growth problems and other 
endocrine disease. The heterogeniety of pituitary peptide hormones in 
patients with pituitary tumors and non-endo~rine tumors which have the 
capacity of ectopically producing a variety of peptide hormones will be 
investigated. · 

The metabolic facility will be used for the extended study of a wide 
variety of problems including environmental and occupational exposure, 
magentic fields, and other new areas of interest within the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

SOMA10MEDIN PROGRAM 

METABOLIC FACILITY 

Dr. E::ckehart Wiedemann joined the Donner Laboratory Staff at t"'" start 
of fiscal year 1977. His present investigation of somatomedi11 (l) is a 
continuation of his work during the past several years as a clinical 
investigator at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bronx, New York. 
Using an improved bioassay procedure he demonstrated several years ago 
that estrogen, long known to inhibit growth when administered in pharma
cological doses to young animals, reduces serum SMA in acromegalic sub
jects without affecting their growth hormone level and inhibits the SMA 
response to exogenous GH administration in hypotituitary patients (2). 
In normal subjects, estrogen administration also leads to a decrease of 
serum SMA and the rise of plasma GH; from the fall of SMA following IV 
bolus injection of conjugated estrogenss the half-life of SMA was esti
mated at about two hours(3), which is considerably shorter than previous 
estimates. More recent work, either published or submitted for publi-
cation in fiscal year 1977, was concerned with somatomedin in healthy 
subjects (4) and in patients with liver disease (5,6), chronic renal 
failure (Z) and in pituitary and growth disorders (8-·Hl). SMA was 
found to remain essentially unchanged between ages 2 and 10 year~ and 
to increase significantly during normal but not during delayed adoles
cence (4). Since GH secretion does not increase during puberty, SM 
thus correlates better than growth hormone with growth rate during the 
adolescent growth spurt. Significant reduction of SMA was detected in 
patients with liver disease, namely acute hepatitis, alcoholic cirrhosis 
and glycogen storage disease {5,6). Diminished response of serum SMA 
to exogenous GH administration was noted in the latter two disorders, 
lending furthe~ support to the hypothesis that somatomedins are generated 
in the liver (12). 

Of interest was the finding that among cirrhotic patients SMA wa~ most 
depressed in patients with clinical evidence of hyperestrogenism in the 
form of gynecomastia or spider angiomata raising the intriguing possi
bility that the derangement of estrogen metabolism in cirrhosis may lie 
at the root of the reduction of SMA. The effect of chronic renal failure 
on somatomedin metabolism appears to be age dependent. In uremic chil
dren {13) and adolescents SMA is significantly reduced compared to age
matched controls, whereas adults with moderate renal failure as well as 
those requiring maintenance hemodialysis have normal bioassayable SMA 
(7). Among patients with pituitary disorders SMA was always subnormal' 
in children with idiopathic hypopituitary dwarfism and in patients having 
undergone complete hypophysectomy, but was normal in most untreated 
patients with apparently total GH deficiency due ~o chromophobe adenoma 
(4). Similarly, only half of the acromegalic patients had clearly ele
v~ted hormone concentration {¢). Since the number of patient~ with 
pituitary tumors was rather small, further work is clearly needed. The 
large number of suitable patients referred to the Oonner Pavilion and 
the large reservoir of sera stored there from such patients offer an 
ideal opportunity for this investigation. 

It is anticipated that total bioassayable SMA of about 150 to 200 serum 
samples from patients with pituitary tumors will be assayed during fiscal 
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year 1977 including about 30 samples from patients with Cushing's 
disease, 20 from patients with prolactin secreting tumors, ·15 to 20 
patients with Nelson's syndrome, 30 to 40 patients with chromophobe 
adenoma and 80 to 120 from acromegalic patients prior to and after 
pituitary irradiation. An unequivocal answer to the question of serum 
SMA being abnormal in the first three disorders mentioned is expected by 
the end of fiscal 1977. It should also become clear whether or not 
SMA in patients with chromophobe ad~noma is dependent upon their GH 
reserve. In the acromegalic patients a trend should become apparent 
indicating: a) whether or not SM is a better indicator of clinical 
activity than GH; b) if SMA bears any relationship to the presence 
or absence of frank diabetes mellitus or abnormal glucose tolerance; 
and c) if somatomedin is correlated with any biochemical parameters 
of acromegaly such as serum phosphorus, urine calcium, creatinine clear
ance or plasma insulin levels. 

ACROMEGALY RESEARCH 

A total of 290 hypersomatotrophic (acromegalic) patients over 15 years have 
been evaluated prior to treatment. The evaluation includes history,. phy
sical examination, ophthalmological evaluation and both routine and 
special assays. Analyses of basic chemistries on all patients include: 
electrolytes (Na, K, Cl, C02), total. protein, albumin, Ca, P, choles
terol, glucose, creatinine, uric acid, total bilirubin and the enzymes; 
alkaline phosphatase, LiJH, SGOT, urinary P, Ca, Creatinine, ·glucose 
and protein. (See Section 7.1 U.C.L.B.L. account number 4453-01). 
404 patients were evaluated during FY 1976, requiring 1484 testing sessions. 

To evaluate the pituitary status, a variety of provocative and/or 
suppressive tests are performed. These include: glucose tolerance test, 
insulin tolerance test, arginine infusion test, cortisone glucose 
tolerance test, water load, L-dopa and thyroid-stimulating hormone 
releasing factor (TRH). After the challenge various chemical end
points are measured and these include: glucose, human growth hormone 
(hGH), human thyroid stimulating hormone (hTSH), human prolactin (hPL) 
dnd adrenal steroids. In addition to these determinations, human lu
teinizing hormone (hLH) and human follicle stimulating hormo~e (hFSH) 
are determined.· The combined results from these tests present a com
plete picture of the patient's basal and reserve hormonal secretory 
potential of the pituitary gland. 

Growth Hormone Studies 

The growth hormone (hGH) radioimmunoassay continues to be invaluable in 
the pituitary irradiation program of acromegalic patients. Fasting hGH 
concentration in acromegalic patients decline progressively following 
this form of pituitary treatment (see Fig. 2),. Since the levels of growth 
hor111one are not fixed in active acromegaly and paradoxical bursts as 
well as suppression of growth hormone secretion was decided to determine 
the integrated growth hormone secretion during glucose tolerance testing 
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as well as provocative testing using insulin tolerance and L-dopa· 
tolerance tests for better evaluation of the hypothalamic pituitary 
instability of these patients. Analysis of these data indicate that 
an approximately 50% fall in growth hormone secretion occurs within 
6 to 12 months following treatment and that a progressive decrease 
continues thereafter. The diminution of assayable (RIA) growth hor
mone is usually associated with improvement of metabolic events 
including diabetic glucose tolerance test, insulin resistance, and 
in many instances, insulin secretion. · 

Growth hormone in cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) of acromegalic patients 
has been demonstrated tn be only slightly above normal in uncomplicated 
acromegalic patients (14)·. These data s~ggest that the blood brain 
barrier excludes large peptide molecules such as growth hormone. Ele
vated levels above l .5 ng/ml are seen in patients with suprasellar 
tumor extension. This observation has been confirmed by others (15) 
and on the basis of our work, the CSF peptide hormone assay has b~en 
extended to patients with Nelson's syndrome (15) and prolactin secreting 
adenomas (16~ Forty additional patients have now had peptide hormone 
data. Autopsy data on an acromegalic with elevated CSF hGH, who died 
accidentally, revealed tumor cells 1n the hypothalamus and mamillary 
bodies,confirming the suprasellar source for CSF hGH, 

_0_L~c;:ose To_ler_9nc~J~~t and Insulin Tolerance Test 

Hypersomatotrophic subjects with elevated levels of growth hormone (hGH) 
and with clinical signs of acromegaly were studied. Prior to treatment 
many were insulin resistant during the insulin tolerance test (ITT). 
During the glucose tolerance test (GTT), 50% of those tested had diabetic 
glucose curves; 88% of those tested had abnormal cortisone glucose tol
erance tests; 15% of the subjects were overtly diabetic. 

After heavy particle. pituitary irradiation the fasting hGH levels in 
most subjects were ·lowered, half were no longer insulin resistant and 
there was lesser but significant improvement in the GTT. It was con
cluded that persistent 0-cell dysfunction was responsible for the 
continued abnormal GTT in subjects whose ITT improved. This theory 
was confirmed by the lack of sufficient change in the CGTT. This lack 
of change in spite of improved insulin resistance was due to the inabil
ilty of the B cells to handle the added glucose load under the stress of 
hydrocortisone which was imposed on the system. The diabetes usually 
improved when a significant decrease in hypersomatotrophin was produced 
by treatment and thus resembles the reversibility of experimental growth 
hormone diabetes in other mammals. · 

H1Q_~_r:_tens i~ 

Since acromegaly is associated with a high incidence of hypertension and 
cardiovascular complication is a major cause of death, evaluation of the 
cause of hypertension in these patients has been undertaken. Further, 
n1ultiple endocrine adenomatosis might be anticipated to be more frequent 
in these patients. Aldosterone secreting tumors have also been looked 
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for. Basal aldosterone measurements failed to reveal a very signifi
cant incidence of aldosterone secreting tumors in these patients. Pre
liminary studies with basal plasma renin measurements in conjunction 
with the aldosterone measurements indicate that these patients do have 
a high incidence of low renin hypertension. These studies suggest 
that some other type of mineralocorticoid hypertension may be a causa
tive factor in these patients. Acute volume depletion with furosemide 
and measurement of plasma renin (angiotensin) arid aldostetone have 
been initiated to evaluate this important health problem. 

ThJrojd Releasing (TRH) and Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH) 

TRH is a neurohumor synthesized and secreted by the hypothalamus which 
in turn acts upon the pituitary to cause re-lease of TSH. Following 
the administration of 200 meg of TRH intravenously, sequential deter
minations of TSH, prolactin and hGH are made. Using a sensit1ve 
radioimmunoassay for gr~wth hormones such as employed in CSF measurements, 
there were slight hGH rises in several subjects in the normal population. 
While it is known that many patients with acromegaly release growth 
hormone as well as having the expected increases in TSH and prolactin, 
the fr~yuency of this response in a large series of previously untreated 
acromegalic patients has not been determined. While TRH was not avail
able for testing during most of FY 1977, a review of TRH tests done for 
1975-76 on acromegalic subjects revealed that patients have aberrant or 
paradoxical response to TRH which is not only greater in magnitude but 
also in percent increase than in normal subjects. The fact that the 
rises in growth hormone occur at 15 and 30 minutes and consistently in 
all patients would exclude the possiblity that these increases are re
lated to paradoxical growth hormone release previously described in 
acro~egalic subjects. Thus, we would i~terpret these aberrant responses 
as changes in the binding sites for trophic releasing factors which 
occur in tumor or hyperplastic somatotrophic cells. That this effect 
may be nonspecific is further confirmed by the fact that aberrant 
growth hormone release in response to the decapeptide gonadotrophin 
releasing (LRH) has also been described 07~ Serial studies in a 
limited number of acromegalic subjects indicate that heavy particle 
pituitary irradiation obliterates the aberrant response to TRH. This 
suggests that the receptor sites on the tumor cell may be quite radio
sensitive and further in vitro studies would be indicated on the basis 
of this observation. TRH is again available and these important studies 
can be completed. 

TSH reserve as measured employing TRH is reduced in some acromegalic 
patients prior to treatment and this reduced response is also observed 
in 10-20 percent of the patients following long-term pituitary irradiation 
therapy. Changes in TSH reserve may occur in the presence of a normal 
circulating thyroid state and euthyroidism persists in spite of the 
decrease in TSH reserve v1hich might be considered a side effect of treat
ment. 
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GONADOTROPIN RESEARCH 

~y_!:ei_!l_1~i!!g and Follicle Stimulating Hormone 

The radioimmunoassay of human luteinizing hormone (hLH) and human 
follicle stimulating hormone (hFSH) has been used to estimate the 
gonadotropin secretion of the pituitary before and after treatment. 
Complete assessment of basal FSH and TSH in these patients has not 
been completed. It is estimated, however, that about 25% of the 
patients have some. decrease in LH and FSH at the time of treatment 
(1~ and the number of patients that will go on to develop further fall 
in these gonadotropins is unknown. Testosterone measurements have 
been performed in some males and tend to correlate well with the 
observed changes in LH and FSH. In collaboration with investigators 
of the Salk Institute, studies with gonadotropin releasing hormone 
(GnRH) were initiated. 

An increased experience treating Cushing's disease with heavy particle 
pituitary irradiation has occurred during the fiscal year of 1977. 
The finding that pituitary microadenomas are common and that direct 
attack to pituitary either surgically or with more potent high energy 
irradiation can produce remissions in 80% of these patients has given 
us the opportunity to study additional patients with Cushing's dis
ease. The more florid cases of Cushing's seems to have benefited from 
the concommitant administration of Elipten (aminoglutethimide) during 
the early post-treatment stage. To date, 6 patients have been treated 
with this agent. Aminoglutethimide therapy is advantageous in pa
tients with significant hypertension since aminoglutethimide blocks 
aldosterone production. Chronic administration of metyrapone had been 
used in combination with aminoglutethimide. Orthopara-DDD (Lysodren) 
has also been used in several cases before treatment, but the lack of 
permanent effect on adrenal hypercortisolism has not been observed. 

Fertility is a concern in patients with Cushing's disease. We have 
had the opportunity of following one patient through a pregnancy and 
therapeutic abortion before treatment and after therapy during a spon-

-taneous abortion and through a normal pregnancy. Evaluation of serial 
data on this patient show that the ACTH reserve was markedly reduced 
by heavy particle therapy, but that it rose in the expected fashion 
throughout both the pregnancy terminated by a spontaneous abortion 
and a subsequent norma 1 pregnancy terminated by a perfectly norma 1 
delivery. The patient retains normal adrenal function 
and has not required replacement therapy. This suggests the increased 
sensitivity of the basophilic cells or the adrenocorticotrophs of the 
tumor versus the normal ACTH producing cells of the pituitary. On the 
other hand, the fact that the lesion has been ~ffectively controlled 
may be an important factor in preventing relapses. 
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Adr~nocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) 

ACTH meaturements ~ive additional information for estimation of pituitary 
production and release of ACTH in individuals with Cushing's disease 
and Nelson's syndrome. There has been a dramatic decrease in the 
pathological secretion of ACTH observed in Cushing's disease ~nd 
Nelson's Syndrome. The ACTH-RIA is the only measurement adequate 
to follow this latte~ group. Other patients treated with heavy 
particle pituitary irradiation may show decreased ACTH activity. Data 
contrasting the effects of Metyrapone (vide infra:ll-desoxycortisol-RIA) 
on pituitary ACTH before and after irradiation yield an accurate in-
dex of ACTH reserve as the post-treatment period is extended. Long- ~ 
term effects of heavy ion therapy on this essential hormone are 
extremely important. 
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RESEARCH MEDICINE OUTPATIENT CLINIC 

SCOPE: 

The research medicine clinic developed from the first use of radionuclides 
in the treatment of human disease in 1937 by Dr. John H. Lawrence. Work with 
P-32 and I-131 at Berkeley and associated institutions led in 1942 to the 
founding of the Donner Laboratory, the first center devoted to research and 
training in atomic biology and medicine. 

The major responsibilities of the Research Medicine out-patient clinic .. has 
been the long-term follow of patients exposed to or treated with ioni.zing · 

• radiation in order to evaluate the efficacy and medical sequelae of this 
modality of treatment. The program in the past has included patients with 
leukemia, polycythemia, and thyroid disease. The program has emphasized the 
unique facilities resident at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory for the study 
of human disease mechanisms and therapy. In addition, this clinic serves as 
the central facility for the coordination for much of the patient oriented 
medical research at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, which is among the few 
medical facilities around the world with instrumentation, methods, and experi
ence to approach human disease problems which might be solved by the use of • 
isotopes and associated special instrumentation. Specific projects include; 

1. Thyroid cancer epidemiology and treatment. 

2. Leukemia and polycythemia disease studies. 

3. Leukemia viral particle studies. 

4. Blood volume and growth hormone correlation stud1es. 

5. Leucopoietin investigation in leukemic patients. 

6. Effects of magnetic fields on the hematopoietic system. 

This program is now undergoing a change of emphasis to include the investi
gation and evaluation of occupational exposure problems including lung disease, 
hemopoietic system effects, endocrine effects, and human effects of magnetic 
fields, high pressure, and airborne pollutants. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

This program provides a central coordinating facility for much of the 
medical research performed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. It consists of 
a patient waiting room, reception and clerical areas, five examining rooms, a 
small office and a large laboratory. The staff consists of a registered nurse, 
laboratory research technologists, a scheduling and records secretary, and 
five research physicians, all of whom attend at least one clinic session per 
week. Two morning sessions are devoted to hematological patients, and a third 
primarily to patients with th.vroid diseases. The remainder of the clinic visits, 

comprised of patients with a variety of diseases of interest to the investi
gations of the laboratory, are scheduled at other times. 

The patients cared for at the clinical outpatient facility are referred, 
from private physicians and many from public and private hospitals. Most of 
the patients live in northern California but some come from elsewhere in the 
world. Close cooperation exists with the nearby medical facilities. More than 
half of the patients currently carried on the active roll are seen periodically 
in the clinic while the progress of the others is followed by mail and irregular 
visits. Though the primary work of the clinic is concerned with the diagnosis 
and treatment of hematological and thyroid disorders, considerable support is 
given to other research programs. 

The number of active clinic patients in each major disease category is· 
listed below: 

Thyroid Disease 252 

Thyroid Cancer 135 
Hyperthyroidism 73 
Goiter & mise. thyroid 44 

Blood Dyscrasias . 358 

Polycythemia Vera 116 
Other polycythemias 87 
Myeloproliferative disorders 23 
Hemochromatosis 28 
Anemias 71 
Chr. Lymphocytic leukemia 14 
Chr. Myelogenous leukemia 4 
Other blood dyscrasias 34 
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Miscellaneous Diseases 

Total 

Total number of patient visits will be 1245 in FY77. 

19 

629 

The volume of work done by the clinic during FY77 has increased from the 
previous study year by 5%. The total number of analyses will be 10,400. In 
addition to the increase in the volume of routine work, new projects were 
undertaken by the clinic staff. These new projects include: 

establishment of an information retrieval and biostatistical program for 
the thyroid disease patients and the polycythemia patients; a viral particle 
pilot study; and erythropoietin study on leukemia patients; a triglyceride
cholesterol cooperative program; and a major change in laboratory analyses 
procedures. · 

. We expect Dr. Shirley Ebbe will take over leadership of the clinic in 
July 1977. · 

Thyroid cancer epidemiology and treatment analyses. 

Because the thyroid cancer treatment program is one of the most clearly 
defined investigative and treatment research medicine programs at Donner 
Laboratory, we chose to focus attention on this effort for our systemaliza
tion of patient records . 

One hundred and thirty-five active cases of thyroid cancer are being 
followed and have been evaluated in the clinic. The clinic charts contain a 
great wealth of accumulated clinical information on thyroid cancer dating back 
nearly thirty-five years. Measured in terms of number of patients and duration 
of follow-up this wealth of clinical experience is perhaps unmatched anywhere 
else. During FY77 and information retrieval program was established to review 
the use of I-131 in the treatment of thyroid cancer. 

One hundred and thirty-five active patient cases have been digitized by 
numerically encoding pertinent parameters of the history and physical examination 
as well as quantitative clinical chemistry data. Forty-one deceased patient 
cases and forty-two inactive patient cases will also be digitized. The methods 
for implementing this data retrieval-analysis project was worked out nine years 
ago by Dr. T. F. Budinger for the U.S. Armed Forces and are based on current 
techniques of handling massive data banks. The techniques involve all numeric 
encoding of both quantitative and qualitative data. The latter are repr.esent~d 
in a logical tree structure based on disease systems and anatomical structures. 
Basic information encoding is done in fixed format. Data analysis systems 
include hierarchical sort techniques, contingency table methods, graphical fre
quency distribution analysis methods such as 2 and 3 dimensional histograms and 
plots, and analysis of variance methods. Using this computerized data retrieval
analysis program, preliminary analysis of one hundred thirty-three active cases 
of thyroid cancer have yielded some interesting results and partial answers to 
some of the basic questions asked. 
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The following are some of the results of this study initiated in FY77: 

1. The incidence of X-ray exposure to the face and neck area in thyroid 
cancer patients is 25.5% (34 out of 133 cases) or 30.8% (34 out of 
113 cases, excluding unknowns). The time lag between X-ray exposure 
to onset of thyroid cancer for 19 cases varies from 5 to 36 years. 

2. The time lag between onset and first definitive treatment for 108 
cases of thyroid cancer varies from 0 to 10 years. In 38 cases the 
lag was more than one year. 

3. There are 50 cases (38% of 133) with a family history of cancer, 
of which 4 are thyroid cancer. There are 10 cases with a family 
history of goiter and 10 cases of other thyroid diseases. 

4. Only thirty-two percent of these patients were born in a non-coastal 
region; of these 36 cases, 26 (24% of 112) were also reared in 
a non-coastal region. This finding is contrary to expe,ctations. 

5. In only 6 cases, non-thyroid cancers developed after the patients 
had been followed and treated at the clinic. Of these 2 were 
breast cancer, 2 neck cancers, 1 cancer of the lip and forehead 
and 1 case of cancer of the parotid gland. In 4 of these cases, 
there seems to be a total remission of the tumor. 

6. As of March 1977, the status of 133 thyroid cancer patients is as~ 
follows: 

126 - are free of thyroid tumor 

4 - neck thyroid tumor stable or decreasing but metastasis 
present (in 2 patients thyroid tumor has'spread tore
gional lymph nodes and in 2 patients thyroid tumor has 
spread to lungs.) 

1 - recurrence of thyroid tumor with extensive spread to 
lymph nodes. 

2 - presence of non-thyroid tumors. 

7. The ratio of male to female thyroid cancer patients was found to be 
l to 2 and corresponds well with data from the 3rd NCI National 
Cancer Survey (1974). 

8. Of 115 thyroid cancer patients, only 33% are of blood group 0 whereas 
49% are of blood group A, compared with 45% and 41% of blood groups 0 
and A respectively in white American population. The difference is 
fouhd to be significant (x2 Pc 0.02). 

Polycythemia Studies: 

A comprehensive study is being undertaken on the large series of polycy
themia cases which have been evaluated and followed in the Clinic from 1941 
through 1976. This span of years is of marked importance because it represents 
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the impact of nuclear medicine from its inception, particulatly in the use of 
P-32, on a specific disease. No comparable data on the long term effects of 
P-32 is available elsewhere. During these 35 years, 116 cases of polycythemia 
vera have been studied, as well as 87 patients with secondary polycythemia and 
polycyth~ia of stress, apd 23 patients with myeloproliferative disorders. 
The study is focused on the 116 cases of polycythemia vera, of which 95 are 
still living. The youngest patient admitted was 9 years of age and the oldest 
81. The average age at the time of admission was 52 and the average number . 
of years of follow-up is 13 years. The data on these patients will be en
coded in the information retrieval system being developed for the thyroid 
cancer cases. All patient data including findings on admission, pre-existing 
pathophysiology, intercurrent medical conditions, laboratory quantitative 
data, and autopsy data will be digitized. While therapy in this group was 
predominately with P-32, a sufficient number of cases were treated with 
phlebotomy alone, or chemotherapy alone or in combination with P-32 to yield 
information on the relative effectiveness of these regimens on the control 
and management of the disease. P-32 was found to be the most effective agent 
in controlling thrombocytosis where this was a major problem in management. 
It produced a more rapid and prdonged response than other agents and elimi
nated continuous need for close medical supervision during long courses of 
chemotherapy. lhe medical sequelae of P-32 treatment, chemotherapy or phle
botomy alone is being digitized in this series of patients. 

Myelofibrosis developed in a substantial number·of these patients, 
presumably as an advanced stage of their disease. Thus it became a relevant 
condition for investigation and study. 

The 21 deaths occurred in patients who had been followed an average of 
15 years and whose average age at death was 72. Leukemia and myelofibrosis 
was the cause of death in 8 patients. One death occurred in a patient not 
treated with P-32 or chemotherapy. 

The material to be systematized will correlate clinical data with investi
gational studies and will be used to obtain information on: 

Long term effects of P-32 in medical therapy 

Etiological factors in polycythemia 

Interrelationship of polycythemia vera with other hematologic disease 

Parameters for optimal control and management of the polycythemias 

Pathogenesis of myelofibrosis 

The clinic has participated and contributed patients and research data 
to the Polycythemia Vera Study Group, an internation research group, head
quartered at the Mount Sinai Hospital in New York and funded by the National 
Institutes of Health. 
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Viral particles related to Leukemia and Polycythemia 

A new effort involves the ultrastructure examination of bone marrow and 
peri phera 1 1 eucocytes in cl i n.ic patients (polycythemia, 1 eukemi a and Hodgkin's 
disease). The basis for this program is the fact that viruses might be in
volved in these disease processes. The methodology we propose to use involves 
actual visualization of virus clusters using high voltage electron microscopy 
as a unique approach to this problem. In addition, we plan to follow patients 
through remission and exacerbations of their disease with the rationale that 
viral particles might be present in the peripheral blood during only certain 
brief stages of the disease. There are three features or assumptions basic to 
the rationale for this new program: 

1. Conjecture that viruses cause polycythemia and leukemia. 

2. Repeated examinations relative to the stage of the disease are needed. 

3. Stereo high voltage microscopy is an appropriate tool for the search 
for viral clusters. 

We have collected samples from 21 different patients (many of whom were 
sampled several times in a 2 month period) and 8 normal controls. ·T~o of the 
21 patients were followed before treatment and after treatment. The other 19 
were followed through the chronic stage, partial remission, total remission, or 
exacerbations of their disease. 

There were a total of 60 patient samples plus 8 normal control samples. 
The preparation procedures for TEM were as follows: 

Heparinized blood was centrifuged and a capillary pipet was used to 
separate the buffy coat. The buffy coat was fixed in a mixture of glutaldehyde 
in cacodylate buffer, then osmium tetraoxide. After dehydration five portions 
of each specimen were embedded in epon resin. 

A total of 340 epon blocks have been prepared and the thin sectioning and 
electron microscopy initiate~. By the end of FY77 we expect to have completed 
a low voltage survey of 400 A to 600 °A sections and to have set up the pro
cedure for high voltage electron microscopy. 

Erythropoietin Studi~ 

The plasma from 21 patients was assayed-for erythropoietin by Dr. J. 
Garcia for correlation with disease type hematocrit and white cell counts. 
Some patients were sampled repeatedly for four months with a total of 71 
samples obtained. Eight normal controls were also assayed . 

. A detailed breakdown of-results follows: 
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Disease: # patients 

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) 8 

CLL (untreated) 1 

Acute lymphatic leukemia 

Chronic myelogenous leukemia {CML) 5 

CML (untreated) 

Acute myeloblastic leukemia 

Chronic eosinophilic leukemia· 

Acute monocytic leukemia 

Hairy cell leukemia 

Polycythemia vera 

Normal controls 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

8 

# assays 

32 

1 

2 

19 

2 

6 

2 

1 

3 

3 

8 

mean 
erythropoietin 

48 

39 

<l 

6 

3 

19 

<1 

32 

19 

16 

7 

The remarkable observation is that the erythropoietin is elevated in CLL 
and normal in CML. There is a correlation between the erythropoietin levels · 
and white blood count but no correlation with hematocrit. Dr. Garcia used 
his radioimmune assay technique and we expect to repeat these studies with the 
biological assay method. The importance of this work is that we may have 
evidence for 11 leucopoietin ... Additional studies are needed before we can 
comment further, 

Cholesterol, Triglyceride and Lipoprotein Study 
In support of an occupational health program at Lawrence Berkeley Labora

tory and the basic lipoprotein work in this division we performed cholesterol 
and triglyceride analyses. This is a pilot program which is a service important 
to environmental work on the relationship between pollutants and lipoprotein 
changes in man. 

The total number of patients having cholesterols was 537 and having tri
glycerides was 41. 

New procedures jQ laboratory analyses 

All chemistries are run with a series of known values, collected unknown 
pools, and standards for use of quality controls. 

We are now using the Gilford Computer Directed Analyzer - 3500 System for 
many of our chemistries. This analyzer allows our clinic a completely automated 
system that combines computer control with accurate spectrophotometric measure
ment .. It offers verifiably accurate results, ease of operation, flexibility and 
versatility. · 
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New procedures set up on the Gilford and are now being run routinely: 

1. Serum Glutamic Oxalacetic Transaminase 6. Cholesterol 
2. Serum Glutamic Pyruvic Transaminase 7. Total Protein 
3. Lactic Dehydrogenase 8. Creatinine 
4. Blood Urea Nitrogen 9. Glucose 
5. Triglyceride 10. Creatine Phosphokinase 

In addition, we have set up the Harleco Serum Iron and Total Iron Binding 
Capacity tests which allow direct determination without deproteinization or 
use of radioactive iron. 

We have also set up the sucrose lysis test which is based on the fact that 
red cells absorb complement components from serum at low ionic concentrations. 
However, PNH cells, because of their great sensitivity to complement, will 
undergo lysis but normal red cells do not. 

Ne~~t~r~_id Activity Assay 

Normal plasma from humans when injected into mic~ causes an increase in 
spleen size and increase in the rate of glycine incorporation into heme. Dr. 
Borsook and co-workers noted an increase in these parameters using the plasma 
from polycythemia vera patients but no increase for secondary polycythemia. 
These studies are b~ing continued using plasma from leukemia and hemolytic 
anemia patfe·nts in the search for heme stimulating factors other than erythro
poietin. 

One hundred cc•s of sterile plasma were obtained from 33 patients being 
evaluated for abnormal blood proliferation. 
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SCOPE: 

The purpose of this project is to investigate brain metabolism in cen
tral nervous system disorders, utilizing development of metabolically speci
fic· radiopharmaceuticals for use with instrumentation uniquely available at 
this laboratory. The diseases under investigation include schizophrenia, 
11anic depressive psychosis, multiple sclerosis, convulsive disorders, cere
brovascular disease and senile dementia. These are major disorders in terms 
of health care in the United States, and are poorly understood at present in 
terms of basic etiology. The methods of radioisotope tracers which have been 
developed under ERDA support provide a method of approach not avail~ble else
where. 

The metabolism of the brain upon which we have focused our interest is 
that of the catecholamine neurotransmitters, which have been implicated in 
these diseases, especially the psychoses. Our approach is to develop radio
isotope methods to investigate their metabolism in vivo, with the aim of ap
plying these methods to human patients. The 14 C02 respiration pattern analy-
zer measures the total body metabolism of carboxyl-labeled amino acids and of 
methyl-labeled psychotoxic metabolites. Administration of 14 C-carboxyl labeled 
tyrosine and dopa provides a measure of the activity of key enzymes in cate
cholamine. enzymes, while labeled methoxylated metabolites measure the detoxi
fication enzymes. The measurements are the sum of the total body enzyme activity. 

The positron ring camera will measure the uptake and distribution of 
carbon-11 and nitrogen-13 labeled tyrosine and dopa in specific areas of the 
brain, using axial reconstruction tomography for three dimensional visuali
zation. The requisite fast chemical synthetic methods for these short-lived 
radioisotopes are being developed, to provide a direct route from our cyclo
tron to the patient being studied with the ring camera. We are also develop
ing iodine-labeled analogs of methoxylated dopamine which we have found to 
concentrate in normal brain, which may be of use in clinical nuclear medicine 
in the study of brain traumas and cerebrovascular accidents. We are applying 
these techniques to determine effects of pollutants, especially ozone, on 
catecholamine metabolism. Our methods represent a broad attack on basic meta
bolic function in central nervous system diseases which is not available at 
any other laboratory. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

The basis for this program is that defects in brain catecholamine meta
bolism are now considered to be the probable basis of a number of central 
1ervous system diseases, the most significant of which are the major psychoses, 
schizophrenia and manic-depressive psychosis. Other diseases which also have 
been reported as related· to brain catecholamines are Parkinsonism, Huntington's 
disease, multiple sclerosis, convulsive disorders including epilepsy, and 
senile dementia. Based on work we have completed in prior years and utilizing 
equipment and expertise uniquely available at this laboratory, we have spent 
our first year with this program in establishing a strong basis for continuing 
work. 

Our staff has been expanded by addition of appropriate experts: Dr. 
Gisela Braun and Dr. Ulrich Braun, pharmacologists from the University of Bonn 
have joined us for part of the year, on leave from their University; Or. Jef
ferson Davis, with extensive experience in the synthesis of labeled amino 
acids, has joined our staff; Dr. Alexander Shulgin, a chemist with wide exper
ience in synthesis of new and innovative pharmacologic and other organic chemi
cals, is working as a consultant at 25% time; Natalya Kusubov and Sandra Bristol, 
technical associates with many years of prior experience with radioisotopes, 
computer technology, and the 14 C02 respiration pattern analyzer are working on 
the project 50% and 40% time, respectively. 

The program consists of three primary components, which are outlined below 
and then described in more detail. 

A. Whole body metabolic turnover studies by 14 C0 2 respiration pattern 
analysis of catecholamines, amino acids and their metabolites. 

B. Investigation of the catecholamine pathways and measurement of the 
in vivo kinetics with positron imaging systems; development of rapid 
organic synthetic methods using tyrosine and dopa labeled with the 
short-lived positron emitting isotopes 11 C, 13 N and 18 F. 

C. Synthesis of 123 1 and 131 1 labeled methoxy-phenylamines for in vivo 
imaging and uptake kinetics in the brain. 

Progress in each of these areas is described below. 

A. Our prior work with the 14 C02 respiration pattern analyzer· has been 
successful in demonstrating metabolic changes and enzyme effects in thecate
cholamine and related pathways. The data reduction done tediously by hand has 
previously limited the number of experiments possible, so we have acquired an 
Autodata 9 digitizer and a TI ~assette recorder-printer and interfaced them 
with the analyzer output. With this equipment, 14 C and C02 data points may be 
read at intervals from 10 seconds to 10 minutes, digitized and tape recorded. 
By direct line to the LBL computer center the data are fitted by a weighted 
least squares minimization to an exponential sum function. The results are 
given as the calculated specific activity curve, the rate constants, and the 
integral 14 C02 via the interactive computer system. The installation of the 
equipment is complete, and the first experiments are underway, as described 
below. 
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The dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia, discussed in our FY 76 report, 
:Jostulates that an oversupply of dopamine is associated with schizophrenic 
~llness. The phenothiazine tranquillizers, the major treatment modality for 
schizophrenia, are known to block both dopamine (DA) and noradrenaline (NA) 
ilerve receptor sites; this action is believed to be the basis of their anti
;Jsychotic action, by preventing the excessive DA from reaching receptor sites. 
~new tranquillizer, pimozide, is reported to block DA receptors only, leaving· 

· NA unaffected. On the basis of the known steps in catecholamine synthesis, 
outlined below, we would anticipate that if pimozide did not affect NA it 
would not affect the feedback suppression of TH, while if it does affect DA, 
it might also affect DOC. 

Tyrosine
~yd roxylose 

(TH) 

Dopa
decarboxylase 

(DOC) 

Dopamine /3-
hydl"a'{ylase 

(DBH) 

NeQative feed-back (repression of TH) 

We have confirmed the expected effects of pimozide, measured for the first 
time in vivo, and obtained a further -indication of the involvement of cate
cholamines in schizophrenia (publication 8). Drs. Ulrich and Gisela Braun, 
using their technique of permanently implanted intraventricular cannulae in 
rats, pretreated them with pimozide injected directly into the ventricles. 
Thirty minutes later the rats received [l- 14 C]-L-dopa also intraventricularly. 
In a second experiment the same animal, again pretreated with pimozide, was 
given [l- 14 C]-L-tyrosine. Integral 14 C02 measured by the breath analyzer, 
compared to the same animals not given pimozide, ~hawed that decarboxylation 
of dopa was increased by 120% while that of tyrosine was not significantly 
changed. 

The work reported in FY 76, in which the effects of amphetamine, 3, 4-
dimethoxyphenethylamine (DMPEA), 2, 4, 5-trimethoxyphenethylamine (TMPEA) 
and 6-hydroxydopamine (6-0HPA) on dopa and _tyrosine decarboxylation were 
studied by the Drs. Braun, has been confirmed and extended with some addi
tional experiments and is in preparation for submission to the Journal of 
Biological Psychiatry (publication 5). 

We have decided that there is sufficient evidence of a defect in cate
cholamine metabolism in patients with schizophrenia that a study of [l- 14 C]
L-tyrosine and [l- 14 C]-L-dopa in human patients is justified. Action is 
being taken on the detailed protocol for the study by the LBL Corrmittee for 
the Protection of Human Subjects and the University of California Human Use 
Committee. 
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We have previously reported evidence that abnormal methylation processes 
11ay be involved in the biochemistry of schizophrenia; [S- 14 CH 3]-methionine was 
~aund to be metabolized differently in schizophrenics than in normals (1). 
Catecholamine neurotransmitters are normally 0-methylated during metabolic in
~ctivation, and 2, 4, 5-trimethoxylated congeners of 6-0HDA have been postulated 
dS endogenous psychotoxins (2). We have demonstrated that one such compound is 
actively demethylated (publications 1}, and that by srecific 14 C labeling, de
methylation of m~thoxylated compounds may be ~tudied in vivo with the 14 C02 res
piration pattern analyzer. Such investigations could reveal abnormalities in 
the biochemistry of demethylation, or: in pool sizes of methylated catecholamines 
resulting from excessive dopamine. Accordingly we have had custom synthesized 
by an outside contractor the following compounds: [2- 14 CH 30]-, [4- 14 CH 30]- and 
[5- 14 CH30]-2, 4, 5 trimethoxyphenethylamine (TMPEA) and the correspondingly 
labeled trimethoxyphenylisopropylamines (TMPIA). The latter three compounds, 
the subject of the published report, have now been prepared at ten times the 
specific activity thus permitting intraventricular administration. Studies 
with these six compounds, both intravenously and intraventricularly, have 
shown that TMPEA (two carbon side chain, as in dopamine) is demethylated to a 
greater extent than the TMPIA (three carbon chain, as in amphetamine). This 
was not expected, as it was thought that the two carbon chain was .susceptible 
to monoamine oxidase while the three carbon was not, which would competitively 
reduce the amount of TMPEA available for demethylation. Further, the demethy
lation which occurred when administered intraventricularlv was less and oc
curred more slowly than when it was given intravenously, suggesting the possi
bility that different enzymes may be responsible for demethylation in the 
brain (publication 9). There is currently evidence that demethylation may be 
required for the psychodysleptic activity of TMPIA and related compounds. 
Further investigation of demethylation by our techniques may shed light on 
whether this is indeed the case, and whether demethylation processes are as-
sociated with naturally occurring psychotic_ states. · 

B. We synthesized 5- 18 F-dopa because of reports by other workers that 
5-fluoro dopa is taken up by brain and metabolized in a manner very similar to 
that of dopa itself. This was injected into a monkey, and in the positron 
camera the brain was visualized as a dark rather than a bright area, ihdica
ting that 5-fluoro dopa is not only not taken up by brain, it is actually ex
cluded. Hence this compound appears to be of little use in study of brain. 
Publication of a brief report of this negative result is planned. 

' Dr. Davis and Dr. Shulgin have embarked on a program to synthesize natu-
rally occurring amino acids incorporating 20 min 11 C. Much prior work with 
short-lived positron emitting isotopes has utilized either compounds which 
are convenient to synthesize rapidly but are of little biological interest, 
or which are .fluorine analogs of natural compounds which may be of value as 
radiopharmaceuticals but are unlikely to be useful in understanding normal 
metabolic processes. We have dev~loped synthetic routes of sufficient rapi
dity that 11 C can feasibly be incorporated into natural amino acids. One 
method, based on an improved and very rapid version of the classic Strecker 
synthesis, has been developed by Dr. Davis to incorporate 11 C into the car
boxyl group of valine. It is applicable to all amino acids, and our next 
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step is to apply it to production of [ 11 COOH] -dopa and then to tyrosine. 
~second method developed by Dr. Shulgin incorporates the 11 C into the beta 
.)osition of primary amino acids via coupling of 11 C02 to the appropriate 
11rignard reagent and a series of five rapid steps to the final amino acid. 
~third method is under development by Dr~ Davis for labeling the alpha, or 
1mino, carbon. The combination of var-iously labeled tyrosine and dopa will, 
~Y use in successive experiments, provide a dynamic picture of the localiza
tion first, of the carboxyl labeled amino acid. As soon as it is decarboxy
lated to form its successor amine, the CO and hence our· image of the amino 
acid localization will diffuse and disappear. A second experiment with the 
same amino acid but now beta -labeled, will show the time course of locali
zation of the amino acid, the amines and all of its metabol i_tes. By appro
priate subtraction of the carboxyl-labeled information, we will be able to 
visualize the time course of the amine and its metabolites. Since amines 
do not cross the blood brain barrie~while the amino acids do, this will 
allow a unique method of visualization of the synthesis and movement of dopa
mine and norepinephrine in the brain. We plan also to synthesize the same 
amino acids with 13 N, which, when the amines are deaminated and the 13 N re
moved, will allow us to subtract out the movement of deaminated metabolites. 

The synthetic methods for the beta and carboxyl labeling are in hand 
and will be producing 11 C labeled tyrosine and dopa when the positron ring 
camera becomes operation a 1 . 

Pimozide, the anti-psychotic drug described earlier, contains two fluo
rine atoms. A synthetic route by which 18 F could be incorporated at the 
last step has been shown for an analogous agent, haloperidol, and a compar
able route for pimozide has been described. As noted earlier, pimoztde 
is of interest because of its s~ecific dopamine-blocking action. We have 
prepared a protocol for use of 8 F labeled pimozide in normal and schizo
phrenic patients, which is being processed by the LBL Committee for the Pro
tection of Human Subjects and the University of California Human Use Committee. 

By using the ability of the positron ring camera for axial tomographic 
reconstruction we will .be able to utilize the labeled amino acids and the 
labeled pimozide to look for differences in time course and localized uptake 
of each of these compounds, in patients with schizophrenia and other central 
nervous system disorders. 

C. We have continued to explore our prior work on the concentration 
of halogenated methoxy-phenylamines in normal brain. Drs. Ulrich and Gisela 
Braun continued to work with Dr. Shulgin on the synthesis of radioiodine 
labeled compounds of this type, with the goal of producing a brain radiophar
maceutical using 123 !, with its superior gamma energy and low radiation dose 
to tissue. In FY 76 the phenethylamine or 2-carbon amine chain was synthe
sized with 131 !, and in FY 77 the alpha-methyl and alpha-ethyl (3 and 4 car
bon chains) were completed. The distribution of each was studied in rats, 
with the scintillation camera for in vivo imaging, and with the whole body 
counter for long-term retention and for counting of individual organs. With 
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~he 2-carbon compound, there was no apparent uptake in brain. With the 3 
ind the 4-carbon compounds, there was uptake in brain which persisted longer 
~ith the 3 than with the 4-carbon compound. Because of the longer persis
tence of the 3-carbon compound in the brain, we synthesized this compound, 
1ow called DOI, at higher specific activity and injected it into two dogs, 
~>ne of which was pretreated with pimozide. DOI is an analog of both dopa
nine and amphetamine, and pimozide has inhibitory action on both of these 
amines. The pimozide treated dog showed a decreased uptake of DOl in the 
~rain, adrenals, heart, lung, spleen and kidney, but an increased uptake in 
the thyroids and retina. A rather surprising finding was a high concentra
tion in the eyes, which on dissection proved to be in the retina, where the 
concentration was higher than any other organ in the body. Because DOI is 
a congener of psychodysleptic compounds which are known to cause preceptual 
distortions, particularly visual, this finding poses the interesting possi
bility that this action may occur at the level of the sense organ rather 
than in brain associative areas. Twenty-four hours after administration 
the eyes were still clearly visible in the scintigraphs. At 3-6 hours the 
brain was clearly visible as an organ which concentrated DOl. 

Dr. Shul~in then developed a new synthesis of DOl which was rapid 
enough that 1 31 could be used. 123 1-DOI was then injected into a rhesus 
monkey and observed with the scintillation camera in list mode. The brain 
uptake was found to be essentially complete within 2 minutes, and with the 
superior imaging properties of 123 ! gamma rays, the brain and eyes were 
very well defined by the concentration in these organs. These results are 
being r~ported in publications 2, 3, 4, and 6. 

We are presently evaluating these results to determine whether there 
is sufficient need in clinical nuclear medicine and interest for research 
purposes to justify preparing a protocol forra Human Use Committee appli
cation for DOl. 

Dr. Ulrich Braun developed an interesting approach to the question of 
diffusion across the blood brain barrier, which arose because of our con
cern as to whether intraventricularly injected dopa and tyrosine are meta
bolized within the brain or whether they partly diffuse out and are then 
metabolized peripherally. Using the 68Ge- 68 Ga generator invented at Brook
haven and developed by Yukio Yano for medical applications -(LBL 4454-04), 
h

8 Ga-EDTA was prepared at sufficiently high concentration that it could-be 
injected in a volume of 1.5 A. intraventricularly in rats with implanted 
cannuale. After injection into the ventricles the animal was kept under 
the positron camera and the amount remaining in the brain counted as a 
function of time. The radioactivity was seen to gradually disappear from 
the brain, transit the kidneys, and accumulate in the bladder. The half
time of the clearance varied from 64 to 147 minutes in individual animals, 
but was quite constant in one animal on successive experiments. Using each 
animal as his own control, intraventricular administration of various drugs 
was followed by 68Ga-EDTA. Amphetamine and 6-0HDA both increased diffusion 
out of brain by a factor of 2; i.e., the half-time was reduced by 50%. 
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?imozide, which blocks the action of amphetamine, had no effect by itself on 
~he diffusion. These results, being prepared for publication (publication 7), 
;1ave shown an effect on brain diffusion by.amphetamine.that was not expected, 
'3nd may have a bearing on the action of this drug. This experiment, designed 
;Jrimarily to exclude diffusion as an important parameter in other experiments, 
has shown important results and a new application of radiopharmaceuticals in 
its own right. It did show that diffusion of 68 Ga-EDTA is much slower than 
could account for diffusion as a factor in dopa decarboxylation, if one can 
assume that Ga-EDTA diffuses at a rate similar to dopa. 

Thus in its first year our program has made significant progress in all 
three of the specified areas by whi.ch brain catecholamine metabolism is to be 
studied, and we intend to apply these to studies with human patients in FY 78. 
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HEALTH EFFECTS PETROLEUM INDUSTRY (NEW PROJECT) · 

SCOPE: There exists a large population of individuals who are routinely ex
posed to low levels of volatile hydrocarbons during their occupationally
related activities in the petroleum transporting and refining industries. 
Although it has been known for many years that some of these compounds are 
carcinogenic and may also cause other unrelated injury to organ systems, 
their has been little or no specific attention devoted to analysis of dis
ease rates in this community. There are as yet poorly defined reports that, 
their i~ an elevated cancer mortality rate in Contra Costa County in Northern 
California, a region of high activity for petroleum refining and transporta
tion, as well as for related petrochemical based industries. Some workers, 
particularly in Sweden, have examined the levels of benzene in the breath of 
workers and have found them to be significant. 

We are proposing to initiate a study of the epidemiology of a number of dis
eases, concentrating on cancer, cardiovascular and respiratory disorders, 
among refinery workers. The study could be based at the start on populations 
in the North Bay Counties of Northern California, but it would certainly be 
desirable, once methods have been adequately established, to expand the popu
lation under study to include the Southern California refinery region, San 
Pedro and Long Beach in particular, and also to include the Gulf Coast region 
of the Southeastern states. 

We would propose a study which would include as participants the State of 
California Department of Health, the Donner Laboratory, and the New California 
Council on Environmental Epidemiology. These proposed activities would also 
require the enthusiastic support of the involved industry representatives, 
the American Petroleum Institute, and the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers 
Union. 
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NUCLEAR MEDICINE INSTRUMENTATION 

SCOPE 
, 

This is a program for developing instruments that utilize radioisotopes for 
purposes ranging from diagnosis of disease to fundamental research into the 
metabolism of compounds. A major portion concerns instruments for ·imaging 
the distribution of gamma-ray and positron-emitting isotopes in animals and 
the human body. 

The instruments that have been and will be developed under this project are 
of fundamental importance to the ERDA mission to inquire into the biological 
effects of radiation and into the bodily distribution of any material that 
can be tagged with a radioactive tracer, including pollutants of all kinds. 

Accomplishments under this program include first development of the ganma-ray 
scintillation camera, the multiplane tomographic scanner, and the well-type 
scintillation counter, all of which are in use in hospital nuclear medicine 
laboratories and in research laboratories throughout the world. Other devel
opments include whole-body scanners Mark I and II and the positron camera. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

A. Improvements in the Tomographic Scanner 

As reported last year, a method for obtaining seven oblique non-tomographic 
images from the Donner Laboratory tomographic scanner has been implemented. 
Also a second, larger detector that scans beneath the patient has been added. 
The larger detector results in significantly improved sensitivity as expected. 
The two detectors each produce six multiplane tomographic and seven multiangle 
(six oblique and one non-oblique) views, a total of 26 different readouts from 
each scan. 

The instrument has been moved to the University of California Medical Center 
where it is undergoing clinical trial under the direction of Dr. Paul Hoffer. 
Preliminary clinical trials show good results when scanning subjects where 
the gamma-ray flux is high, such as bone scans. However, the clinical trials 
show poor results when scanning subjects that have a low gamma-ray flux. In 
this case, the resolution of the present multiangle readouts is limited by the 
relatively small number of dots on each image. This occurs especially in 
Gallium-67 tumor scans used for the staging of Hodgkin•s Disease. 

Therefore, the readout circuits have been modified so that multiangle images 
formed from a larger fraction of the detected counts can be obtained. For 
these readouts, the detector field is split into two parts, right and left, 
to form 20° right oblique and 20° left oblique images. Each of the new multi
angle images will have one-half as many dots as the full tomographic readouts -
a considerable gain over the 1/7 factor for the present multiangle images. 
These images are semi-tomographic, so three readouts, focused at 2, 4, and 6 
inches are provided. 
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The detector field ~ill also be independently split into an upper half and 
lower half to provide 20° superior and 20° inferior oblique readouts, which 
will also be focused at 2, 4, and 6 inches. 

The new readouts, as well as the original seven-angle readouts will be tested 
in a full range of clinical subjects, including bone, brain, and gallium-67 
tumor scans. 

B. Time-of-flight Positron Counter and Scanner 

An attempt is being made to obtain clinically useful resolution along the 
flight path of the gamma-ray pairs from positron emitters using scintillation 
techniques. 

This requires using scintillators with good stopping power, obtaining fractional 
nanosecond timing resolution and reasonably high counting rate capability, a 11 
at the same time. The apparatus that has been assembled uses Nai:Tl and the 
fastest commercially available standard phototubes. At the present 11 centi
meter resolution (FWHM) along the flight path is being obtained, but it is ex
pected that this resolution can be improved. 

Use of this technique should result in improved accuracy of quantitation for 
counting applications, such as measuring the uptake of a positron emitter in 

·the heart by placing counters at the right and left side of a patient. Counts 
from muscles at the right and left side of the patient will be attenuated by 
the flight axis resolution. 

, Application of the capability to the tomographic scanner, if it proves feasible, 
will transform the scanner into a true section imaging device. It will be 
relatively insensitive to radioactivity above or below a chosen section of 
tissue in the patient, although the sections will be quite thick compared to 
emission CAT instruments. Multiple sections throughout the patient will be ob
tain~d from a single scan. 

The tomographic scanner, as presently designed, blurs the off-plane activity 
but does not remove it, and therefore the off-plane activity contributes a 
random background to the scans that reduces count-rate contrast and can ob
scure small lesions. The time-of-flight scanner would not have this disad
vantage, and quantitative data obtained from it will be much more accurate 
than that obtained from conventional scanners. 
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SCOPE: 

The Bevalac is a national heavy-ion accelerator consisting of the HILAC and 
the Bevatron coupled together by a transfer line. It is a unique facility 
for acceleration of heavy ions such as carbon, oxygen, neon, argon and iron 
to energies up to 2.1 or maximum 2.5 GeV/n. 

This project has four purposes: a) to provide particle beams from the 
Bevalac for radiobiological research; b) to provide radiological physics and 
dosimetry support for internal and external users; c) to provide beam develop
ment and setups for advanced biomedical research; and d) to provide beams 
for radiography and therapy trials. 

·Research with heavy-ion beams opens up new and potentially important areas 
for study. Among these are: 

1. Diagnosis and related medical applications. Heavy-ion radiography 
has shown a significant advance in the 1ocalizationof soft tissue 
abnormalities on several patients. Anticipated improvements make 
the heavy-ion technique appear far superior to x-ray examination 
of soft tissues. 

2. Radiation therapy. The use of heavy-ion beams signifies potential 
improvements in cancer therapy due to a combination of effects. 
These include elimination of s~nsitivity differences between anoxic 
and oxygenated cells and between cells of different physiological 
states, as well as improved localization 6f treatment dose in tumors 
and most importantly,the overall effect of a precisly delivered dose 
with improved radiobiological characteristics can be studied. 
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3. Basic radiobiology with heavy charged particles. Evaluation of the 
physical and chemical processes involved in heavy-ion interaction 
with biological systems. 

4. Basic dosimetry. Th~ interaction and decay properties of heavy ions 
in the regions of interest need study and development. 

5. Space biology. Research with heavy ions is allowing assessment 
of potential hazards of heavy cosmic rays in space. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

Beams. Beams currently being used are carbon at intensities up to 3xl0 10 ions 
per pulse, neon to lxl0 10 per pulse, and argon t~ 3xl0 8 per pulse. These 
intensities of carbon and neon are adequate for therapy trials. The neon 
intensity corresponds to a dose rate of about 250 rads;minute over a beam 
cross-sectional area of 100 cm 2

• Thus far other available ions (nitrog~n, 
oxygen) have not been used because the biological effects are considered to 
be an interpolation between carbon, neon and argon. We are looking forward 
to an iron beam sometime later this year. Its intensity will be adequate 
to study basic characteristics. 

I3~sea~ch o~ration. Typically, two runs of 10 shifts each are scheduled 
eaclt month for 9 operating months projected this year, a total of 1296 
l1ours. Total on target operation for the Bevalac is expected to be 4000 
hours. In FY 77 the actual on-target time has been 70'~ of scheduled, sub
st:llltially the same percentage as that for nuclear science. ·on target 
lwul·~; average 145 per month. Some 60 experiments have received beam time 
this year. 

A majqr accomplishment has been the increased reliability of beam 
Jcljvery to the experimental areas. Specific problems were component failures 
of equipment or large fluctuations in pulse-to-pulse intensity .. Furthermore 
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many small areas of unreliability were investigated and rectified by 
the accelerator operations staff bringing the beam delivery from 60go up 
to 80%. Pulse-to-pulse variations have been reduced by a number of 
modifications in several systems. Evidence of this high reliability is the 
execution of two successful fractionation runs of 7 and 5 days respectively. 
The machine performed for more than 90% of its scheduled tiine in these runs. 
The accuracy of delivered radiation dose was increased. It is now routine 
to deliver a dose that is within 1% of the requested dose. The radiological 
physics group in cooperation with the accelerator operations group designed 
a system to integrate the incoming dose rate with the PBL-11/45 computer, 
then transmit a "stop" control-signal to the accelrator's extraction system. 
This "fast cut-off" feature in the operating program is one of a series 
of modifications and expansion to the control and monitoring system. The 
aim of these improvements is automatic control and recording of exposures 
following an operator's entry of experimental parameters at the terminal. 
An interactive program is now available so that the operations staff and 
the cxpcrim<'nters have complete permanent record, a meaningful display during 
a run, and easy entry of information prior to a run. 

The choice of clinically useful ions at present is for patient therapy between 
neon and carbo11. Therefore we are essentially alternating hetween the two ions 
from run to run. In an effort to compare data we have developed two 
standard beam conditions based on range in matter rather than constant 
energy of the particle. Selected ranges are 15 em and 25 em, with a spread 
peak of 4 em and 10 em for each range. Spiral ridge filters for these beam 
conditions have been designed and built. Design criteria were drawn from 
previous cell response work and approach an isoeffect curve in tissue. 

Support facilities for patient treatment are well advanced in building 55, 
·and a holding facility has been bui 1 t in the vicinity of biomedica 1 
beam I on the Bevatron floor. 

A streamlined organization for optimizing use of the PDP 11/45 facility was 
implemented and improvements to satisfy increasingly sophisiticated demands 
on the part of experimenters are well underway. 

Large area beams are being developed following a pattern set at the 184" 
cyclotron. Scattering foils have been installed upstream of the final 
bending magnet and have the effect of spreading the beam from its 1 em 
diameter without foils to 5 - 15 em with the foils. This change is 
effected rapidly and does not depend on changes in beam transport element 
currents for its success. These foils range in thickness from 0.8 mm to 
12.7 mm. 

Beam 3, the "mini-beam" has been tested with beam and performs as expected. 
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Short-range beams are being explored in conjunction with accelerator develop
ment of 100 MeV/n extraction techniques. The beams are available at reduced 
intensities. 

Biomedical Beam and Facilities Development 

1. Two-Beam Operation. Hardware and software is being developed which will 
permit independent operation of the two-beam delivery areas. Equipment 
in the biomedical control room is being augmented witW a second control 
console, and the switching magnet is being adapted for fast switching. 
The operating system program, "HIRAD," is being modified to service the 
two-control consoles simultaneously. The effect of this improvement will 
be to use virtually all of the beam pulses available, instead of sacri
ficing some, as is the case now, when an experimental setup is being 
changed. 

2. Improved Beam Characterization. Beam composition requires a conscious 
effort in which the fragmentation and microdosimetry are being measured. 
These measurements are directed to understand the basic physics of therapy 
situations. We will use proportional chambers and solid-state counters 
to measure beam composition with the setups to be used. To verify 
possible non-uniformities in the beam spot from pulse to pulse, current 
methods are: a) film exposure, and b) beam scan. The film exposure 
technique is subject to fluctuations in density, depending on the 
development conditions. A beam scan currently uses a small ionization 
chamber which is stepped across the beam in a series of measurements. The 
technique is low and subject to errors. We are building a segmented 
transmission ion chamber which will interface with the PDP-11/45 and 
the appropriate data-processing program to provide a single-pulse norm
alized beam distribution plot. This should be operational within a year. 

3. Improved Beam Delivery. Changes in particle range, which are changes 
in the energy of ions extracted from the Bevatron/Bevalac, require 
resetting of transport line magnet currents. The magnet-optical system 
is being re-examined with the express purpose of improving ion trans
mission and reducing the effort required to obtain specified beam character
istics. 

4. Improved Intensity Monitoring. Intensity monitors now consist either 
of ionization·chambers for low-intensity beams, or secondary emission 
monjtors for high-intensity beams. Both devices were designed for 
sma 11 Jj ameter (..c:s em) beams. Large-diameter secondary emission 
mor1itors are being built fbr placement at the exit of the Bevatron and 
at the irradiation area. Identical units at each location \vill permit 
standardization and reliable measurements of particle transmission 
efficiency. 
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5. Treatment area 1. A treatment couch will be installed early in FY78, 
adapted for horizontal beams. Instrumentation will be completed. Patient 
alignment techniques will be established. Instrumentation and equi~nent 
for x-ray verification of patient positioning will be installed. 

Highlights of the experimental program. Radiography on a regular bi-weekly 
basis has continued this year in breast tissue and legs. An average of two 
patients per session has participated in this diagnostic technique. Carbon 
ions have been used as the incident particle. Lexan foil stacks were the 
detectors. In addition.studies on excised tissue have helped in the refine
ment of the technique. 

Biological, data are rapidly accumulating to allow initial human therapy applica
tl ons in the near future, with either caT bon or neon. We anticipate that exposures 
of metastatic skin nodules may begin in June 1977. In the future it will be 
possible to develop various therapy protocols with various accelerated ions. 

Studies continued in fundamental biology and space-related work. 

Experimental program. The Bevalac Users' Association has approximately 200 
scientist and physician members, with a Users' Association office in the 
Bevatron building. The Association chairman is George I go, Ph!), of UCLA, and the 
vice-chairman is Joseph Castro, MD, UCSF. The function of this organization is 
to maintain communications on matters of interest to users of the Bevatron/ 
Bevalac . 

Formal proposals for experiments are submitted through the Accelerator Research 
Coordination office in the Bevatron to the Program Advisory Committee. The 
committee is comprised of two panels, one for biology and medicine,the other 
for nuclear science. Proposals are reviewed by the appropriate panel ~nd 
recommendations for operation are made to LBL's director. Biomedical panel 
members are: 

Edward L. Alpen, Ph.D., LBL 

Victor P. Bond, MD,Ph.D, Brookhaven National Lab. 

Mortimer M. Elkind, Ph.D., Argonne National Lab. 

John L. Magee, Ph.D. Notre Dame 

Term expires 

1979 

1978 

1979 

1978 

Theodore L. Phillips, MD, University of California 
Medical School, San Francisco 1978 

1979 

1980. 

Harald H. Rossi, Ph.D. Columbia University 

11. Rodney Withers, MD, Ph.D., M.D. Anderson Hospital 
Houston /~ 

' 

Recommendations arc made within the framework of the following categories: 

l) Fundamental 8% 

2) Cancer therapy-related experiments 

3) Diagnostic and other medical applications 
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4) Fundamental radiological and chemical effects 7% 

5) Fundamental biological effects 15% 

6) Exploratory studies 5% 

7) Space biology 5% 

Currently there are approximately 70 experiments active for some 24 
laboratories. The demand for experimental time significantly exceeds the 
available experimental time. 

Refer to LBL-5610 (enclosed) for complete description of the biomedical 
program at the Bevalac. 
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SCOPE: 

Effects of charged particle radiation on biological materials are being· 
stud:i.ed and programmatic directions will detennine: (a) What is the relative 
biological effectiveness (RBE) for cell killing by charged particles of vary
inc atomic number and energy? (b) To what extent does oxygen modify the 
cellular radiatjon response, and bow does the 'oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) 
depend upon linear energy transfer (LET) and charged particle track structure'? 
(c) What are the magnitude and the kinetics of post-irradiation :r>epair of 
cellular damage? (d) Hmr does the cellular radiosensitivity to charged 
particles vary ~o;j_th position in the cell cycle? (e) To what extent is 
eharg,ed particle radiation damage influenced by chemical modifiers such as 
hypoxic cell sensitizers and radioprotectors? (f) What are the chemical 
nature, +he repa:i r kinetics and the LET dependence of the lesions introduced 
into DNA by charged particles? (g) Does charged particle radiation induce 
the mn.ljgnant transformation of cultured cells or enhance their susceptibility 
to transformation by oncoviruses? 

Major areas of current research include: (1) Cell survival characteristics 
are being measured for cultured manrrnalian cells exposed to charged particles 
vlith atomic numbers in the range 1 to-36 and energies up to 600 MeV/n. Data 
obtained to date indicate that radiation with an LET of 100 to 200 keV ~ m 
gives a peak &~E for cell killing, and that the OER approaches unity for very 
heavy charged particle beams. Initial results indicate that the cellular 
repajr of sublethal tiamage and the cell-cycle variation in radios~nsitivity 
are reduced for heavy charged particle radiation in corr.parison with X rays. 
Results of these studies are the basis for theoretical analyses relating cell 
lethality and tlK-:! magnitude of the oxygen effect to charged particle track 
structure. (2) Induction of DNA strand breaks, the kinetics of their repair, 
and the nature of the radiolesion introduced by high LET radiation are under 
actlve investigation. Initial results indicate that heavy charged particle 
radjation creates a large proportion of non-rejoining DNA strand breaks. The 
LE'J' clcpenclence of this effect correlates well with that observed for cell 
kiJ.l:ing. (3) A variety of radioprotectors (e.g. the hydroxyl radical scavenger 
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DMSO) and hypoxic cell sensitizers (e.g •. Ro 7-0741) have'been shown ~o be 
effective asrnodifiers of charged particle radiation damage, and the1r_ 
effects are being related to mechanisms of high LET radiation interact1on 
with biological systems. (4) Charged particle radiation significantly 
enhances cell transformation by.oncoviruses, and the LET dependence of this 
effect is being determined. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

(a) Radiobiological studies with cultured cells. Both oxic and 1hypoxic 
survival curves were measured for h~t.an T-1 kidney cells exposed to mono
energetic beams of Bevalac-accelerated carbon, neon and argon ions. The 
initial energy and approximate range in water of the particle beams used in 
this study were as follows: carbon, !l.oo MeV /n and 25 em; neon, 4oo l-1eV /n 
and 14 em; argon, 500 MeV/n and 12 em. T-1 cell Gurvival characteristics 
and RBE values for each ion species were measured at several points in the 
plateau and Bragg peak ionization regions. OXic RBE values at the 10% 
survival level were 1.0 in the carbon plateau (25.0 ern residual range, 
LET = 11.3 keV/~m) and 2.2 in the carbon Bragg peak (0.26 ern residual 
range, LET= 72.2 keV/p.m). For neon, the RBE values were 1.4 in the 
plateau region (14.4 em residual range, LET= 31.8~keV/~m) and 2•4 in the 
Bragg peak (0.36 ern residual range, LET= 138 keV/~m). For argon, the RBE 
values were 2.2 in the plateau region (12.0 em residual range, LET = 94.4 
ke V / f~ rn) and 1. 3 in the Bragg peak ( 0. 26 em residual range, LET = 423 ke V /j.c. m). 
The largest oxi~ RBE was 2.6, obtained at a position in the neon ion beam with 
a residual range of 0.51 ern and LET = 118 keV/JA.rn. At higher values of LET, 
the RBE decreased as a result of the "overkill" effect, as shown by the RBE 
values given above for argon ions. The RBE vs IET characteristics determined 
in these studies with high-energy charged particle beams 1-rere thus in reason
able agreement with previous results obtained in cell survival studies wjth 
low-energy beams (Barendsen, G.W., Current Topics in Radiation Research 4, 
293-356 ( 1968)). The data ob~ained for high-energy beams have also provided 
information relating charged particle track structm·e and cell survival, since 
RBE values were determined for. fixed values of Z over a •..,rjde range· of particle 
velocities. This information has served to define the relati.onship bet1·1een cell 
survival and the energy density parameter z*-2/p 2 in the core regi.on of charged 
particle tracks. · 

RBE values were also determined for hypoxic T-1 cells at several positions 
in the plateau and Bragg peak regions of monoenergetic carban, neon and argon 
ion beams. The maximum RBE for killing of hypoxic cells was observed at a 
somewhat higher LET than for the oxic cell case, nam~ly, 16~ keV~m (0.26 em 
residual range in a neon ion beam of 400 MeV/n initial energy), 
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Using the oxic and hypoxic T-1 cell surv~val curves, OER values at 
the 10% survival level have been calculated for several positions in mono
energetic beams of the three ion species. The OER values in the Bragg peak 
ionization region ,.,ere 1.6 for carbon ions (IET = 72.2 keV/f'm), 1.1 for 
neon ions (LET= 138 keV/ft.m) and 1.2 for argon ions (LET= 423 keV/ftm). 
The OER value obtained for 220 kVp X rays was 2.8. These results are con
sistent with earlier studies using low-energy charged particle beams (Todd, 
P.W. Med. Coll. Va. Quart. 1, 2-14 (1966)) • 

Extensive measurements of RBE and OER have also been carried out wit}?. 
carbon, neon and argon ion beams in which the Bragg peak ionization region 
was spread to a width of either 4 em or 10 em by rr.eans of variable thickness 
absorbers. In these studies, human T-1 kidtley ~ells, Chinese hamster V79 
fibroblasts and rat R-1 rhabdomyosarcoma cells were irradiated in suspension 
under oxic and hypoxic conditions using a unique apparatus developed at LBL 
by J.D. Chapman (described in Proc. Int. Conf: Part. and Radiat. Therapy, 
Part II, Berkeley, Calif., Sept. 14-17, 1976, Int. J. Radiat. Oncology, 
Biology and Physics, in press). Some representative oxygen effect data 
obtained by this procedure are as follows. For V79 cell suspensions irradiat
ed in the central position of a 4 em spread-out Bragg peak, the observed OER 
values were, respectively, 1.7, 1.6 and 1.4 for carbon, neon and argon ion 
beams. These OER values are somewhat higher than those observed in the Bragg 
peak region of monoenergetic charged particle be~~s. This increase in OER 
results from the mixed LET distribution present in the extended Bragg peak 
region (Curtis, S.B. In: Proc. Int.)Conf. Part. and Radiat. Therapy, 
Part II, Berkeley, Calif., Sept. 14-17, 1976, Int. J. Radiat. Oncology, 
Biology and Physics, in press). Values of OER have also been obtained as 
a function of position throughout the extended Bragg peaks of the three ion 
beams. For R-1 cells irradiated at the most distal and the most proximal 
positions in a 10 em neon-ion Bragg peak, the 'respective OER values were 
1. 7 and 2. 0. A similar OER difference has been obtained in the distal and 
proximal peak regions for carbon and argon ion beams. The lower·OER in the 
distal position reflects the greater percentage of high LET components present 
in the distal end relative to the proximal end of an extended Br~~g peak. 
b) DJIJA strand breakage and repair. Initial studies in thj.s ·area were carried 
out by M. Ritter, who used all~allne sucrose gradient centrif~ation to analyze 
DNA strru1d break induction by low-energy charged particle radiation (Ritter, 
M.A., Cleaver, J.E. and Tobias, C.A., Nature, in press). This work is no•r 
being extended by R. Roots using a DNA uncoiling technique and ion-exchange 
chromatography. This method permits resolution. of single;. and double-strand 
DNA breaks and gives a more accurate determination of the number of non:-rejoining 
breaks. Also, molecular damage in cell DNA can be determined with this techni
que following radiation doses of 2000 rads or less, whereas 20,008 to 4o,ooo 
rads are required for strand break studies with the al~~line sucrose gradient 
centrifugation technique. 

The following recults on DNA strand breaks have been obtained for T-1 cells 
irradiated as monolayers at various positions in the Bra..,;g curves of monoenergetjc 
carbon, neon and argon ion beams with energies ranging from }')0 to 557 MeV/n. 
(a) Following exposure .of T-1 cells to 2000 rads, a substantial increase in 
non-rejoining strand breaks was obse1~ed at all positions in the Bragg curves 
of the three ion species relative to 225 kVp X rays. (b) The maximwn extent of 
unrepa:ired DNA strand breaks occurs for LET values in the range hO to 100 keV /p.m. 
(c) DNA breaks induced by charged particle beams are rejoined at a slower rate 
as the LET increases. 
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Studies of' DNA damage and repair in Chinese hamster V79 cells irradiat
ed with 2000 rads in the 10 em extended Bragg peak of a cerbon ion beem 
have shown that a greater percentage of non-rejoining DNA breaks are induced 
at the distal end of the peak than at the proximal end. This observation 
is consistent with results obtained for cell inactivation at the distal and 
proximal ends of the extended Bragg peak. 
{c) Sensitizers and protectors. Hypoxic cell sensitizers have been found. 
to eliminate a significant fraction of the oxygen effect for each of the 
three heavy-ion beams studied. For example, with V79 cells irradiated as 
a suspension at the central position of a 4 em carbon Bragg peak, the OER 
was reduced from 1.7 to 1.4, 1.2 and 1.1 by metronidazole, Ro 7-0582 and 
Ro 7-W41, respectively (J.D. Chapman et al., In: Proc •. Int. Conf. Part. 
and Radiat. Therapy, Part II, Berkeley, Calif., Sept. 14-17, 1976, Int. J. 
Radiat. Oncology, Biology and Physics, in press). 

The protective action of dimethylsulfoxide (Dl!;SO) against the indirect 
effect of hydroxyl radicals was studied f'or Gl phase V79 cells exposed to 
carbon, neon and argon ion beams. Radioprotection by Df.fSO was observed for 
all three ion species, but was greatly reduced for argon ions relative to 
carbon and neon ions. This indicates that the indirect action of hydroxyl 
radicals is diminished as the ionization density in a charged particle track 
is increased. 
(d) Cellular studies with mouse 3T3 fibroblasts. Extensive studies have 
been carried out on the enhancement of 3T3 cell transformation by Simian 
Virus 4o (sv4o) following exposure to X rays and to plateau carbon and neon 
ion beams (initial energy= 4oo HeV/n). The number of viral transformants 
per surviving colony was enhanced by X rays, and the enhancement ratio vas 
found to increase as a quadratic function of d·ose up to the highest dose 
level used in these studies, namely, 8<)0 rads. For carbon ions with IET == 

11.3 keV / p..m, the enhancement ratio •·ras found to be only slightlJ:_ greater 
than for X rays over the dose range 50 to 550 rads. For neon ions with 
IET = 31.8 keV /ft m, the enhancement ratio was greatly increased relat:ive to 
X rays. For example, at 300 rads the transformation ratio was 45 for neon-ion 
radiation as compared with 5 for X rays. The number of viral transf'ormants 
per surviving colony was found to increase as a linear function of the neon-ion 
dose in the low dose range, and as a quadratic function of dose in the high dose 
range. ·As a consequence, the RBE for transformation enhancement increased 
substantially at lm-r doses. For example, the RBE for neon ions was found 
to be 1. 7 at 4-00 rads, and 3.0 at 50 rads. 

Studies on the differences in surface chemistry of 3T3 cells and sv4o 
transformed cells have been expanded during the past year, with emphasis being 
placed on determining the underlying mechanism leading to the reduced electric 
surface charge density of the transfonned cells. The following experimental 
resul~s have been obtained: (a) The influence of proteolytic enzymes produced 
by transfo1~ed cells on their surface properties has been assessed :rom surface 
charge measurements ori cells grmm in the presence of protease inhibitors. · 
Following a 2-day exposure to cubtoxic concentrations of the inhibitor TLCK 
(tosyl-lysyl-chloromethylketone), which irreversibly alkylates the active site 
of trypsin-like proteases, the surface chare;e density of SV40 transformed cells 
increased to a level closely co1:7parable to that of normal 3T3 cells. In con
trast, TLCK had no effect on the surface charge of 3T3 cells. ~1e competitive 
inhibitor TANE ( tosyl-arginine-methylester), >rhich reversibly binds to the 
active site of trypsin-like proteases, led to a considerably smaller increase 
in transformed cell surface charge a~:; compared to the effect of TLCK. The 
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competitive inhibitor~-aminocaproic acid had no effect on the surface charge. 
Both TAME and £-aminocaproic acid were without effect on 3T3 cell surface 
properties. (b) Experiments were conducted to determine the role of cyclic 
3',5'-adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) in regulating the surface charge pro
perties of 3T3 and SV40 transformed cells. The intracellular concentration 
of cAMP, which is significantly reduced in SV40 transformed cells relative 
to their normal counterparts, was elevated by three methods: (i) addition 
to the growth medium of cAMP and theophylline, an inhibitor of cAMP phospho
J.iesterase; (ii) addit:i.on of theophylline alone; (iii) addition to the grmrth 
medium of glucagon, a polypeptide hormone that stimulates cM·W production by 
~he adenylate cyclase enzyme system. All three procedures led to an elevation 
in the surface clJ8.rge density of transformed cells to a level identical to 
that of normal 31f3 cells, wh:i le exerting no effect on 3T3 cell surface charge 
:per se. 

The results of these studies suggest that both proteolytic enzymes and 
cAMP play a role in the regulation of transformed cell surface properties. 
The effects of these chemical agents may be causally related insofar as the 
proteolytic enzymes produced by transformed cells could serve to depress the 
intracellular eM~ level by one or both of two mechanisms: (a) the degradation 
of adenylate cyclase, or (b) the degradation of membr8.ne-bound receptor sites 
for hormones that stimulate cAI-1P production. Experiments designed to test 
this proposed mechanism for regulation of transformed cell surface properties 
will be carried out as part of our future research program. 
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SCOPE: The major goals of this project are to assess the possible adverse 
acute and chronic effects of high LET radiation on normal tissue systems. The sig
n~ficant endpoints to be used are carcinbgenesis and early and delayed functional 
r•·~sponse of organ systems. Studies have emphasized, so far, the response of hams
v~r lung, mouse skin, rat central nervous system, and for newer options added dur
ing the last year, carcinogenesis in the mouse Harderian gland and functional stud
ies of the intestinal crypt cell of the mouse and spermatogenesis in the mouse. 

A. Skin Effects: Many investigators, including this group, have reported skin 
tumors as the result of either X-ray or charged particle· irradiation. Some prelim
inary data suggests that alpha particles and other high LET radiations are signif-
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icantly more effective than photons or electrons, and our preliminary data indicate 
that heavy charged particles are also more effective. We propose to continue our 
evaluations of the tumorgenic potential of heavy ion radiations in mice, rats, and 
to a certain extent, hamsters. The mice and rat work will be done by radiation of 
moderately large areas of the flank skin of the animals, followed by careful evalu
ation of the acute response. Animals will then be maintained for the remainder of 
life and observed for tumor incidence. Hamsters will have received large doses to 
the skin of the thorax in the course of the lung studies described below. These 
an1mals will also be observed routinely for the occurrence of skin tumors during 
life span. The CO-l rats used for this study will also be used for observation of 
spinal cord effects as described below. The CO-l rat has the advantage that it 
does not have the early overwhelming incidence of mammary adenosarcomas seen in the 

· Spl~ague-Dawl ey strain. 

B. Lung Carcinogenesis and Functional Change: The study of functional and late 
changes in the lung, including carcinogenesis, has been extremely difficult in most 
rodent models because of the peculiar sensitivity of murine species to various end
emic pneumonitis organisms, and the very short life span of the animals in general. 
The development of the Syrian Golden hamster model has eased this situation apprec
iably. It has been proven by others to be a useful model for both functional 
change and carcinogenesis. We will use the hamster system for evaluation of cancer 
induction and late functional change, including enzyme assays in the lung. 

C. Spinal Cord Effects: These studies to determine the demyelinizing effect of 
heavy ion radiation on rat spinal cord will continue. Preliminary data also indi
cote that it is a good system for study of tumor induction. At two years the inci
dence rate of tumors in the rats irradiated at 1000 rads is five to six times the 
normal incidence rate. 

D. Harderian Gland Carcinogenesis: Fry et al have shown that Harderian gland 
c&rci~ogenesis in the mouse is exquisitely sensitive to LET. This organ, an acces
sory organ for the orbit of the mouse, will be used, using Helium, Neon, and Carbon 
ions as radiation sources. Preliminary experiments are now underway. 

E. Cell Renewal Systems: The intestinal crypt cells and the spermatogonia of the 
mouse are useful models for the evaluation of heavy ion radiation effects on import
ant cell renewal systems. The Withers intestinal microclone system will be used 
t0 evaluate effects on the crypt cells. Studies will be done on both the acute, 
effects of single dose and divided doses~ and on the ability of the system to res
pond to regenerative stimuli some months after irradiation. These studies are 
a·tready in progress. The testes weight loss system of Kallman and Kaplan will be 
tile primary approach for the evaluation of effects on spermatogenesis, but further 
studies will be developed to examine the late effects of very low doses on this 
especially radiosensitive organ system. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS The work on skin effects has been particularly 
productive during this period. We have completed work on both single and fraction
ated exposure of mouse skin to Helium, Carbon, and Neon beams at either the BEVALAC 
or the 184-inch Cyclotron. With 910 MeV helium ions; studies were completed with 
thE plateau portion of the depth dose curve and with a 6 em spread-out Bragg peak. 
The RBE relative to 230 KVK X-rays was 1.0 for the plateau region and 1.3 for the 
spread-out peak. Repair of sublethal damage was decreased by up to 25% for the 
peak, but was unaffected by the plateau region. These data would be as predicited 
by the measured LET distributions. 400 MeV/nucleoD Carbon-12 for the same experi
mental approach yielded an RBE in the plateau of 1 .0, and for a 4 em spread-out 
Bri•.gg peak, an RBE of 1.2. The recovery kinetics were not studied. Neon-20 at 
the same energy yielded an RBE in the plateau of 1.5 (in agreement with the data 
on hamster skin), and.an RBE of 2.3 for a 4 em spread~out Bragg peak. The divided 
do·;e experiments with Neon sha..ed that there was very significant reduction in the 
recovery rate of skin. There appeared to be upward of a 70-75% reduction in the 
.. sublethal .. injury recovery .. as measured by a. 24-hour split-dose technique. Recov
ery was also measured in hamster skin with Carbon-Ion spread-out Bragg peak. Com
paring data from five fractions with that from single fractions, and estimating the 
recovered dose (dr) by usual methods, indicated that for Carbon-Ion radiation to 
hamster skin the unrepaired fraction is about 70% compared with 30% for X-rays. 

The hamsters which have received upper-body irradiation from Carbon and Neon 'ions 
are now in the process of being sacrificed. The exposure doses for these have 
been kept purposefully low in order to avoid the excessive fibrotic alterations 
which are seen at the doses usua.lly used in the 10,000 rad range used by other 
wcrkers. The end points being evaluated are cumulative mortality, transmission, 
electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, morphometric methods with light 
m~croscopy, enzyme analysis, and chest radiographs using special small focal spot 
mr.gnifying imagery. 

Morphometric analysis is complete for the X-ray controls, six months post irradia
tion, and is p-actically complete for Neon and Carbon ion groups. The one year 
tf~sults are certain to be more important, but preliminary analysis of the six 
month data indicate that the changes in large airways, walls and luminae, large 
b"iood vessel walls and luminae, as well as lung parenchyma show no significant 
change at six months. There is a dose-dependent increase in overall tissue mass 
for Neon plateau irradiated lungs as well as for X-irradiated lungs. The volume 
dr'!nsity of pulmonary septa increases at doses greater than 900 rad X-ray, with the 
s~me effect seen at 600 rad Neon plateau. As expected, alveolar space decreases 
concomitantly. Inflammatory cells are increased at all doses of radiation of all 
types. Alveolar type II cells are elevated at 1200 rad X-ray and 1509 rad X-ray. 
Data on the latter for Neon and Carbon are not available. 

Enzymatic analysis indicates that there is an increase in acid phosphatase and 
total protein in the irradiated animals of all groups compared with controls. 

The spinal cord studies were done with 910 MeV Helium ions an~ 375 MeV Neon ions. 
The Helium ion plateau and Bragg peak data are now complete. Only plateau data 
are ready for the Neon ion. Both single and fractionated exposures were given. 
It was found that the incidence of myelopathy is small for a single dose of 2000 
t~ads, peak or plateau Helium (about 10%), but this incidence rate rises to 100% by 
~000 rads. The thresho 1 d to 1 era nee dose appears to be in the range of 1500 rads 
for either peak or plateau. Fractionation of the Helium ion exposure provides a 
high level of protection. At 10 fractions over 22 days the threshold doses are in 
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the range of 6000 rads, indicating a high degree of recovery between doses. For 
Neon ions only, data on the plateau is available. The RBE appears to be about 1.3 
compared with X-rays rather than the 1.0 seen with Helium ions. 

The first groups of mice have been irradiated to study the effects of LET on the 
incidence of Harderian gland tumors in mice. Exposures have been made in the dose 
range 0-180 rads since, from the Argonne data with neutrons, we expect a very high 
RBE. No data will be available for some time since the latent period for this · 
tumor is in the range of 200-250 days. 

The intestinal crypt cell data collection is completed for single dose Helium ion 
exposure. Exposures were made with the plateau region, the proximal spread Bragg 
peck, and the distal spread Bragg peak. Comparison was made to the effects seen 
with 220 KVP X-rays. The Helium curves, although parallel t9 each other and to 
the X-rays, had significantly different intercepts. The Do for plateau, proximal 
peilk, and distal peak Helium are 197,201 and 182 rads respectively, compared to 160 
for X-rays. It would appear that the RBE is essentially 1.0 or less. 

The testes weight curves have been developed for X-rays, pla~eau and peak Helium, 
Neon, and Carbon. Preliminary exposures are complete with Argon. It appears that 
contrary to expectation, the resistant spermatagonia fraction (Oakberg et al) has 
a higher RBE for the high LET radiations than does the sensitive fraction. It is 
too early to make quantitative assessments, however. 
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MAGNETIC FIELDS/BIOMEDICAL EFFECTS 

SCOPE: 

With the growing emphasis on development of controlled thermo
nuclear reactors and magnetohydrodynamic systems, it has 
become increasingly important to obtain quantitative data 
on magnetic field effects in living organisms and ·man. 
In the research program undertaken-at LBL, the influence 
of stationary and alternating magnet~c fields on a broad 
range of physiological functions will be determined for 
experimental animals and human subjects. Special emphasis 
will be placed on cellular and tissue systems that may be 
particularly sensitive to electromagnetic and paramagnetic 
effects (e.g., ner~e and retinal tissues). 

A research facility for studies with stationary magnetic 
fields is being constructed. This enclosure will house 
two electromagnetics that produce homogeneous stationary 
fields up to 18 kG and will be positioned next to an experimental 
staging area. Environmentally controlled chambers for the 
exposure of experimental animals and cell cultures are being 
developed, and the necessary electronics and recording devices 
are being acquired. Facilities will be constructed in FY 78 
for studies with alternating magnetic fields and human subjects. 

The major categories of experimental research on magnetic 
effects are the following: 

Animal physiology. The physiological response of small 
mammals to static and alternating magnetic fields will be 
evaluated by measurements of food intake, body weight, temperature, 
urine and fecal discharge, respiration, climbing activity, 
blood and urine composition, plasma hormones and cellular 
mitotic activity. Any influence of magnetic fields on natural 
circadian rhythms will be determined for several of these 
physiological parameters. 
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Electrophysiology studies on the visual system and nervous tissue. 
Magnetic field effects on the visual system will be assessed 
by direct electrical recording from retina neurons and primarily 
from the photoreceptor cells whose dis~ membranes contain 
photopigments with an anisotropic magnetic susceptibility. 
Magnetic effects on nerve regeneration will be studied by 
determining the influence of applied fields on the re-establishment 
of synaptic junctions after severing the retina from the 
optic tectum. .An evaluation will be made of magnetic field 
effects on synaptic discharges in cultured rat brain neurons 
and on cerebellar neuron organization in the mouse embryo. 

Human-subject studies. A comprehensive study will be made 
to determine the dependence of magnetophosphene phenomena 
on the frequency and strength of applied magnetic fields. 
An evaluation of human health effects of magnetic fields 
will be undertaken, including functional studies on the 
visual, cardiovascular, respiratory and nervous systems. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

During the initial four-month period of this ocntract, progress 
has been made in establishing suitable research facilities 
and in developing the instrumentation and biological systems 
that will be utilized for research on magnetic effects. 

Facilities. A 16- by 23-foot enclosure that will contain· 
two large electromagnets has been designed and is in the 
initial stages of construction. An experimental staging 
area will be established next to the magnet facility. The 
two electromagnets produce static fields of 17 and 18 kG, 
and the field inhomogeneity is restricted to less than 5 percent 
over a 4-square-foot area in the central portion of the 
pole piece gap. The 17-kG electromagnet has a vertical 
field in a 7.62-inch pole piece gap and will be used for 
studies with experimental animals'and multicellular organisms. 
The 18-kG electromagnet has a horizontal field in an 8-inch 
pole piece gap and will be equipped for electrophysiology 
studies in nerve and retinal tissues. Both magnets and 
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their independent power supplies are fully operational. 
Arrangements have been made with the LBL Magnetic Measurement 
Engineering Group headed by Don Nelson for routine monitoring 
of magnetic field profiles with search coils. 

Personnel. A research team has been assembled for initial 
studies on magnetic field effects in animals, multicellular 
organisms, and cultured cells. This group consists of three 
research biophysicists (T. Tenforde, M. Raybourn, T. Yang), 
an electrical engineering consultant from the LBL Accelerator 
bivision (L. Kanstein), and a consulting design engineer 
from the Mechanical Engineering Group (R. Armer). Another 
engineer (C. Dols) from the LBL Electronics Group headed 
by F. Goulding will.be added to the team during the second· 
half of FY 77 in order to facilitate the completion of instru
mentation related to studies on animal physiology and neural 
electrophysiology. Two half-time technical assistants are 
participating in the design and fabrication of environmentally 
controlled exposure chambers. 

Studies on animal physiology, neural cells, and multicellular 
organisms. An exposure chamber for magnetic field studies 
with mice has been designed and is being constructed entirely 
from nonmagnetic materials. Provision has been made for 
rigorous control of the light, temperature and humidity 
within the exposure chamber. The chamber has been designed 
for metabolic studies, including measurement of food intake, 
urine and fecal discharge, and exhaled carbon dioxide. 
High-precision, hydraulic transducers that are unaffected 
by strong magnetic fields will be used to monitor body weight 
and lattice climbing activity. An implantable temperature . 
telemetry unit constructed from low permeability materials 
and containing an air-core oscillator is being developed 
by Konigsberg Instruments, Inc. (Pasadena, Ca.;) in collaboration 
with· the LBL staff. It is anticipated that a telemetry 

. pill that can monitor body temperature in the presence of 
magnetic fields as high as 15 kG will be fabricated by the 
end of FY 77. 

Environmentally controlled chambers are also being designed 
for studies with cultured cells (including electrophysiological 
measurements), plants, and insects. These chambers will 
be constructed during FY 77. 

Using 1- to 4-kG fields produced by permanent magnets, preliminary 
studies are being made to assess magnetic field effects 
on the development of eggs of the beetle Tribolium confusum 
and on the growth rate of the unicellular plant Phycomyces. 
Initial results indicate that the application of a 4-kG 
field leads to a small decrease in hatchability of Tribolium 
eggs if the environmental temperature is maintained at the 
upper limit of the range within which development of the 
eggs can normally_occur, namely 36.5°c. At temperatures 
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in the range of 30 to 36°C, no effect of the applied magnetic 
field on Tribolium hatchability was noted. Preliminary 
results obtianed with Phycomyces indicate that the growth 
rate of this plant is unaffected by exposure to a 1-kG magnetic 
field. 
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HEAVY IONS, PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY 

SCOPE 

The ultimate objective of this project is to understand 
the biological effects of irradiation of living cells 
with energetic heavy particles. We are mainly concerned 
with the development of a model for a beam of heavy 
particles that will be adequate for the interpretation 
of physical, chemical and biological phenomena. Theoretical 
calculations and experimental results will be used 
at various stages in the development of the model. 

The nature of the problem is both physical and chemical. 
The physical aspects require knowledge of (1) the beam 
composition at various penetration depths in tissue
like absorbers, which is esential because the beam 
composition changes as a result of contamination with 
secondary particles arising from nuclear reactions, 
and (2) track structure, i.e., the spatial distribution 
of the energy deposited by various beam particles in 
the form of ionization and excitation. An 
initial description of the track structure has been 
accomplished by means of theoretical calculations. 
We hope to undertake an experimental study·~nvolving 
measurement of the physical characteristics (including 
beam composition) of heavy-particle. beams as they pene
trate tissue-equivalent materials. Charge and velocity 
distributions of the primary particles and secondary 
ftagments are measured as functions of depth in the 
absorber. Velocity will be determined by the time 
of flight between two detectors, and charge will be 
obtained from the pulse amplitude of the signal from 
an ionizaiton chamber. 

The chemical aspects of the problem are being studied. 
by concentrating on water because (1) water is the 
most abundant chemical compound in living cells, and 
it is generally accepted that the decomposition of 
water produces reactant species that can react with 
biologically important molecules to cause radiation 
damage, and (2) water is a well known system in radiation 
chemistry, and a comparison of the results of Bevalac 
experiments with previous studies using gamma and elec
tron radiations is profitable. 
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Theoretical and experimental studies are currently 
underway on chemical yields produced by heavy ions. 
The Fricke dosimeter and four other systems (chosen 
so that the yields of primary products can be determined) 
are being investigated. In addition, the well known 
technique of time resolution used in conventional radiation 
chemistry will be introduced at the Bevalac. This 
will allow the separation of the "radical" and "molecular" 
yields, and hence we can check the theoretical track 
models against experimental results. Dilute as well 
as concentrated solutions will be used in time-resolved 
experiments. Results obtained with concentrated solutions 
will have direct relevance to the evalUation of biological 
damage. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

In accordance with the main goal of the project (Item 14), 
most of the progress in FY 1977 was in the. area of 
understanding dilute-solution chemistry. Some refinement 
of the track structure was made as feedback from exper
imental results became available. A theoretical model 
was developed to calculate chemical yields as observed 
in the experiments performed with dilute solutions 
irradiated with various particles from the Bevalac. 
Progress was also made in estimating the distribution 
of LET at various penetrating depths in adequate absorbers. 

Theoretical: 

The pattern of energy deposit was considered in an 
elementary manner and led to a model consisting of 
a core and a penumbra. These two parts contain essentially 
the same amount of energy. In FY 1977 a refinement 
of the energy distribution in the penumbra was made; 
it was found to vary inversely with the square of the 
radial distance. A limited comparison with experimental 
ion-chamber measurements (by Baum and coworkers at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory) was made, and the 
predictions have been verified. 
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The track model was used for a study of dilute-solution 
chemistry. The radical diffusion model of radiation 
chemistry was extended to the tracks of heavy particles, 
and using a well established technique called prescribed 
diffusion, chemical yields were calculated that support 
our understanding of dilute-solution chemistry. The 
yields in the core and penumbra can be treated separately. 
The core is a perfect example of cylindrical expansion, 
but the penumbra is more complicated. The statistical 
distribution of energy is not useful for chemical modeling 
so further work is needed. We found that the penumbra 
can be modeled in the following two ways: (1) the 
recoil electro.ns that make up the penumbra can be con
sidered. as protons with the same velocities as far 
as chemical yields are concerned, or (2) the recoil 
electrons and their chemical yields can be evaluated 
from direct experiments. In either case, the yields 
can be calculated with a set of self-consistent assump
tions concerning the initial ~ields and reaction sequences. 

The principal weakness of the present theoretical work· 
on heavy-particle chemistry is the failure to include 
the effect of beam fragmentation. 

Radiation-guality calculations were continued to include 
argon ions, and LET distributions were calculated at 
various positions in the extended Bragg-peak regions 
of helium, carbon, neon and argon beams. Median LET 
values in the center of a 4-cm spread-out Bragg peak 
for each of the ions were 16, 40, 107 and 219 keV/ m, 
respectively. The existing computer code was modified 
to produce a version that calculates velocity spectra. 
This version allows inclusion of energy-dependent nuclear
fragmentation cross sections, time-of-flight resolution 
corrections and multiple-scattering corrections. 
Experimental results previously obtained at the Princeton 
Particle Accelerator were compared with the calculated 
spectrum. Quantitative agreement was obtained except 
at high velocity and where low secondaries dominate. 

Experimental: 

The purpose of the study involving dilute-solution 
chemistry was to determine primary yields in the radiolysis 
of water with heavy particles. These yields depend 
on the track structure, and a model adequate for the 
explanation of chemical phenomena must also explain 
these yields. The yields in question are GH, Ge- , 
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GOH' GH , GH 0 and GHO • According to the radical 
2 2 2 2 

diff!;!sion m~del, the true primary products are only 
H, eaq' H3oaq and OH with H2 , H2o2 and H02 arising 
from reactions in the track. A set of five chemical 
systems was chosen so that irradiation results in 
connection with the material balance conditions, in 
principle, allow a determination of the six primary 
yields. The systems are the. following: 

a. th~+aerated ferrous sulphate system (Fricke dosimeter, 
Fe measured) · 

b. ·the deaerated ferrous sulphate system (Fe 3+ measured) 

c. the Br system (H2o 2 yield measured) 

d. the formate system (H2o 2 yield measured) 

e. the nitrite system (e~q yield measured) 

Irradiations were carried out with carbon particles 
with energies of up to 200 MeV/nucleon, neon particles 
with energies of up to 280 MeV/nucleon, and argon 
particles with energies of up to 350 MeV/nucleon. 
Analysis and evaluation of the data require more time, 
but preliminary results corroborate the track model 
that is being developed. 
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SCOPE 

The main goal of this project is to use energetic rad~oactive 
beams to demonstrate, with the help of a special gamma-ray detec
tor device, that a technique can be developed that will find im
portant applications in diagnostic procedures hitherto imposs~ble. 
If successful, this technique will open a new chapter in the 
field of nuclear medicine. Although direct acceleration of radio
active particles is not possible in the Bevalac, through the 
phenomenon of autoactivation (a physical process in which the 
projectile particles undergo nuclear fragmentation when they col
lide with target nuclei with the energy for this process supplied 
by the particles themselves) we have produced a steady-flux 
radioactive beam. The cross-section for the proces~ of autoacti
vation is la~ge enough to produce radioactive beams of adequate 
intensities. 
For the purpose of this project, we are mostly interested in 
those fragments that decay by positron emission. These fragments 
are obtained by the loss of a few nucleons so that they are still 
heavy enough (large atomic number) to exhibit precise range
energy relationships. Thus, when the beam is focused on a pre
cise location in the body, the initial result will be the highly 
localized injection of a positron-emitting isotope. The annihila
tion of the positrons generates two detectable 511-kev y rays at 
nearly 180° and in time coincidence. The utilization of this 
loca.lized initial distribution of positron emitters in studies 
related to nuclear medicine has generated considerable interest 
in our group and among medical doctors involved in neurological 
research. It is believed that with further development more medi
cal doctors will be interested in the technique. 
Extensive research work is in progress on the optimal use of heavy 
ions in therapy. One of the physical advantages of heavy parti
cles is the fact that it localizes most of the dose in the immedi
ate volume surrounding the tumor (Bragg peak) and thus delivers 
very little dose to intervening normal cells. The lack of exact 
diagnostic knowledge of the position of the Bragg peak, however, 
has hindered therapeutic procedures in the past (with helium ions). 
Exact calculations are impractical because of intervening bone, 
tissue, air, etc. By generating radioactive beams in a small 
thickness of absorber upstream from the exposure room, we will be 
able to determine the range penetration in a patient and hence 
obtain the stopping-power information. 
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A single pulse of a monoenergetic beam of radioactive particles 
can be stopped in a small region inside a human heart. The time 
required ~ight be as little as one millise~ond. A radioactive 
bolus will be formed, some part of which·will be carried out with 
the streaming blood. An appropriate counting procedure for ob
serving passage of the radioactivity will result in measurements 
of blood flow and heart-valve action. The autoradioactive beam 
technique might eliminate the necessity of arterial puncture 
catherization and could reduce the injection time to less than 
that of currently used techniques. 
A great part of the success will depend on the availability of 
a suitable detector device. Over the past several months, we 
have been engaged in constructing a special device to be used with 
radioactive beams. It has two arrays of crystals arranged in such 
a manner that they can detect the location of a point source with 
optimum efficiency. In our initial studies, we have found that 
the sens~tivity of this device in depth resolution is on the order 
of 1 mm, but in the perpendicular plane the sensitivity is not 
that good. A major effort in this project will be concentrated on 
understanding the present detector system with respect to maximal 
use of radioactive beams in diagnostic procedures. 
We anticipate, in addition to diagnostic applications of radioac
tive beams, their use in understanding elementary interactions -
whereby formation of important chemical compounds can be studied. 
A rapid synthesis of compounds containing the C11 isotope can be 
obtained. This particular aspect is of great interest in nuclear 
medicine, especially with respect to nucleic-acid precursors. 
We anticipate the continuation of this project for several years 
and hope that, as the initial studies wit~ the present detector 
device are completed, we will be able to understand the full re
quirements of such a device for use in nuclear medicine. 

Technical Progress 
Bio-medical Studies with Implanted Radioactive Beam ( 10 Ne 19 Radio
activity Implanted in Brain). - One simple initial experiment has 
been carried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the beam im- , 
plantation technique in diagnostic procedures. A live rabbit was 
irradiated with a beam of 1 0 Ne 19 (half-life~ 17.2 sees.). The 
beam was stopped in a selected portion of the brain. The count 
rate of a coarsely collimated, coincidence, gamma-ray detector 
was recorded as a function of time during and after the irradi
ation. The count rate increased with the time of irradiation. 
Irradiation was terminated at t = 33 sec, and the number of posi
tron annhilations per unit time occurring in the region observed 
by the detector began to decrease as a function of time. A simi-
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lar experiment was carried out with the same rabbit after it was 
sacrificed. The radioactive decay of the short-lived isotope is 
quite evident in both studies, but in the live animal there is a 
well defined increase in the rate of decay between t = 34 and 40 
seconds. Such a rate is much faster than the normal radioactive 
decay. After t = 40 sec. the decay in activity is due to 1oNe 19 

embedded in -tissue as the ~lope corresponds to 17.2 sec. The 
faster drop is directly attributable to the .blood flow from the 
region of the brain coarsely delimited by the geometry of the 
experiment. Though preliminary, our studies do indicate the 
potential usefulness of the radioactive-beam implantation tech
nique. More studies with such beams are needed before they will 

·be useful for human patients. Or. Grant E. Gauger, Assistant 
Professor of Neurobiological Surgery at UCS~ participated in the 
experiment, and his enthusiasm is a factor in the development of 
the technique. 
Gamma-ray Detector Device. - We have just completed a d~tector 
device based on our present understanding of the various constraints 
involved in detecting radioactive beams in live animals. 
The device consists of two moving banks of detectors with each 
bank containing 24 Nai (Tl) crystals. Using 0.75-in diameter~ 
3-inch long crystals of each row and 0.75-in diameter, 2-in long 
~ystals for the outer detectors (to reduce positional ambiguity 
for y rays which interact deep into detectors), initial efficiency 
calculations showed that the system would detect approximately 1% 
of emitted y-ray pairs in coincidence for a distance of 10 em 
between planes. This corresponds to 22,800 counts/min-pCi, as
suming no energy discrimin~tion and no substantial scattering. 
For a distance of 3 em between cry~tal centers, a length of 9 em 
along the ion-beam axis is covered. 
The device was also designed in such a manner that each row of 4 
detectors constitutes a detachable independent module so that the 
basic instrument can be used in a different or expanded configu
ration. 
A more detailed study of the instrument is in progress before we 
move it to the Bevalac. In its present form, we can acquire large 
amounts of data in times on the order of a half-second each. The 
data are first held in the memory of a computer and later trans
ferred to a disk. 
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SCOPE 

Cellular mechanisms and cell-membrane responses are central to 
biomedical phenomena at all levels. Abnormal mechanisms and 
adverse influences can only be properly evaluated using closely 
controlled comparisons with cells that are normal in state and 
function. This project is concerned with the biological proces
ses of blood cell development and differentiation, with cell 
responses to selected agents and with the associated implications 
for health and disease. Closely linked bipphysical objectives 
include the development and application of advanced techniques 
for quantitative investigations using both single cells and pop
ulations of cells. The theoretical components of the work deal 
with (1) surface, interfacial and "transport" phenomena of cells 
and model particles in a population, (2) theories of biophysical 
measurement and the theory underlying cell-separation and other 
experimental techniques, and (3) the thermodynamic-kinetic theory 
of population "instabilities" which may model the process of 
cell differentiation or other biological dynamic processes. 

In specific terms, we are interested in hydrodynamic, rheological, 
electrical and other physical properties of cells in complex 
mixtures, together with their morphological, cytological and 
growth properties. Emphasis is on cells of the blood and blood
forming system. Particular foci of attention are the cell sur
face, the relationship of the foregoing properties to the normal 
cell biology (development) and to specific pathologies, and the 
nature and ·implications of the distribution of these properties 
throughout the entire cell population(s). Technical approaches 
include both original (in some cases, unique) and conventional 
ones. Among the former are: (1) "resistive pulse spectroscopy", 
recently developed in order to characterize cell-membrane systems 
according to size, form, deformability, fragility and membrane 
kinetic responses; ( 2) stable-flow, free-boundary ( Sta flo) 1-g 
sedimentation and electrophoresis both for characterizing cells 
(by size-density, sedimentation rate, surface charge density, 
and electrophoretic mobility) and for preparatively separating 
subpopulatio~s of such live cells for subsequent investigation, 
taking advan~age of differences in these cellular properties; 
and (3) "live-cell cytology" including a newly developed pro
cedure for identifying and characterizing newly formed red blood 
cells in the living state. In addition, we employ the usual 
cell-biological and hematological techniques and procedur~s in
cluding ceritrifugation, optical and electron microscopy, culture 
and animal transplantation as required. 
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8l0od cells (and cell membranes) are prime examples of objects 
Lha~ can be both tar~ets of environmental agent action and car
r lers of pollutant molecules or particles. An obvious applica
t:.ion of this project to ERDA's programs is the measurement of 
tlw effects of certain environmental pollutants on cells. The 
me' thods used in this proposal are sui table for ( l) detecting 
~:;md ll quantities of agents and their modes of action; ( 2) evalu
ating means for preventing, modifying or counteracting undesired 
.Jqent action; (3) characterizing agent-altered as well as normal 
~nrl ''naturally" pathological cells, and (4) large-scale testing 
and screening of cells from human populations. Lead and mercury 
arf! two examples of agents that relate to this program, but others 
in<:luding radiation.and mechanical stress are under consideration 
~nci study. · · 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

r-,~:t_l~odology: Instrumentation and Theory 

~esistive Pulse Spectroscopy_ (RPS). The RPS hardware capability 
})resently implemented for large-scale, automatic collection of 
~ata (on cell size, cell deformability, cell fragility, cell
membrane responses from challenges) puts a premium on the critical 
selection of experimental maierial and on computer software cap
able of timely and meaningful analysis. This software has recently 
been extended to include additional high-sp~ed statistical and 
spectral pattern analysis capability to better isolate separate 
influences of the different cell properties contributing to the 
overall RPS spectra. To help elucidate the more fundamental 
"causes" underlying cumulative. RPS spectra and their changes 
in response to alterations in cell condition, large numbers of 
individual oscilloscope pulses resulting when single cells rapid
ly traverse the current-limiting orifice have been examined. 
Accordingly, a new bypothesis has been formulated and is now 
being test~d to explain the existence of uniquely shaped pulses 
(associated only with highly deformable cell populations) in 
terms of the interactions of the electrical and hydrodynamic 
fields with individual pulses. It appears likely that additional 
Lypes of RPS spectra (e.g., width-spectra and height-gated width 
spectra) will contain valuable and hitherto inaccessable infor
mation on cell-membrane conditions and responses. Conceptual 
and hardware circuit designs have been completed to implement 
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this measuring capabili~y, retaining full compatibility with 
the extensive RPS software already developed and in use. 

Staflo centrifuge. A small pilot project has been initiated 
(for which additional funding is being sought} to construct a 
ne~ type of continuous-flow, steady-state, high-resolution, multi
channel centrifuge designed for analytical and preparative sepa
rations of living cells. The conceptual and design problems 
for integrating three separate but interrelating fixed and/or 
ro~ating frames of reference have been solved, and major progress 
has been made on construction of a mechanically functioning proto
type instrument. 

Erythroid Cells & Hematopoies1s 

~eticulocytes and developmental mechanisms. The new "live-cell 
cytology" method for identification of reticulocytes has been 
verified and compared with the traditional new methylene blue-
staining of "killed" cells (Mel, Prenant, Mohandas). To the 
two new subclassifications of nonnucleated cells, R-1 (motile, 
multilobular, youngest retics) and R-2 nonmotile, deep-dished, 
granule-containing retics), has been added an additional ~~assi
fication, R-3 (deep-dished, non-granule-containing, non-retic). 
For rats, the R-3's are found in both bone marrow and blood; 
their biological significance is as yet unknown. Whereas, R
l's are normally not able to exit the rat marrow and the R-2's 
are only partially able to do so, no such inhibitory barrier 
appears to limit R-3 movement between marrow and blood. This 
is consistent with preliminary findings that the R-3's do not 
share the reduced deformability of marrow R-l's and R-2's com
pared with mature RBC, and can, in part, explain an R-3 release 
control mechanism. Initial results with human material indicate 
that some Rl's as well as R-2's are able to exit the marrow, 
but , as yet, insufficient quantities of human blood R-l's have 
been isolated for bulk tests on deformability to ascertain whe
ther this same normal control mechanism occurs in humans. 

Membrane surface charge, glutaraldehyde action, drug action, 
and RBC cell form. 

'Phe first phase of this study using cationic chlorpromazine·HCl 
(CPZ) has been completed with the following results (Tenforde, 
Yee, Hel): (1) the tranquilizing drug and glutaraldehyde bind 
at independent cell-membrane sites, and are thus noncompetitive; 
(2) glutaraldehyde action, with or without drug treatment, leads 
to no significant charge alteration, contrary to the earlier 
published work of Seaman; (3) the 10-percent charge reduction 
induced by CPZ (already noted to be independent of the drug-induced 
shape change; see FY 1976 proposal) can be ascribed to only about 
2~% of the total number of CPZ molecules bound to the RBC, with this 
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small fraction of molecules occupying an even smaller fraction 
of Lhe cell outer surface area (about 0~4%). We conclude that 
not only is the electrophoretic method capable of measuring drug 
binding to the outer cell membrane, but is is an extiemely sensi
tive method of detecting such drug action. (Saturation of the 
electrophoretic effect occurs at levels as low as 20 ~m CPZ.? 

Pollutant action on RBC's. Substantial data have riow been accu
mulated by RPS techniques on the action of low· levels of lead 
and mercury on blood cells, and the RPS software has been revised 
somewhat to facilitate the complete analysis which is now under
way (Mel, Reed). Some initial conclusions are the following: 
(1} the threshold f2~ the dire2t ~~tection of an agent has been 
lowered to about 10 M (c.f., 10 M, FY 1976); (2) more in
formation on mechanisms of action (and perhaps additional sensi
tivity for detection) can be obtained from "second-generation" 
RPS modes of "dynamic osmotic hemolysis" and "membrane-recovery 
kinetics"; and (3) a special "RPS index" can now be automatically 
generated by our computer software and can serve, at least semi
quantitatively, to gauge the extent and degree of agent action; 
this index is also responsive to other "stressful" agents to 
be employed, including thermal, mechanical, chemical and radia
tion stresses. 

Hemolytic and osmbtic studies on RBC's. A principal goal of 
this work is to be able to "read" directly from RPS analyses 
of whole cell populations the existence of interesting subpop
ulations by their differential responses to controlled challen
ges (osmotic, mechanical, chemical or thermal). Such subpop
ulations would be those of differing ages, specific abnormali
ties, specific sensitivities to agent action, etc. To provide 
a more conventional type of reference measurement on osmotic 
tragility, a simple, continuous-flow, gradient-driven, spectropho
tometric method has been set up (Akeson, Mel, Ross). A surpris
ing result has emerged from the first phase of this study: The 
apparent existence of a small (a few percent at most), early, 
hemolytically sensitive subpopulation in human blood (-200 mosm) 
plus some degree of nonuniformity of response to continuously 
varying osmotic pressure in the principal hemolytic domain (-140 
mosm} . In a related study on pre-hemolytic responses to hypo
osmotic and hyperosmotic stress, it has been found that there 
exists a general correlation between the degree of (RPS-measured) 
defomability and the "nearness to isotonicity." Extensive data 
have been collected and are now being analyzed to determine the 
validity of this result as a "principle of biological isotonicity" 
(Jung, Mel) . 

. 
:£!:l~ory of Popul'ation "Instabilities" 

The process of stem c~ll differentiation may be though of as 
cHl "instability" or "switching" problem w!l.erein the whole system 
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must, nevertheless, "run down hill" according to some criterion 
of spontaneous, global behavior. Neither the second law of ther
modynamics (entropy) nor the Prigogine minimum entropy-production
in-steady-state principles are capable of modeling such far-from
equilibrium constrained systems evolving toward their ultimate 
far-from-eqiuilibrium steady states (such as that of steady-state 
RBC production). The recently presented "affinity squared mini
mum function" has been shown to model far-from-equilibrium behavior 
for kinetic evolution of multivariable systems possessing single 
stable states (Mel, Ewald). The extension of this open-system, 
thermodynamic analysis has now been undertaken for a 2-stable, 
1-unstable, steady-state kinetic system such as might describe 
a stem cell differentiating into two distinct cell lines. Some 
of the "evolutionary properties" essential to assuring the thermo
dynamic-potential character for this function, notably the steady
state variational properties, have been shown to be preserved 
for all three steady states. For the time-dependent behavior, 
the mathematical problem is too complicated for analytical solu
tion so calculations have been carried out on the CDC 7600 compu
ter with the results and implications as yet incomplete (Mel, 
Geissler). 
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SCOPE: 

Energy technologies generate substances that may be harmful 
to living systems. It is necessary to identify these energy
related agents and to estimate the level at which these 
released agents are hazardous to both the environment and 
the public. Ultimately, any adverse effect of a chemical 
on the environment will be felt by man. 

In Vivo Studies 

Functional damage to the central nervous system (CNS) by 
potentially harmful agents is measured in vivo with electro
physiological recording techniques. Mammals are exposed 
to known concentrations of environmental pollutants (e.g., 
ozone, CO, hydrocarbons, heavy metals) and local applica-

~ tions of focused laser and/or heavy-ion beams. 

Alterations in neural function to exposures of environmental 
pollutants are monitored with electrodes monitoring the 
EEG (electroe·ncephalogtam), ERG (electroretinogram), and 
ECR .(evoked cortical response). Quantitative assessment 
of these bioelectric signals will characterize the extent 
and, possibly, the mechanisms of any toxic effects. 

In Vitro Studies 

Cerebellum explants from newborn rats can be maintained 
in vitro. These nerve cell cultures demonstrate neuronal 
differentiation, i.e., development of neuritic processes 
(dendrites and axons), arborization of dendrites, myelination 
of axons, and cell-to-cell communication as confirmed by 
the presence of synaptic potentials. These in vitro studies 
allow the investigator to check the developing neonatal 
nervous system for damage due to exposure to potentially 
toxic chemicals such as ozone, hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide 
as well as to laser and heavy-ion radiation. Moreover, 
the direct effect of any toxic substance can be assessed 
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without the confounding variables introduced with in vivo 
systems (e.g., hemoglobin binding of o2 and CO). --

By recording extra- and intracellularly, we are able to 
analyze the degree of toxic insult on neuronal communication 
mechanisms in cultured explants. This is done extracellularly 
by both monitoring the temporal organization of the spontaneous 
bioelectric activity in these nerve cells and by observing 
changes in membrane excitability thresholds. Intracellular 
recordings will allow quantification of ionic currents and 
transmembrane potentials in a nerve cell, which provide information 
about the biophysical basis of the cellular mechanism(s) 
subserving any demonstrated toxic effects. 

To evaluate the effects of pollutants on the peripheral 
nervous system, isolated nerve is exposed to pollutants 
while in the active process of conducting nerve impulses. 
An alteration in the amplitude of the impulse or in the 
form of the impulse signal or in the conduction velocity 
of the propagated action potential is a measure of the 
physiological activity of chemical pollutants on the nervous 
system. Agents that depress peripheral nervous activity 
will be assayed for effect on membrane permeability. 

We propose to study the influence of pollutants on a unicellular 
model--green algal cells (Nitella). we wish to determine 
if there is a relationship between Nitella cells and pollutant 
concentration on the speed of their protoplasmic streaming 
(cyclosis), on the development of chlorophyll, on the break
down of chloroplast structure, on the yield of new internodes, 
on the electrophysiological properties (threshold for excitation, 
impulse conduction velocity, resting and active membrane 
potentials and wave shapes, and membrane resistance), and 
on ionic membrane permeability as measured with radioactive 
isotopes. It is our view that information dealing with 
these issues will provide useful insight into determining 
the sites of action of pollutants in these green plant cells. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

Ozone 

Protoplasmic streaming. In these studies we used ozone 
in two different ways to demonstrate that ozone does have 
a biological effect on living systems. In the first approach, 
an aqueous Nitella growth solution (NGS) was glaced in a 
sealed chamber at room temperature (ave. = 21 C) through 
which flowed ozone at a concentration of 1.0 + 0.2 ppm. 
Because ozone_~s soluble in wa~§r, this .treatment effectively 
produced a 10 M ozone-NGS (10 moles of ozone/55 moles 
of water in the Nitella growth solution). When Nitella 
cells were bathed in this rather low ozone-treated medium, 
there was an immediate arrest of protoplasmic streaming 
that lasted for about 40 seconds. Over several minutes 
in ozone-NGS the streaming velocity of the protoplasm gradually 
returned to normal. When the ozone-NGS was heated, it lost 
its ability to arrest endoplasmic streaming. We conclude 
that this was due to the warming process, which removed 
soluble ozone from the NGS. 

New internodes. Single Nitella cells were housed in holders 
that permitted each individual cell to be viewed under the 
light microscope. Cell/holder assemblie~ were placed in 
a chamber at room temperature (ave. = 21 C) with flowing 
ozone delivered so that the air concentration was 1.0 + 
0.2 ppm. Individual cells were examined over a period-of 
28 days. Compared to control cells, ozon~-treated cells 
were retarded in generating new internodes. Internodes 
that were produced in 1 ppm ozone after about 10 days possessed 
protoplasmic streaming, but these new branches were completely 
devoid of green chloroplasts! We conclude that ozone can 
inhibit the formation or production of chromophores in ozone
exposed cells. We consider this finding of critical importance. 

Deuterium Oxide (Excitation Threshold} 

Single Nitella cells can be excited to generate all-or-none, 
propagated action potentials with electric stimulation. 
When Nitella cells are bathed 'for 5 sec in a growth solution 
prepared with 30-percent deuterium oxide (D20) .instead of 
ordinary water (H 0), the stimulus threshola value for 
excitation become~ so high that action potentials cannot 
be evoked with electrical pulses. Nitella cells remain 
refractory for about 15 minutes when they are returned to 
normal growth solution free of deuterium oxide. There is 
a gradual return to control excitation threshold values 
30 minutes after deuterium oxide exposure. 
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Carbon Monoxide 

Using mammalian cell culture systems and neural explants 
from rat cerebellum in conjunction with electrophysiological 
recordings and time-lapse cinemicrography, we have begun 
to study the effects of carbon monoxide (CO) on CNS tissues. 
We have looked at three cellular mechanisms potentially 
susceptible to CO insult -- cell growth, radiosensitivity, 
and repair kinetics. In terms of CO effects on the mechanisms 
of neurogenesis, we have found that cultured neuroblastoma 
cells kept in a high-CO environment (8.5% CO in air) showed 
a signiticant inhibition of this proliferation rate (61% 
of controls at 4 days). V-79 cells were gassed with 1% CO 
for 20 minutes and subsequently irradiated (x rays, 1,000 
rads) in a CO environment. The reproductive integrity of 
these cells was checked with the cloning technique, but 
no differences were seen from controls. Time-dose relationships 
were not explored in these preliminary studies. The effects 
of CO on the repair kinetics of V-79 cells were also tested. 
Cells kept in 1% CO for different durations between x-ray 
dose fractions were compared to controls. Although no signif
icant inhibition of recovery kinetics was seen in the initial 
stages, significant CO effects were seen after ~ hours of 
exposure. 

Our preliminary electrophysiological studies have demonstrated 
that some Purkinje cells are differentially effected by 
hypoxia/anoxia and co. With gas-phase CO insults, we observed 
a dose-dependent effect of CO in an average of 75% of the 
cells tested. Although the necessary control experiments 
to quantitate the entire dose-response function are yet 
to be done, our preliminary results indicate that a gas-
phase CO concentration of 500 to 5,000 ppm is about the 
t~reshold for clearly observable effects. This corresponds 
to 40 to 90% COHb in the blood. These effects as manifested 
in specific changes in the spontaneous bioelectric activity 
were seen in 45% of the cells tested at these levels. co 
insults above this level (~5,000 ppm) always resulted in 
serious disruption of cellular activity involving both overall 
mean firing rate and the temporal organization of that activity. 

Laser Effects 

we have used focused laser beams (4f2 ; 694.3 nm) to selectively 
irradiate spontaneously active Purkinje cells in our cerebellar 
explants. We ha~e found that a definite threshold exist~ 
for the disruption of ATP-dependent cellular mechanisms 
subserving the end~genous generation of action potentials 
(-0.1 millijoule/~). This effect is correlated with an 
increase in membrane excitability threshold. 
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SCOPE: 

The objective of this program is to develop the methods of electron diffraction 
and high resolution electron microscopy so that they can be used to inv~stiga~e 
complex biological structures at the ~olecular and atomic level. Rapid pro
gress is currently being made in bringing electron microscopy and electron dif
fraction to a state of development such that structure analysis can pe carried 
out in a way analagous to what is possible in the field of x-ray crystal
lography. Recent developments that have made this possible are as significant, 
in their ovm \'lay, as \·las the successful development of the isom01·pllous ;·ep1ace-
ment method in x-ray crystallography, which made it. possible to obtain struc
tur·es of protein molecules and nucieic acids at atomic: resolution. The neH 
developments in high resolution electron microscopy allow for l) structure 
analysis that is both ~ore rapid and more accurate than that which is possible 
in x-ray crystallography; 2) structure analysis on protein microcrystals and 
other microscopic crystalline structures; and 3) molecular structure a:1u1ysis 
of cell membranes, which is a task that is almost completely inaccessible to 
x-r-ay methods. 

The primary goal of the program here at Berkeley is to determine the structure 
of cell membranes and cell surfaces. Attention is also given to structural in
vestigations of appropriate specimens such as viruses, micrccrystallin~ pro
teins, and small biological molecules prepared in microscrystall ine form. The 
major emphasis of the program centers at this time on three problem areas: 
1) overcoming the limitations associated with radiation da~age; 2) development 
of suitable methods for examining hydrated specimens; and 3) quantitative in· 
terpretation of imJge intensities -- special attehtion being given to the 
problems of dynamical scattering, and of 3-dimensional reconstruction. 

The resea'rch carried out in this program relates to the ERDA mission within the 
general category of developing instrumentation and techniques for biological 
and biophysical studies. Knowledge must be developed concerning the structure 
of biological materials, organelles, and cell membranes, in order to better 
understand the effects which potentially hannful products and effluents from 
various energy productioi technologies may have in alt~ring the function and 
internal structure of living organisms, including man. A detailed knowledge of 
the structureof cell membranes and their response to energy-related polluants 
is especially important in the assessment of the health effects that may be 
caused by these various chemical products, since the cell membrane is the ulti
mate point of contact, and the final barrier to natural and unnatural substances 
ir; the cellular environment. The cell membrane is, thus, an important line of 
defense that the cell has in coping with these materials. Fundamental know-
1 edge about cell membranes is, therefore, one. of the most important areas of 
research which will have long-tenn importance to the understanding and assess
ment of health effects. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
A. Background Information Concerning Program Accomplishments 
Before discussing the specifi~ program accomplishments for the past fiscal year, 
it will be helpful to give an overview of the work accomplished in this program 
during the past several years. This will provide a general context and ration
ale for the work accomplished during the past year. 

The research carried out in this laboratory is recognized as being the major 
factor which quantitatively demonstrated that radiation damage is one of the 
most fundamental limitations confronted in high resolution electron microscopy 
of biological materials (1). As a result of our earlier work, we were finally 
able to suggest a constructive solution to the radiation damage problem. This 
solution requires the spatial averaging of image information obtained at ex
ceedingly low electron exposures {1,2). This spatial averaging, in turn, re
quires that high resolution electron microscopy must be carried out with 
crystalline specimens or with specimens that have some equivalent type of 
_spatial redundancy. Our suggestion has already been implemented by Unwin and 
Henderson, who used conventional photographic emulsions and a very sophis
ticated scanning densitometer in order to solve the structure of a cell roem
brane (the purple membrane of Halobacter halobium) at a resolution of 7 ~ 
{3,4). The work in this laboratory has, in the meantime, concentrated on the 
development of improved image detectors. This work has now begun to focus on 
improvements in the development of nuclear track emulsions, and on the develop
ment of suitable image intensifier devices (5). Our goal is to have an image
recording device which is sensitive to single-electron events and which has a 
spatial resolution of at least 20 ~m. The work conducted in this laboratory 
on radiation damage problems has had a major influence on the field of high 
resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) as well. It is now 
r·ecognized that single electron detection capability must also be developed for 
that field of electron microscopy. 

1\ second area of major research accomplishment in this laboratory has been the 
development of techniques for preparing thin frozen specimens in which the 
native, hydrated state of complex biological materials is preserved (6). Our 
successful development of the frozen specimen technique represents the first 
time in the whole period of development of electron microscopy that a routine 
method is available, which allows the recording of both high resolution elec
tron microscopy images and of high resolution electron diffraction patterns, 
u~ing hydrated biological materials. 

This laboratory also has a continuous history of development of high per
formance instrumentation to be used in electron microscopy research. Among the 
areas of activity are our work on cold stage development for use with the frozen 
specimens; exploratory work on the so-called single side band aperture, which is 
needed to retrieve structural phase-information from high resolution images; the 
installation and characterization of a field emission gun for high resolution 
conventional electron microscopy; the adaptation of 1 ithium-drifted silicon de
tector devices for monitoring, by single particle counting techniques, the very 
low electron doses required in 11 Safe11 exposures of biological materials; and 
various accessory instrumentation features used as part of our 11minimal dose 11 

exposure experiments. 
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The research group has also carried out extensive research in the area of high 
resolution image theory. It is self-evident that a successful program working 
at the frontiers of its field must maintain a high level of competence on 
theory, as a guide for its future directions of fruitful research and instru
mentation. Among the areas of our activity which may be cited are recent 
studies on the theory of high resolution, single atom image formation (7); 
the characterization of instrument performance that might extend the contrast 
transfer characteristics beyond the classical (point-to-point) resolution 
limit (8); and a new method for accurate measurement of instrumental para
meters such as spherical aberration (9). The on-going program investigating 
~ynamical scattering theory, which has been funded predominantly by an NIH 
grant, has recently produced results of major significance regarding the maxi
mum specimen thickness that can be used for a given standard of accuracy in 
structure determination (10). The problem of multiple scattering, which is 
dealt with by the dynamical theory of electron diffraction, is one that is 
special to the field of electron diffraction and electron microscopy. The 
simple Fourier transform relationships which apply in the fields of x-ray dif
fraction and neutron diffraction are valid for only an exceedingly limited 
range of specimen thicknesses in electron microscopy (e.g., about 200 ~thick
ness) because of the unusually large coupling constant (or scattering cross 
section) which is .associated with the interaction of electrons and matter in 
the condensed state. 

B. Specific Progress in FY 1977 

During the fiscal year 1977 parallel research progress has continued on the 
problems on radiation damage in biological electron microscopy, the use of the 
frozen hydrated specimen technique, development of instrumentation for high 
resolution performance, and general advancement of the theoretical background 

· for structure analysis by electron microscopy and electron diffraction. All 
the above factors represent fundamental limitations to full implementation and 
realization of the potential for· accurate structure analysis by electron mi
croscopy and, for this reason, it is essential that parallel programs should 
be carried out in all the areas. 

On the subject of radiation damage, we have continued our investigation of the 
use of nuclear track emulsions (NTB2 emulsion), but progress on this problem 
has been slow primarily due to a lack of manpower. This research program has 
been intensively reactivated in the past month, but no major progress ~an be 
reported at the time of this writing. Also in progress at the moment 1s an 
attempt to prepare a zinc sulfide scintillator packed in~o the open~ngs of a. 
glass microchannel plate, whose walls have been coated w1th reflect1ve mater1al. 
It is expected that such a structure, which might be referred to as a light
guide scintillator, will prove to be a superior electron-to-photon transducer 
for use with an image-intensified TV system. 
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Quantitative radiation damage studies have been carried out in order to com
oare the radiation stability of frozen hydrated biological materials with 
glucose-embedded materials, both at room temperature and at nitrogen tempera
ture. It has been found that the frozen hydrated specimens and the glucose
embedded specimens are nearly identical -in their radiation stability at 1 iquid 
nitrogen temperature, while the glucose-embedded specimen at room temperature · 
is about 3 times more sensitive to radiation damage (11). The factor of 3 in 
r·adiation stability at low temperature is of major significance, and clearly 
~haws the advantage to be gained for high resolution structure analysis by hav
·ing a suitable cold stage available for high resolution imaging. 

During the past year we have obtained the first high resolution images of fully 
hydrated biological material. The specimen used w~s crystalline catalase, and 
the image resolution extended to approximately 11 ~ (12). The primary factor 
limiting resolution has been determined to be the vibrational stability of the 
cold stage, and modifications of the stage design are presently being tested 
in order to bring the performance of this stage up to a standard comparable to 
the high resolution, room temperature stage. A successful start has also been 
made on recording images of the periodic cell membrane isolated from the 
bacterium Spirillum serpens; image analysis, and further image recording work 
is currently in progress. 

On the subprogram dealing with instrumentation development, we have now com
pleted the characterization of the way in which our new field emission gun 
influences instrument performance at high resolution (8). A possible limita
tion of instrument performance has been identified in' terms of the rather high 
energy spread (approximately 1 eV) associated with the recommended mode of 
operation of the field emission gun. We are presently investigating the possi
bility of reducing the energy spread by adjusting the parameters of operation 
such as the first anode voltage and the filament temperature. We also expect 
delivery of a new high resolution polepiece for the electron microscope, which 
is characterized by a chromatic aberration coefficient approximately one-half 
that of the present objective lens polepiece. This will have the same opera-

. tional effect as reducing the energy spread by a factor of 2. We also hope to 
relocate the instrument, in this fiscal year, to a site with substantially 
lower vibrational amplitude, since we have found that the fundamental limita
tion to resolution performance is floor vibration at this time. 

During this year we have also completed the evaluation of a "single side band" 
apt~rture system, oandohave encountered a serious problem in image performance at 
ap~roximately 4 A-5 A resolution (13). The problem is associated with beam- · 
induced charging at the edge of the aperture, which in turn is associated with 
the rapid buildup of an insulating layer of hydrocarbon contamination. Al
though we have specially designed the aperture to be heated to a temperature 
of nearly 200°C, this design feature does not completely eliminate the charging 
artifact. As no new ideas are at hand at this time on how to solve the problem, 
further work has been suspended for the present. 

Substantial time and investment has been placed in the development of a pre
liminary design for a low temperature, tilted specimen stage. The paper design 
is nearly complete at this time, and we are hopeful that we can actually begin 
work under a fabrication account during the latter part of this year. 
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In the area of image theory, a paper is presently in press which, for the first 
ti1ne, gives a wave optical treatment to explain the phemonenon of focus-depend
ent displacement in the image between the bright-field image and the dark-field 
image of a given object (9). We have shown the usefulness of understanding this 

.displacement effect in terms of its use for alignment and instrument correction, 
a~d we have pointed out its potential use in the adjustment of parameters as
sociated with the operation of a spherical aberration correcter. Such aber
ration correcters are at the present time being developed in Crewe's laboratory 
in Chicago and in Scherzer•s laboratory in Germany. We also applied the bright
field/dark-field image displacement effect to measure the phase shift associated 
wi~h electron scattering in thin-carbon films, and we have found that the phase 
shift agrees with the theoretical expected value of 90° to the experimental ac
curacy of ± 'IT/8. 

The research dealing with dynamical scattering effects has lead to a complete 
evaluation of the domain of validity for the kinematic (single scattering) 
approximation, and for two other 11 invertible 11 approximations, when the speci
men is a crystalline material of intermediate molecular weight. This wo.rk is 
presently being written up for publication, and a companion paper dealing with 
the basic theory of the invertible approximations has already been submitted to 
Acta Crystallographica, as Part I of the general series. Numerical computation 
is currently in progress extending our studies of the domain of validity of 
simple invertible approximations to the case of rather more complex structures 
such as proteins and other macromolecules. 

C. Progress on Biological Applications 

Much of the work to be described in this section has been supported by a sub
stantial research grant from the NIH. The quanity of work accomplished could 
never have been carried out with the existing ERDA funding without seriously 
ir,terfering with the ongoing program already described above. 

Excellent progress has been made on the successful isolation of gap junction 
mf.mbranes from mouse liver. We have developed a new, high yield method for 
producing gap junctions with excellent morphological appearance. However, this 
method is still limited, as are all other investigations on the gap junction, by 
a high degree of contaminating material. We are presently investigating the 
use of selective enzymatic degradation procedures and selective denaturation by 
deterrents and other chaotropic reagents, which must leave the gap junction ~n
tact while selectively removing the contaminating material. As part of the 
study of these gap junctions, we have begun studies on calcium-binding to red 
blood cell membranes; when all techniques are completely worked out on that 
simple system, we hope to apply them to the study of the binding of calcium by 
gap junction. Our goal in this work is the high resolution, electron micro
scope analysis of the gap junction structure in the open (communicating) state 
and in the calcium-regulated (noncommunicating) state. We hope, in this way, 
to gain general information about the calcium-ion regulated permability of 
sodium and potassium in cell membrane systems. 
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The most rapid progress on cell membrane structure determination in our lab
oratory has so far been made on the membrane fraction isolated from Spirillum 
serpens. This work has already led to the discovery of a new, 11 integral 11 mem
brane protein whose existence had previously not been known. A successful 
start has been made on high resolution electron microscopy of unfixed, unstained, 
frozen hydrated membranes. Substantial work has also been made on character
izing the secondary structure of these Spirillum serpens membrane proteins by 
circular dichroism. This latter work has demonstrated that the protein con
formation is about 60% beta structure and 40% random coil; to our surprise, 
the alpha helix content is essentially nonexistent. This spectroscopic infor
mation concerning protein conformation is sure to prove exceedingly useful in 
the latter stages of our structural analysis by electron microscopy. Continued 
progress in our membrane structure ·work will surely benefit tremendously from 
the acquisition of additional spectroscopic equipment to be used for the bio
chemical aspects of our specimen preparation work. 
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FLY ASH IN CELLS 

SCOPE: This program measures the chemical element composition of single 
fly ash particles at the site of their biological effect within cells arid tis
sue. A very 1 a rge increase in 1 oca 1 cell exposure 1 eve 1 s over that es ti rna ted 
using average multi-particle methods {1,2,3) can occur because of the non-uni
form distribution of chemical elements among the individual fly ash particles. 
Indications of morphological and physiological damage to the cell are correla
ted with matrix and minor element composition of the individual particles in
teracting with that cell in order to estimate the variation of toxicity for 
the wide range of chemical compositions that exists among individual fly ash 
particles. The program also explores the biological consequences of single 
·;ell damage with particular concern for a possible role of fly ash particles 
~s foreign microbodies initiating a reaction similar to the well known macro 
foreign body tumorigenic response {4,5). 

Damage to the macrophage at the acute level is assessed in this program through 
morphological [SEM {6), light microscopy (7)] and physiological {dye exclusion, 
phagocytosis) parameters and is correlated with the associated chemistry of the 
individual particles interacting with the macrophage cell as determined by 
rapid TV rate SEM x-ray spectroscopy. {See Publication section.) Each in
dividual macrophage in general phagocytizes only a relatively small number 
of the fly ash particles. Since we have shown that these particles are ex
tremely heterogeneous in terms of matrix- and minor elements {that is, the 
elemental composition varies widely from particle to particle even for par
ticles of the same size class), it is essential to be able to determine the 
individual chemistry of each of the particles if we are to make an accurate 
assessment of the cell exposure. Data from multi-particle analyses even of 
particles of the same size, cannot tell us the element concentrations associa
ted with individual particles and therefore cannot be used to determine the 
dose to individual cells exposed to fly ash particles. 

In addition to the matrix and minor element heterogeneity that we have al
ready shown, known toxic trace elements associated with fly ash. particles· 
(2) may follow the heterogeneous distribution of matrix elements resulting 
in high concentrations of trace elements in a very few particles. These 
high concentration particles would expose a small number of individual cells 
to trace elements in concentrations far above that expected on a homogeneous 
multi-particle analysis basis. Besides direct damage to the macrophage cell, 
pollutant particle exposure can result in a reduction in overall macrophage 
efficiency which can damage the lung defenses {8) and result in both acute 
and long-term damage to this organ. 

The goal of this program is to correlate individual fly ash particle chemis
try with certain damage to the macrophage cell and lung tissue following ex
perimental exposure of lung and isolated macrophage cells to standard samples 
of fly ash. The great chemical heterogeneity among individual particles of 
fly ash requires single particle-single cell analysis of the chemical ele
ments involved and concern for biological effects such as cancer that arise 
from one or a very few altered cells would suggest that damage to even single 
cells is important in assessing possible health effects of fly ash. 
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FLY ASH IN CELLS 

. TECHNICAL PROGRESS Visualiz~tion and chemical element semi-
quantitative analysis was carried out on fly ash particles that had been phago
cytized by individual lung macrophage cells. Mouse pulmonary alveolar macro
phages were obtained by lung lavage and exposed to mean diameter 2.2 ~m stack 
fly ash suspended in liquid. After exposure, drops of cell suspension were 
placed on Formvar coated grids which had first been dipped into 0.1% polylysine 
solution for cell adherence. The grids were fixed in cacodylate buffered 
glutaraldehyde formaldehyde dehydrated in ethanol and critical point dried 
using amyl acetate and liquid CO . At a beam voltage of 24 kV, characteristic 
x-ray maps and corresponding sec6ndary electron images were recorded from the 
color TV monitor. · Elements mapped during the initial studies during FY 1977 
included Al, S, K, Ca, Ti, and Fe and preliminary observations on correlated 
cell morphology were carried out. The method was effective in producing im
ages in 1 to 5 min with sufficient intensity to map particles having matrix 
and minor element concentrations of 3 given elements at a time in fields con
taining up to 100 particles. The test sample from the National Bureau of 
Standards and fine stack rly ash collected separately both proved to be very 
heterogeneous. Several maps showed that virtually all of the given element 
in a field of over 100 particles was concentrated in a single one of the par
ticles. Conclusions based on the elemental x-ray maps regarding the elemental 
composition of individual particles were verified by sp-ot-mode analysis of the 
particular particles involved. Particles containing high concentrations of 
iron, calcium, and titanium which had been phagocytized by the pulmonary al
veolar macrophages could be clearly visualized within the cells. 

Techniques for preserving peritoneal macrophage cell detail had previously 
been developed in our laboratory {6,9) and were carried over to the study of 
the pulmonary alveolar macrophages. Determination of the changes in morpho
logical ,appearance of the cell as a function of the particular chemical compo
sition of the particles found within that cell was started. In order to as
sess physiological changes, dye exclusion studies {Trypan Blue) and culturing 
techniques were developed for application to the pulmonary alveolar macrophage 
samples following various periods of incubation. All of the above results 
were obtained in cooperative projects with Dr. Gerald L. Fisher of the Radio
biology Laboratory, University of California, Davis. In addition, continuing 
cooperative work with Dr. W.F. Tyler and his group at the California Primate 
Research Center, University of California, Davis, has resulted in establish
ing SEM techniques for the production of high resolution, high information 
images of the lung tissue involved in these studies. 

Prelimi.nary results of an investigation of pulmonary lymph node tissue from 
human subjects done in cooperation with Dr. Lewis Friedman, Chemistry Depart
lnent, Brookhaven National Laboratory, established our capability for locating 
individual particles and analyzing the elemental matrix composition of individ
ual particles within frozen dried fractured samples of this tissue. Again a 
high degree of heterogeneity existed among the individual particles studied in 
the lymph node tissue, with matrix and minor elements concentrated in specific 
particles. 
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FLY ASH PARTICLE CHEMISTRY 

SCOPE: This program develops methods, techniques and instru~entation to 
measure the chemical elemental composition of individual fly ash p2rti.clcs at 
the site of their damaging action in cells and tissue. Although the aver~ge 
compositions of size classified samples of fly ash have been determined by 
techniques such as neutron activation and atomic absorption analysis (1 ,2,3) 
the question as to the distribution of the chemical elements among indiv·id<Jal 
fly ash pnrticles remains largely unans\·:ered. The average values for elc~men
tal composition obtained by the analysis of many thousands of particles by 
techniques such as neutron activation or atomjc absorption cannot reveal the 
degree of c.hemical homogeneity (or heterogeneity)· ar.mng individual particles. 
Our results to date using the single particle scanning electron microscope 

. (SEM) x-ray technique indicate that many of.the.more abundant elements found 
in fly ash are not distributed uniformly among a great number of particles 
but are concentrated in just a few of the particles (4). The question of sin
gle particl2 chemical composition is important biologica11y because an indi
vidual cell encounters only a very fev1 particles (5) and is therefore exposed 
to foreign elements at a level that is determined more by the distribution of 
elements among individual particles than by the values averaged ·over r;wny thou
sands of particles. If an element that is evaluated as a minor or trace cle
ment by particle analysis techniques which require large numbers of particles 
(neutron activation, atomic absorption) is actually contained in relatively 
high concentrations in just a few of the particles, the possible e~posure of 
a single cell can be many times that predicted on the basis of a relatively 
uniform distribution of the element among a large number of particles. Oai:wge 
to even a single cell can be important in processes such as carcinog0n~sis (6) 
which event~ally place the entire crganism at risk. 

A major constraint on single particle analysis has been the relati~cly lor1g 
time needed for each analysis and the subsequent diff·icul ty of obtaining data 
on a statistically significant number of particles. Optimized x-r~y mapping 
for locatinJ particles of interest and a digital scan stop syste~ have allowed 
us to improve the speed of analysis markedly. Three element x-ray m~ps which 
in the pas.t have required a colle·ction time of 30 min can nm·: be made: in 3 r;lin 
(4}. Further reduction in the analysis time per particle has been achieved by 
beam blanking techniques (7). Instrumental modifications vvhich increase the 
rate of information output to allm·J the analysis of a large nuiilber of ind·i-
vidual particles remains a major research goal of this program. 

The preparation and examination of frozen biological material (8) can reduce 
specimen preparation steps (and associated artifacts) and allows i~terior cell 
surfaces to be examined by SEM morphological and chemical a~alytic techniques. 
By exarninin!) ~he material in the frozen state, replica cleaning anc: ~~1ounting 
steps are avoided and the actual sample is still present in the S:J·i ,;nd con b,:; 
subjected to x-ray microanalysis. After freeze substitution, the spcci~cn can 
be vie~oJed in the TEI•i using conventional techniques. A syste1;1 utili:--~nq a sepa
rately pumped high vacuum cha1:1ber attached to tr.e scanning electron ;::icros.~ope 
and a Joule-Thomson refrigerated stage will allow frozen specimens t~ be frac
tured, metal or carbon coated and examined at temperatures as low ~s -180°C 
while maintaining the high vacuurn environment needed to prevent co~~a~inaiion 
of the specimen surfa~e (9). 
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FLY ASH PARTICLE CHEMISTRY 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS Individual particles of fly ash associa-
ted with the pollutants formed by coal-burning power plants were analyzed and 
the results clearly indicated that the individual particles of fly ash are ex
tremely heterogeneous with respect to matrix element and minor element composi
tion. Even when particles of the same size class are considered elements such 
as titanium and iron are· highly concentrated in a small number of particl~s 
rather than being uniformly distributed among all particles. X-ray maps of 
fields of 100 or more particles have shown all detectable amounts of such 
elements concentrated in a single particle. • 

Analysis of individual particle elemental composition was carried out by a 
rapid TVrrate system developed and put into operation during FY 1977 which 
utilizes a scanning electron microscope (modified JEOL JSM 1} equipped with 
energy dispersive x-ray detector (NEC detector, fwhm = 45 eV) and a multi
~hannel x-ray analyzer. A unique system was developed for the rapid location 
of chemical elements among single particles by simultaneous three color x-ray 
mapping~ This system has allowed individual particles of interest to be se
lected from a field of many particles on the basis of their color coded char
acteristic x-ray emission during SEt1 electron microbeam excitation. The TV 
rate color map system is approximately 10 times faster than previous mapping 
systems. Beam blanking and digital scan stop capabilities were added to the 
SEM x-ray apparatus during FY 1977 to increase mapping speed further and to 
aid in placing the beam for spot mode analysis. The rate at \'lhich energy 
dispersive x-ray maps can be made is limited by the maximum throughput of the 
linear amplifier (pulse processor}. As input count rate rises, the rate at 
which pulses pile up and require rejection rises even faster and eventually 
a further increase in input rate leads to a decrease in output rate. For a 
linear amplifier with a time constant of 8-10 us, the peak throughput is 
about 3600 cps at an input count rate of 7-10 kcps. This limitation can be 
partially removed if piled-up pulses are prevented by blanking the probing 
beam from the time that the fast amplifier detects an x-ray reaching the de
tector until the amplifier has returned to its baseline. If the average cur
rent in the probing beam is kept constant, then throughput rates of 6-10 kcps 
are possible \'lith a pulsed probe and x-ray maps can be made in less time. 
Such a system has been added to a JSM-1 SEM. 

Though efficient at obtaining qualitative information on a large number of 
particles, color x-ray mapping is not suited for more detailed study of 
anomalous particles revealed by mapping. To aid in placing the beam for 
spot-mode analysis of these particles, a simple digital slow-scan system 
linked to a light-pen operated gate has been developed. The light pen is 
used to electronically label the raster co-ordinates of the desired object 
on the display screen. When the beam passes this point on the next scan, 
the oscillator driving the digital scan system is gated off and the beam re
mains.at the marked location until the gate is reset. 

Test particles of ·2 ~1m diameter were analyzed under standard conditions of 
beam current, working distance, and counting time and yielded an estimated 
(3 a over background) minimum detectable limit (HDL) of about 0.05~~ \·Ieight 
concentration for elements in the range z = 11 to z = 30. This z range con
tains many of the matrix and minor elements of fly ash and has occupied our 
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FLY ASH PARTICLE CHEMISTRY 

~r.a1n interest. Such sensitivity {0.05~~ HDL) is adequate for the rapid iden
tification and localization of the matrix and minor elements (matrix elements 
are considered to be those elements which occur in concentrations of 10-30% 
overall average as analyzed by multi-particle techniques, minor elements in 
concentrations 1-10%) of individual fly ash particles. Spectra showed a 
clean separation of the k alpha x-:ray lines even 1t1hen carbon coating or gold 
coating was used to reduce the charging artifact associated with the non-con
ducting nature of these samples (see Fig. 1). 

The large variability of elemental composition oetween individual particles 
seen in samples of fly ash from smoke- stack collectors suggested that an 
analysis on single particle basis of pollutant particles on leaf surfaces ex
posed to a common urban environment (Berkeley) could indicate whether hetero
geneity of individual particles actually reaching the biological system plays 
a role in possible exposure levels. Heterogeneity was again pronounced with 
variations in both matrix elements and minor elements {Table I). Plant sur
faces were observed in the hydrated state without any fixation or drying nec
essary. No preparative solutions need come into contact with the particles 
on the plant surface. For prolonged studies of hydrated material, observa- -
'dons in the frozen state at temperatures below 150° were used. Viewing and 
1.-ray analysis time on the order of 1 hr was possible with the advantage of 
allowing the very long counting time needed for low concentration element 
evaluation. 

~ndividual particles of fly ash could also be identified with respect to chemi
cal element composition within pulmonary alveolar macrophages. The cells had 
been allowed to phagocytize a standard sample (mean diameter 2.2 ~m) of this 
coal combustion by-product and individual particle chemistry coul~ be mapped 
within single cells. (See related program: 11 i··1ulti-mode Scanning Electron 
Microscopic Analysis of Individual Pollutant Particles in Cells 11

, T.L. Hayes, 
:..BL #4424-01 • ) 
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Fig. 1. X-ray spectra of individual fly ash particles. 
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FLY ASH PARTICLE CHEMISTRY 

Tab1 e I 

Matrix and Minor Elements Present in 20 Individual Paricles 
(Pelargonium leaf surface) 

f·1atrix Elements Minor Elements 
(10%-50% concentration) (1%-10% concentration) 

Si Fe, C1 
Si, Fe Ti, K, Ca 
Si, Ca, Fe 
Fe,. Si K, Ti 
Si, Fe Ti, Ca, K 

- (pass i bl e C particle) 
Si, A1, Fe Ti, Ca, K 

Si, Fe Ti 
Fe, ,Si Ca, S, Ti 
Ca, S i, Fe Ti, Cr, ~1n, Cu 
Si Fe, Ca 
K, Al Cu 
K 
Ti Si, Ca, Mg 
Ca, Cl Cu 
Si, C1 , s Fe, Ca, K, Na, t·1g' Zn 

Al, Si, Fe, Ti Cu 
A1, Si, Fe Ti, K, Cu 
Fe, Ti, K Cu 
- (possible C matrix) Cr, Pb, S 
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TRITIUM DAMAGE IN EUCARYOTIC CELLS 

SCOPE: 
r, 

One major objective is' to provide a quantitative framework for evaluating 
the hazard of tritium when disintegrations occur in important macromolecular 
~ractions within the cell, and to compare the effects of tritium decay in 
these molecules to the effects induced by other internal emitters like 12 5J, 
l4C, 32 p, and various external radiations of varying radiation quality. This 
~ype of information ·is important in order to determine the relative biological 
effectiveness of tritium, a by..;.product of nuclear power reactors, and proposed 
nuclear fusion facilities. This information will help to construct conserva
tive estimates of world health risks due to tritium by-products of energy de
development. Much of this tritium will be in the form of tritiated water which 
·,o~ill become part of the biosphere, which eventually includes mammal ian DNA. 

vne other major objective of this study is to gain information on the basic me
chanisms which lead to the inactivation of the proliferative ability, the pro
duction of chromosome damage and mutation in several types of mammalian cells. 
We propose to study those subnuclear regions which, when damaged, lead with a 
high probability to inactivation or mutagenesis of mammalian cells in vitro. 
The method to be used in these experiments, 11molecular suicide", takes ad
vantage of several important characteristics of mammalian cells: (l) they are 
large with respect to the range of the tritium beta particle or the effects of 
125 ! decay; (2) they can be synchronized and labeled with tritium and other 
isotopes in a variety of ways; (3) they can be cooled to 4°C, or stored frozen 
to accumulate damage while in a state of biological suspended animation; (4) 
they can be revived again after accumulating damage in different subcellular 
regions; (5) the quality of the lesion can be changed by varying the type of 
isotopic decay in the same sub cellular region; and ( 6) the effect of the cell 
geometry and time in the cycle can be used, employing modern methods of mam
mal ian cell synchrony. These experiments may be expected to characterize the 
relative importance of various regions in the cell like the nucleolus, late 
and early replication DNA, satellite DNA, banded and interbanded regions of 
chromosomes, and DNA near the nucleus membrane, in terms of the events leading 
to reproductive death, chromosome aberrations, and mutations. 

Transmutation effects of tritium decay in DNA, as well as "hot spots" for mu
tagenesis in the human cell nucleus, will also be explored. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

I. Objective 

Our goals for FY~ 1977 are to· study the effects of 3H, 14c~ and 12SJ decays in 
synchronous cells; to further pursue chromosome aberrations and other chromo-

· somal effects of these and other agents such as BUdR; to look at storage con
dition and toxicity effects on the effectiveness of tritium decaY; and to start 
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TRITIUM DAMAGE IN EUCARYOTIC CELLS 

general tritium water studies. Significant progress has been made on three 
out of four of these goals, and some progress on the other. 

II. Studies During the Current Year: 

A. Synchronous cell studies: In our previous recently published studies 
on the presence of critical DNA damage (Burki, 1976) and 5-BUdR induced mutagene
sis (Aebersold and Burki, 1976), we used cells which were grown in the drug, 
hydroxyurea, as a resynchronizing agent after initial mitotic shake off. The 
papers were subject to criticism because the us~ of this agent might affect the 
sequence in which the DNA replicated. Since we· agreed with the importance of 
th1s possible criticism affecting the very significant findings in the papers, 
we decided to develop a new synchrony system whiSh would not rely at all on the 
usc: of drugs. 

Since the nondrug-induced synchrony would be a major consideration in the com
pl(!tion of this work, we purchased a warm room and a cell cycle analyzer system 
(TeAl andic Research Corp.). We are· happy to say that we have now mastered the 
ne11J system, and have achieved excellent synchrony in our laboratory without 
drugs. We are now in an excellent position to stuc;fy the effects of tritium and 
other agents which damage DNA in a ·similar fashion, using our new system. 

B. Chromosomal studiest We know that the number of tritium or 12sr de~ays 
necessary to kill a eel 1 ·is the same as the number required on the average to 
produce a visible chromosome aberration of the dicentric or ring variety. Since 
we found that cell killing by 125 ! was most effective in the late replication 
DNP,, we thought it was wise to map the late replicating regions, using the 
Harlequin chromosome technique C)fter BUdR labelling. We have developed the 
te(hnique in our laboratory, and are routinely able to observe sister chro
matid exchanges. This technique can also be used to observe the region of DNA 
of the chromosome replicated at a certain time in the cycle so that we should 
be able, using our new synchrony machine, to locate the late replication and 
early replication bands on our chromsomes. 

In order to do quantitative chromosome studies, we need to have the G or Q bands 
available routinely. We have had considerable difficulty getting reproducible G 
or Q bands, but are now working with two cytogeneticists to solve this problem. 
Part of the.problem for Q bands was that we needed to order an epi-illumination 
system for our microscope. 

C. Storage conditions and tonicit~ effects: We have found that tritium 
and x-radiation damage are both modifie by cell environment changes (02 , 
freezing, etc.) in the same way. However,. many of the tritium and 125 I studies 
involved storage of the mammalian cells at 4°C to accumulate damage from these 
isvtopes and mimic an acute dose. To our surprise, we have found that storage 
at 4°C potentiates potentially lethal damage. This means that a dose of 500 
rads, for example, is about five times more effective if the cells are irradi- '~ 
ated and stored at 46 C for 3 days before growing them at normal growth tem
peratures. Thus, all of our tritium isotope experiments at 4°C storage will 
be more effective than the same dose at normal temperature. Fortunately •. the 
effect also occurs with our contro.ls -- x rays. It is not yet known what the 
mechanism for this effect might be or its relation to molecular repair processes. 
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We could not perform the effect of tonicity on radiosensitivity experiments be
cause we found that cells would not stay swollen or shrunk long enough to do our 
experiments with the various agents that we tried. However, we were able to 
answer the same type of question, i.e., does the nuclear chromatin density af
fect radiosensitivity by a different set of experiments. We were able to show 
(Philbrick, 1976) that the cell volume over chromosome number ratio was related 
to the D , the radiosensitivity of Chinese hamster cells. This means that a 
smaller Ramster cell nucleus containing the same type of chromosomes will be 
more radiosensitive than a larger hamster cell nucleus. Therefore, since tri
tium is like x rays, we would expect that the effects 'of tritium would show the 
samt result. 

D. General tritium studies: We have completed the studies of tritiated 
uracil, a general tritium precursor of nucleic acids, in the yeast Saccharo
myces cerevisiae. We looked at cell killing, reversion at several genet1c sites, 
andtritium-induced genetic recombination. The results were similar to an 
equ'·valent dose of x rays. This result suggests that the genetic effects of 
tritium, even in the form of a general nucleic acid precursor, were similar to 
an equivalent dose of external ionizing radiation (Burki & Moustacchi, accepted 
by :~ad. Res. ) . 

E. Other studies: We have compared the effects of tritium on Chinese 
hamster cells of different ploidy, and have found the results similar to, but 
not the same as, x rays. Tetraploid cells are much more resistant to tritium 
dec1ys than the pseudo-diploid cells (Phil brick & Burki, in preparation). 
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GENETIC STUDIES IN YEAST 

SCOPE: 

The research we propose to continue on this project includes basic studies on 
the genetics of yeast and on applications of this basic research to the de
velopment of environmental mutagen screening systems. The work performed in 
the past on this grant has helped to establish yeast as one of the most popu
lar simple eucaryotic cell systems. Of the approximately 700 genes which have 
been identified, over 240 are now mapped on 17 chromosomes. Gene-enzyme re
lationships are known for many of the genes, and molecular procedures have been 
adopted which permit the ·most sophisticated of molecular-g~netic studies, in
cluding recombinant DNA research. The basic work we will continue includes: 
1) genetic mapping, 2) analysis of recombination-deficient mutants, 3) theo
retical analysis of recombination models, 4) DNA double strand breaks in re
lation to LET and repair capacity, and 5) molecular characterization of various 
radiation-sensitive mutants. 

We have devised a new mapping technique based on the use of disomes, and we 
will apply this to a set of unmapped arginine genes. We will continue to 
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GENETIC STUDIES IN YEAST 

-~ compile linkages reported by other groups, and prepare periodic rev1s1ons of 
the map. We have a large set of recombination-deficient mutants which we iso
lated earlier, and we plan to characterize these for their effects of meiotic 
and mitotic exchange. We have accumulated data on over 150,000 gene segrega
tions with respect to the frequency of different aberrant classes. We are now 
analyzing various recombination models to determine their ability to predict 
the observed ratios. As a follow up of some earlier work, we are determining 
the efficiency of high LET radiation to induce DNA double-strand breaks in 
normal and radiation-sensitive strains. In addition, we are isolating a new 
series of radiation-sensitive mutants, and plan to analyze these and existing 
mutants to determine which enzyme-controlled repair capacity is lost . 

All of our basic work is being applied in our development of strains suitable 
for mutagen screening. The genetic changes we are monitoring include mutation, 
interallelic and intra-allelic recombination, mitochondrial mutations, and non
disjunction. We are incorporating known repair deficiencies and wall mutants 
into the strains to increase the sensitivity of the strains to mutagens. We 
have a number of strains available which screen for most of the above changes, 
and initial tests of these have been satisfactory. The final strains will be 
of considerable value in mutagen screening because they involve eucaryotic cells, 
and hence the findings can be more readily extrapolated to humans. In addition, 
they will monitor a brcader range of genetic changes than is presently avail-
ab 1 e ~1i th most other sys terns. 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

A. Genetic mapping 
Our effort on this problem has decreased considerably because other groups are 
at last making substantial contributions. These other studies are benefited by 
specially developed cultures which we have made available to any interested in
vestigator. During the past year, about 40 new genes have been added to the 
map by other groups, bringing the total mapped genes to about 250. No new 
chrooosomes have been discovered, which supports our earlier estimate of 17 as 
the haploid chromosome number of this organism. We have proposed a new map
ping technique which is deliberate rather than based on chance. It involves 
construction of a strain that is disomic for the unmapped gene, and then cross
ing this strain to ones carrying genes on all the established chromosomes. The 
chromosomal marker exhibiting aberrant segregation ratios identified the chromo
some on which the unmapped gene is located. This technique is described in more 
detail in Mortimer & Tavares (1976). 

B. R~_g__!Jl a tion 

The work on regulation of the galactose •operon•, described in detail in the 
previous 189, has been mostly terminated with the departure of Dr. Broach to 
Cold Spring Harbor. He has since used the galactokinase antibodies isolated 
here to detect the corresponding enzyme in gel patterns of the products of in 
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vitro synthesis, and also has shown that ochre mutants in this gene result in 
a smaller protein that still interacts with the antibody. We are collaborating 
with Broach on this aspect.of the problem. We have sequenced two ochre mutants 
in the galactokinase gene relative to the other genes in the galactose cluster, 
using unselected tetrads to derive recombinational events which were used to 
establish the sequence. This information is critical in the overall inter
pretation of this gene cluster. It appears that each gene is transcribed in
dependently, but that all are under the control of a common regulatory system. 
This work is being prepared for publication. 

C. Recombination 

1. Analysis of rec mutants: 

We co~structed a strain that carried an extra copy of each of two chromosomes 
(VI and VIII), i.e., doubly disomic, and that was heteroallelic for a gene on 
each of these chromosomes. The heteroallelic condition provides for recom
bination proficiency; mutants were recovered that lacked this proficiency for 
both markers, It was hoped that such mutants would be general rec mutants. 
This is probably the case, but remains moot since all the mutants analyzed 
blocked meiosis when homozygous. We have made these mutants available to L. 
Prakash (Rochester), and also we are now planning to investigate these mutants 
further. Dr. Putrament from Poland will work on these rec mutants during the 
next three months, and study their effect on mitochondrial recombination. 
2. Analysis of a 3-point cross (with F. Tavares): 

Two diploids were constructed that were each heteroallelic for three alleles 
in the arg4 gene. A total of 2863 complete unselected meiotic tetrads were 
analyzed for the segregation of the three alleles, and for nine other heter
ozygous sites. The analysis permitted scoring of post-meiotic segregation 
events for a gene. In the sample there were 301 conversjon events at the 
~rg4 locus; 275 of these could be explained by a single recombinational event 
that spanned one, two, or all three alleles. Some of the events showed post~ 
meiotic segregation for one or more alleles. The data are most readily ex
plained by formation of regions of hybrid DNA that extend varying distances 
into the gene, followed by repair of resulting mismatches. The hybrid region 
needs to involve only one chromatid, and repair need not extend the full 
length of the hybrid track. The remaining 26 asci exhibited segregations that 
required more than one event. Many of these events were likely mitotic ex
changes that occurred prior to meiosis. This work is in manuscript stage. 
3. Post-meiotic segregation (with S. Fogel): 

We have analyzed a total of 12 hybrids for the segregation patterns of vari
ous heterozygous sites. Each hybrid was heterozygous at from 8 to 13 sites. 
A total of 148,413 segregations were recorded. Of these, 7076 were aberrant 
in that they were not 4:4. These data are now being analyzed to determine 
if they match the predictions of different models of recombination. Both 
Fogel and I have been invited to present these results at a total of 5 places 
during the· next 3 months. This work is being prepared for publication. 

D. Radiation-sensitivity genes 

Work was started on an analysis of double-strand breaks induced by high LET 
radiation in radiation sensitive and normal strains of yeast. This work is 
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still at a preliminary stage, and will be continued. 

A large series of new x-ray sensitive genes has been isolated. A relatively 
high percentage ( ~ 50%) show a temp.erature-conditional response to radiation. 
Allelism tests with 10 known x-ray genes indicate that many additional genes 
for x-ray sensitivity will be found. 

E. Genetics of a hydrocarbon-utilizing yeast (with J. Bassel, D. Ogrydziak) 

The progress on this project over the past year has been principally in two 
areas: 

l. Genetics of protease production: 

Eighteen protease-negative mutants have been analyzed genetically, and found 
to fall into at least 10 unlinked complementation groups. Only one extra
cellular protease is produced by this yeast, so it is puzzling as to what 
the role of the remaining genes is: we have evidence that suggests one locus 
as the structural gene; the balance likely affect cell and membrane com
ponents, or regulate the structural gene. Some of the protease-negative 
mutants are also deficient in extracellular RNAase production. This work is 
in manuscript stage. 

2. Mapping: 

Considerable progress has been made in genetic mapping of this yeast. Ap
proximately 20 genes have been located on a number of linkage fragments. 
This work will be correlated with cytological studies which are underway. 

F. Yeast Genetics Stock Center 

The activities of the Yeast Genetics Stock Center were described in detail 
in last year's proposal. This activity continued during FY 1977 at a rate 
comparable to the previous year. We feel this stock center has been very 
important in the development of yeast as an important organism for studies 
on the genetics of eucaryotes. Our NSF support will keep the center func
tioning for at least the next three years. 

G. ~~tagenesis screening 

The mutagen screening system outlined in previous proposals has been es
sentially completed. Preliminary plate assays have been carried out to 
establish the utility of the strains. Further work has been delayed 
until a safe chamber was installed for work with chemical carcinogens and 
mutagens. We expect to start detailed studies with these strains in the 
next few months. 
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SCOPE 

The over-all aim of this work will be to detect and measure possible carcin~ 
ogenic, mutagenic, and teratogenic effects of environmental pollutants using 
animal cells in tissue culture. At first this will involve a program for 
screening the effects of a number of putative deleterious agents including 
heavy metals, gaseous pollutants and environmental contaminants found in 
liquid and solid form. Automated techniques for large-scale cell biology 
experiments newly developed by Dr. Glaser's group in the Virus Laboratory, 
University of California, Berkeley will be extended by LBL staff in colla
boration with Dr. Larry Thompson of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory to 
the study of marunalian cell lines grown on agar and other solid substrates. 
By virtue of our present technological ability to examine hundreds of 
thousands of independent clones of cells and to measure their response to 
putative delete~ious agents, it should be possible to identify agents that 
pose a health hazard and determine at what level of exposure the hazard is 
first detectable. In the next phase the mechanism by which the cells are 
damaged will be explored to establish whether the changes are genetic, 
physiolog-ical through simple toxicity, or through more-or-less stable per
turbation of some regulatory system. -As the program develops we will 
probably focus on particular pollutants and try to understand the mechan
isms of damage in order to be able to propose methods for avoiding the 
danger and to-design effective, whole animal experiments to evaluate 
acceptable levels of contamination if no form of trea,tment seems 
possible. The work has begun with a well-studied line of Chinese 
hamster cells (CHO cells). Work is just beginning now with several 
human, mouse, and rat cell lines. At .first special emphasis wi 11 be 
placed on obtaining quantitatively reproducible results of high sensi
tivity in characterizing the response of cells to various levels of 
environmental pollutants down to the lowest doses detectable. Later 
work will focus on physiological and molecular mechanisms of particular-
ly dramatic and important cases as they are discovered. 
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Technical Progress 

As in previous years, much of our progress on this project has involved 
use of 'the NIH-NCI supported National Research Resource "Facility for 
Automated Experiments" on the Berkeley campus of the University of 
Californi~. We will d~scribe progress achieved by .personnel supported 
at least 1n part by th1s ERDA project. 
I. Biological Projects 

a) Isolation of New 4uxotrobhic Mutants of the CHO-l<l Mammalian Cell Line. 
(0. Hankinson) As part of a general program to develop techniques for exploring 
mammalian genetics by the use of tissue culture experiments. we have started a 
program for isolation of auxotrophic mutants of the CHO-l<l mammalian cell line. 
We expect later to extend these and other methods to exploring human genetics and 
perhaps the genetics of other mammals. This particular project is based on the 
work of F. T. Kao and T. T. Puck, who used the bromodeoxyuridine lBUdR)-visiblc 
light procedure to isolate a number of different classes of auxotrophic mutants of 
the CHO-Kl line. In this procedure a mass culture of cells growing in a minimal 
medium is treated with bromodeoxyuridine. The normal protrophic cells 
incorporate BUdF<. into their DNA while rare auxotrophic mutants that require a 
nutrient that is not supplied by the minimal medium do not grow and do not 
incorporate BUdR. The culture is then subjected to intense light which kills cells 
that have incorporated BUdR into their DNA and the medium is then changed to an 
enriched one that provides the nutrients for the growth of any auxolrophs of 
interest. By this means the culture is greatly enriched for -auxotrophic mutants. 
We have constructed the apparatus required for exposing the cells to visible light 
and have used this apparatus in reconstruction experiments. In these experiments 
we have obtained a very satisfactory enrichment factor of 10,000 for previously 

. isolated auxotrophic mutants. We are now attempting to isolate new auxotrophs. 
To this end, we have designed a medium that contains 19 substances in addition to 
those present in the normal gwwth medium. All these substances are necessary for 
cell growth but are normally synthesized by the cell. We are using this medium as 
the enriched medium in an attempt to isolate mutants that require one or more of 
the additional substnnces. Two new mutants have been isolated in this way. One 
requires N-acetylglucosamine and the other requirement is not yet known. 

b) At~emot to Obtain Growth of Normal Cells on a Membrane Plnced on the 
Surface of AoElr in orGer to f-acilitate Stuc:!ies of chemical Carcinoaenesis in vitro. 
(0. Hankinson and u. A. Glaser) lt is of enormous immedia[e importance to 
develop in vitro methods for detection of chemical mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and 
teratogenesis that will be· rapid, sensitive, accurate, inexpensive, and strongly 
indicative of the effects of these chemicals on human health. We are therefore 
developing the Chinese hamster ovary cell system described above for its possible 
direct use on this problem nnd also as a system that is experimentally easy to use 
for developing celony morphology characterization methods suitable for large-scale 
automation in our technology. Since many of the operations of our machinery are 
much more easily carried out with cells growing on the surface of a solid medium 
th<m for cells growing attnched to plastic or gloss under liquid or agar, we are 
searching for methods of growing cells on solid surfaces. Although untransformed 
mamrmdinn cells such as human diploid fibroblasts which would be very us~ful for 
carcinogenesis studies do not grow on ag::n, tht:y may grow normally on a plnstic 
membrane placed on the surface of ngar. Such a membr~me must be transparent 
but must nllmv cell attachment and be permenble to the serum proteins that are 
required for gr..owth of the cells. 
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We obtained a number of promtsmg membranes from several companies. The 
majority of these did not allov1 cell attachment and growth of normal clones when 
they were placed under liquid medium. The Falcon and Lux companies agreed to 
treat some of these membranes according to their procedures that enhance cell 
attachment, with the result that the membrane subsequently allowed attachment 
and clone growth of cells under, liquid medium. However, when these same 
membranes were placed on the surface of agnr medium and inoculated with cells, 
no growth occurred. these particular membranes are therefore not permcnble to 
the high molecular weight nutrients in the serum. We are presently trying some 
new membranes that will be tested first for their permeability to the serum 
proteins that are ·required for cell growth and second for cell attachment and 
normal growth. If .a suitable membrane is found, it should be possible to grow cells 
on the surface of this membrane on the surface of agar or with the membrane 
stretched across a liquid containing reservoir without any agar so that the cells are 
fed from below directly from the liquid nutrient by diffusion through the pores of 
the membrane. This will have the advantage of freeing the experiments from the 
uncertainties in the supply and cost of agar, and from the biochemical batch to 
batch variability of agar. It will in addition make possible rapid changes of medium 
for physiological studies where this is desired for measuring radioactive uptake of 
clones of mammalian cells or for characterizing effects of nutrients or drugs on 
growth of such cells. We have great confidence that this new biotechnology wiJI be 
successful and be of considerable benefit for studies of normal mammalian cells in 
culture, especially in an automated system like ours. 

Two of the membranes tested have supported growth of CHO cells very well when 
placed on top of nutrient agar, but they are not very transparent. The search for a 
better membrane will continue but we may be able to develop new methods of 
photography suitable for these semi-translucent membranes. 

c) Colony Morpholoav of Chinese Hamster Ovarv Clones Grown on Aqar. (M. W. 
Konrad, B. Storrie and 0. A. Glaser). By examining the coiony morpr1ology of pure 
clones of Chinese hamster ovary ce!ls growing on agar, we have found several 
coloniy types which seem stable and breed true. One colony type which produces a 
particularly compact growth seems to exhibit stronger cell-cell adhesion than 
others. This cell type has been found to synthesize a larger amount of a 
glycoprotein of 250,000 apparent molecular weight similar in size to the LETS 
protein. They also make more of a glycosamine-containing material that appears 
to be a glucosamino glycan. Chemical characterization of this material is in 
prpgress. In recent publications, it has been shown that there is a high correlation 
between tumorigenicity of a cell line, its abt!ity to grow in methylcellulose (or 
presumably in soft agar) and the self-adhesion of cells to each other. If the 
correlation between colony morphology and cell adhesion is found to be general, our 
method for me2suring colony morphology may be useful for detecting cell 
adhesiveness and therefore characterizing the fraction of a population of cells that 
has been transformed by some agent such as a virus or putative carcinogen. 
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d) Histological Analysis of Animal Cell Colonies Grown on Aanr (M. W. Konrad, B. 
Storrie and D. A. Glaser) Single Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells plates on agar 
form macroscopic colonies with high efficiency. Colonies produced by celln from 
the uncloned cell line increase in diameter continuously for 10 to 12 days after 
plating to form mounds of ceUs about lmm in diameter. With further incubation, 
some of these colonies do not increase in diameter (arrested dome), some form an 
expanding annular monolayer of' cells around the central mound (fried egg), and 
some grow by enlarging the central mound into a low multilayered disc (saucer). 
These colony types on agar appear to be clonal characteristics of the CHO cell line. 
Cloning the line gives two kinds of isolates; one forms a mixture of arrested dome 
and fried egg colonies in an inheritable ratio, and the other forms saucer colonies. 
Cells from saucer colonies form saucer colonies when replated on agar. Cells from 
all colony types replate with similar efficiency on plastic or agar and exhibit the 
same growth rate and cell size in liquid suspension culture. On plastic substrate all 
of these CHO cells form colonies which increase continuously in diameter for as 
long as 21 days and little clonal difference in the morphology of colonies or of 
single cells is observed. These observations reveal a previuosly unsuspected 
heterogeneity in an established line of cultured mammalian cells and provide a 
method for studying new classes of in vitro growth cQntrol phenomena. These 
control phenomena may help in the building of an in vitro model for tumor growth. 
This work will continue as necessary for understanding the biology of colony 
formation as it pertains to other goals. (In press, to be published in Cell, February 
1977). -

e) Attempts to Isolate Mammalian Cell Mutants Resistant to the Toxic Action of 
Chemi....al Carcincoens. (Oliver Hankinson). Certain mammalian cell lines are 
killed by polycyciic aromatic hydrocarbon carcinogens. Sensitivity is conferred by 
the enzyme aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase, which converts the carcinogens to toxic 
metnbolites. We are attempting to isolate mutants resistant to the carcinogens and 
which hopefully will either have lost activity or be non-inducible for this activating 
enzyme. We screened a large number of mammalian cell lines and found that four 
are highly sensitive to benzo(a)pyrene and dimethylbenzanthracene toxicity. We 
then determined optimal conditions for the isolation of carcinogen resistant 
mutants in these lines. We are presently carrying out experiments in an attempt to 
isolate such resistant mutants. 
f) Isolation of Heat S_ensitive Mutants of Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells. (M. 
Konrad and D. A. Glaser in collaboration with L. Thompson) Chinese 
hamster ovary cells are grown on the surface of agar after being exposed to the 
mutagen EMS (ethyl methyl sulfate) by taking time-lapse photographs of the growth 
at 34°C and at 39°C. We have developed a method for isolating mutants able to 
grow· at 34°C and unable to grow at 39°C. The photographs are analyzed by a 
complex new scanner-computer program that measures a parameter closely related 
to the total biomass or total number of cells in each colony as it is growing. The 
first definite successful mutant isolation took a very long time because itwas 
necessary to attain a very high level of sterility in the incubators and in the 
Cyclops Room and because very close control of the temperature, humidity and 
carbon dioxide concentration in the incubators was necessary. Now that the first 
mutant hunt has been successful, we expect ~o find large numbers of such mutants 
by doing experiments containing about 10 colonies every three weeks or so. 
Among these heat sensitive mutants, we hope to find. some defective in DNA 
synthesis and other critical cell functions which will allow study of the control of 
these processes. 
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g) Mutants of Chinese Hamster Ovnry (CHO) Cells temoerature Sensitive in DNA 
Synthesis. (M. Konrad and D. A.Glaser in collaboration with L. Thompson) From 
t~e collection of heat sensitive mutants we expect to isolate in Project 1 above, we 
will characterize the mutants by measuring radioactive uptake of precursors into 
protein, DNA, and perhaps RNA in order to isolate heat sensitive variants of CHO 
cells defective in DNA synthesis, This program which has be:.., extremely 
successful in i~olating Jorge numbers of the desired mutunts in E.coli is expected to 
work very well in the CHO system although conventional manual methods have 
been unsuccessful. Our ability to analyze very large numbers of colonies with great 
quantitative precision under very uniform growth conditions was necessary for the 
success of the coli project and is similarly a unique and novel feature in CHO 
experimentation. 

h) Clonal Variation in C9lonv Morr:hology of Cultured Mammalian Cells Grown on 
Agar. (lv1. Konrad, D. A. Glaser, B. Storrie in collaborntion with L. Thompson) 
Several distinct morphological types of colonies· can be idcnti fied upon pl3ting a 
spinner adapted line of CHO cells on a specinlly formulat-ed agar. The form3tion of 
these morphological types seems to involve differential growth of cells at different 
times and in different parts of the colony as weH as differential motility of the 

cells which move considerable distances during the growth of the colony to give 
rise to a variety of easily recognizable final colony morphologies after about 20 
days of growth. Since this differential growth and motility must involve a very 
large number of genes concerned in metabolic and regulatory processes, motility, 
cell-cell interaction:> and cell agar interactions, we expect the colony morphology 
to be a highly polygenic trait very sensitive to mutagenesis and other processes 
which .change any one of a number of relevant cellular properties. Since agents 
which cause such changes in growing colonies on agar may do the same for 
mammalian cells in the developing fetus or in the mature animal, it may be possible 
to detect potential human mutagens, carcinogens, and teratogens by studying the 
effects of a variety of substances on colony morphology. 

· Among the colony types identified, one simple type appears as a saucer shaped 
mound of cells. The diameter of such colonies increases for at least 20 days. The 
other two common types grow in 10 days to produce a dome-like mound of cells 
with a diameter of lmm. The growth of one type then stops although individual 
cells in the colony remain viable. The other type continues to grow by extension of 
a monolayer of cells producing a colony shaped like a fried egg. Cells from either 
of these two types form predominantly arrested domes when replated in agar. 

Experiments to quantitate the growth of the various colony types as a function of 
cell number and of colony diameter versus time are in progress. Computer assisted 
tests of heterogeneity within various colony forming types are planned. 
Experiments to study the development of colony morphology by histological means 
are in progress •. (To be published in Cell, February 1977). 
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II. Instrwnentation Development 

A nwnber of ERDA personnel participated in further development of 
special techniques and facilities and they will be described here 
for their relevance to our biological progress although the bulk 
of this work ~as not supported by ERDA. 

a) Software for New PDP-10 KL Computer. . All 
. of our currently used programs from t.he PDP-6 comp.uter were adapted to those of 
Fortran 10 on the PDP-10 computer. A major revision was necessary for the 
software that a!lows the PDP-10 to communicate directly by telephone line with 
the PDP-8 computer that drives the Cyclops automated facility. A fair amount of 
systems programming v;as done to adapt ~he new monitor system for the PDP-10 to 
our computer facility. 

b) New Flying-Soot Scanner and Its Software. 
The flying spot scanner which is used to examine all of our 35mm photo

graphs of growing colonies has been completely reworked to bring the analog and 
digital logic circuits up to the standards of modern solid-state technology. Basic 
cathode ray tube and its deflection hardware as well as the optical and mechanical 
components are unchanged, but all of the control circuitry has been replaced so 
that the completed s;-stem gives the expected factor of 10 to 30 in speed as com
pared with the old system. New programs written for the scanner working with the 
PDP-10 computer allow it to sc3n a photographic optical density step tablet and 
use the results to interpret grey levels measured by the scanner in terms of 
absolute light intensity of the photographed scene of growing colonies. When a 
colony is photographed at several different exposure times in order to extend the 
effective optical density range of the scene beyond that characteristic of a single 
photographic emusion, the data from these several exposures can be merged to 
determine the total light scattered by the colony. By this means it has been 
established that the light scattered by Chinese hamster ovary cells is roughly 
prpportional to the number of cells per squar,e centimeter for a sheet of thickness 
one to 50 cells. Other programs construct histograms of the light scattering inten
sity as a function of radial position within the colony from which the light 
scattering profile of the colony can be determined if the brightness is a monotonic 
function of radius. Additionnl new scanner software allows calculation of colony 
area perimeter, improved clipping at colony edges, faster and more accurate 
Fourier transforms, 2nd greatly improves the speed and reliability of colony 
detection and measurement. A number of useful old programs were converted to 
be compatible with the new Fortran 10 compiler on the computer and with the new 
scanner hardware. Special high-speed circuitry for interfacing the scanner with the 
corn11utcr were designed and built and a manual for operations and service for the 
scanner system has been written. 

c) New Scanmnq Soft'.'lare for 8iolooists. A number of special purpose 
scanner subroutines and a variety of improvements in scanning strategy have been 
collected into a mor::-or-less gener31 purpose scanning proc:Jram for biologists. \'lith 
only rTlodcst tailoring required for each p<lrticular application, this pro9rom allows 
a biologist rather ouickJy to measure a number of parCJmeters such as <:lrea, 
perimeter, total orLcsl density and rel3ted derived quantities such as growth 
curves for diameter and growth curves for total optic~ll density as required for cnch 
new pi'oLJ!cm. It is hoped that this general service progrc=lm •:1il! be useful to new 
users of the system with a minimum of additiomd investment in softwGre. 
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d) Clean Room Labor3torv for the Cvcloos Semi-AutomatPrl Facilitv All of the 
experiments described in this report which were done with automated equipment 
used the Cyclops system whieh was originally meant to be a prototype for the large 
Dumbwaiter system. It has proved so useful and vers3tile for C3rrying out sizeable 
biology experi:-nents that we have decided to improve it and keep it opernting for 
the indefinite future. We have therefore constructed a new separate laborntory 
building closely adjacent to Stanley Hall where our main biology laboratories are 
lac;..ted. The Cyclops Building consists of three rooms--a small wet laboratory, a 
small computer and control room, and a m:;,:in environmentally controlled room 
where temperature and humidity control will be very good. A high level of 
containment and sterility will be attained by use of a full wall of HEPA filters 
guaranteeing lami;,ar flow and very low contamination down to the 0.3u, particle 
level. The total usable area of the building is about LCOO sq. ft. and it contains 
three incubators now capable of maintaining three different growth conditions 
including temperature, humidity and carbon dioxide levels quite accurately. In the 
next few months three more identical incubators will be added and a few months 
later a seventh much larger incubator will be installed. During the move into this 
building the whole Cyclops sy-stem has been radically r~::lesigned to attain higher 
cleanliness and more reliable electronic~ electrical and mechanical operation. 
Although the temperature and humidity control in the Cycloos room is not yet 
complete, the high level of cleanliness and sterility is atready attained by means of 
air filtration, a double-airlock door for entry and the use of protective clothing. 
This new set-up has increased enormously our capacity for doing experiments 
because we are able to maintain an extremely low level of contamination anrl al:m 
to guarantece the required environmental conditions in the incubators. As the 
number of different organisms used in experiments has increased rapidly during the 
past year, we are now limited severely by incubator capacity and are moving as 
quickly as we can to complete the additional incubators. 

e) New Cycloos Camen. For bacterial work in the 
past, it was sufficient to photograph ,a single lOOmm plastic culture dish onto a 
24mm square inch on the film or a lOOmm square on a large agar sheet onto a 
24mm image on the film. Because of the slow growth of animal cell colonies 8nd 
the greater difficulty of seeing them, we are now photograt:Jhing a 50mm square of 
agar growth surface onto a 24mm image. The new camera is capable of six 
different mac:;nifications ranging from an object size of lcm square up to a lOcm 
squure with easy change from one magnification to another. 

f) AutomRtic Colonv Picker. Reo!::::2tor, and Restre?.~er (The Hcmd). A new and 
simpler model of tnis device containinq lulJ quartz fingers nas jcen constructed and 
tested. The hand cons:sts of a 4" square plate of aluminum aabout 1/2" thick 
contGining lmm diameter quartz rods spaced on a squBre array lcm apart over the 
surface of the aluminum rbte. These rods can be moved up and down at rH)ht 
angles to the plate individually and in any combinati::m desired in order to slub 
growing colonies and thereby oick up a sample of the cells in them. V/hen the hand 
has picked 100 d! ffercnt colonies, it cnn be used to print replic:Js of these colonies 
on fresh agar for subc;cquent biological operntions, to restreok them di~pcnsing 
individunl cell:, on fresh oq:Jr for reexamination of the colony morphology or can 
deposit them in liquid in mini tesl lubes for further biological procedurPs. 
Although the hand has had a complete engineering test and preliminary biological 
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tests, it has not yet been used in any full scale experiment. New software has bc.~~n 
written so that the addresses of mutants and other interesting colonies found by the 
flying spot scanner can be communicated by telephone from the PDP-10 to th:! 
PDP-8 computer which will then direct tho hand to pick and recover the mutant for 
further study. The whole "hand'' system is about to be tried on a project to collect 
a larger library of heat sensitive DNA mutants of E.co.!.i,. If the feasibility study 
shows a significant gain over the previous method, it will justify a nc.v large scale 
mutant hunt in that field. We must explore the operating characteristics of this 
system in order to use it most effectively in biological experiments in the future. 

g) Opt:cal Scattering Device for Detectino Presence of Cells in Droplets in the 
~tabiJized Sw<:th lnoc11!atino Device. ·in the normal operation of the inbculatiou 
o;evice the concentration of cells in the inoculating culture is adjusted to about 10(.) 
cells per ml so that there is one cell in each nanoliter of suspension on the average. 
The droplets generated by the inoculator are very close to l nanoiiter in volume 
and therefore each contain one cell on the average. Because the statistical 
distribution of cells in droplets is governed by the Poisson law, this means that 
about 37%1 of the droplets will be empty, about 37% will·contain l cell and the rest 
of the droplets will contain two or more cells. In effect, this means that only 37% 
of the target sites on the agar will contain a colony derived from a single cell and 
will therefore be useful for mutant hunting and other purposes. By illuminating the 
liquid column with a laser as it leaves the inoculating nozzle and measuring the 
light scattering just at the moment of droplet formation, it will be possible to 
determine whether a given droplet contains no cells, one cell, or more than one 
cell. It will then be possible to allow only those droplets carrying a single cell to 
hit the agar and to sweep away the rest of them. In this \\lay we can increase the 
utilization of agar to about 100% gaining nearly a factor 3 in the effective size of 
our automation equipment. That means that for no extra labor or expenditure of 
photographic film or medium, we will be able to do biology experiments three times 
as large. ·we know that a commerically available cell sorter (the one marketed by 
Becton, Dickinson) can carry out the detection required for this task. In addition 
we have seen an instrument from this manufacturer at the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory where we have seen a modification of the electronics that should allow 
very accurate placement of animal cells on agar. Although oor present system is 
very accurate for bacteria, the larger animal cells seem to interfere with the 
droplet forming process at the vibrating nozzle and to produce unacceptably 
inaccurate colony patterns. We have therefore decided to purchase the Becton, 
Dickinson instrument, both to gain a factor of 3 in the size of our experiments ~md 
to gain the improved pattern regularity which also increases the colony carrying 
capacity of the agar, as well as reduces considerably the computer time required to 
find and analyze colonies. Future applicCJtions will exploit further the sorting 
abilities of the Gecton-Dickinson instrument. 

h) Complc~ion nf the Ournb\'~ait.er and Its Associated Trr1v Washing Machine. 
. . Design 

and construction of parts for the Dumbwaiter have procr~eded more or less contin
uously during the last year as engineering time and shop time could be spared frorn 
the completion of the new Cyclops Loboratory. Since the completion of the 
labor'~ltbry had the very highest probability to maximize progress in our bioloqic<Jl 
experiments, the Dumbwaiter and the Washing tvlachine necessarily suffered a 
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scheduling delay. Now that the Cyclops Machine is installed in its new building and 
the facilities for it are nearly completed, there is space and manpower available 
for assembly of the Dumbwaiter and the Washing Machine. The Washing Machine 
design and mechanicr:d construction are almost complete nnd the computer control 
system has been designed and is under construction. We plan to pursue this to the 
point that the system can operate mechanically under computer control to test 
many of the principles that will be used in the dumbwaiter itself. The Dumbwaiter 
is also under active construction and should be ready to operate mechanic3lly 
during 1977. The environmental control and computer control of the Dumbwaiter 
has not been scheduled firmly but wlU be completed as rapidly as possible w~,~,tr the 
use of ~·.Jr present staff. ",~ 
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SCOPE: Energy production and utilization create environmental pollu
·~ants such as noxious gases, hydrocarbons, trace heavy metals and rare earth 
':ontaminants which can be hazardous to biological systems. Since the bio
medical implications of these environmental pollutants are not well under
stood, it is of prime importance to study the effects of specific pollutants 
on the total organism, tissues, cells and the macromolecules from affected 
animals. Since the serum macromolecules (proteins and lipoproteins) can be 
studied easily in both animals and man, they are promising and practical in
dicators of pollutant damage. The lipoproteins, for example, because of 
their chemical composition serve as reactive sites for oxidative gases. Fur
ther, there is .evidence that hydrocarbons and heavy organometallic complexes 
such as those of Hg are transported by lipoproteins. Thus, we propose to 
measure changes in concentration and composition of serum macromolecules as 
they reflect pollutant effects and degree of injury. Preliminary data con
firm this app~ach and demonstrate both specific elevations of lipoproteins 
and several serum proteins in lead treated mice. Other recent studies with 
rats exposed to 03 have shown specific changes in lipoprotein apoprotein com
position as compared to control animals. This finding is of special interest 
sin~e the arginine-rich peptide is associated with atherogenesis in both the 
rabbit and human. Thus, exposure to the pollutant 03 may involve biochemical 
changes that accelerate the process of atherogenesis and particularly coro
nary heart disease. Further, such effects might explain in part, higher in
cidences of coronary heart disease observed in urban populations where 03 and 
other pollutants are elevated. We anticipate and shall study specific macro
molecular effects produced by other heavy metals such as Cd, As, Hg, and rare 

·earths such as praseodymium and cerium. Blood lipids and lipoproteins will 
be studied using an enzymatic microautoanalyzer for cholesterol and trigly
ceride determinations and an automated quantitative microelectrophoresis den
sitometry system. Full characterization of the apoprotein composition of the 
lipoproteins will be done by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and quantified 
microdensitometry. The some 40 odd serum proteins will be characterized and 
quantified by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis with 
microdensitometry. The major serum esterifying enzyme, lecithin:cholesterol 
acyltransferase, will be studied because of its vital role in lipoprotein 
transport and metabolism. Mature parenchymal hepatocyte cell systems will be 
used to study both protein and lipoprotein synthesis under the stress of ~ollu
tants. Membrane and organ fine structure changes due to pollutant damage will 
be studied by electron microscopy. 
In summary the overall objectives of this project are to: 1) correlate the 
degree of pollutant damage with changes in the concentration and composition 
of one or more serum macromolecules (proteins and/or lipoproteins), 2) de
scribe the initiation of membrane and cellular damage by pollutants and, 3) 
study changes in enzyme systems associated with lipoprotein metabolism as a 
function of pollutant exposure. 
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dodecyl sulfate (SDS) polyacrylamide slab gel electrophoresis of the some 40 
serum proteins. Although only preliminary work has been done there appears 
to be some differences observed in mice exposed to i.v. lead as contrasted 
with control mice. Further studies will identify and characterize these dif
ferences as specific lipoprotein and/or protein components. All investigators 
are involved in a new project, 11 Role of Mutation in Heart Disease'', a) 

with Drs. R. Mortimer and J. Burki. One important hypothesis will be tested, 
namely, do the lipoprotein-mutagen complexes produce genetic changes? 

TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
I. Effects of Ozone on Li o rotein ~1etabolism: A preliminary report by 
Shimasaki et al. 1 described a significant increase (68-100%) in serum 
lecithin-cholesteryl acyltransferase (LCAT) activity in adult male rats ex
posed to 1.1 ppm ozone for 24 hr. Serum LCAT levels returned to control lev
els upon re-exposure (24 hr) to uncontaminated air. These results suggested 
a high responsiveness of lipid enzyme systems to short-term ozone exposure. 
In the above studies the animals were fasted during ozone exposure. However, 
the effects of fasting alone on plasma LCAT activity as well as on serum lev
els of lipoproteins (e.g., HDL) affecting LCAT activity were not documented 
in this study. Since laboratory animals such as rats, when exposed to ozone, 
restrict their food intake, even when it is available, it is of considerable 
importance to establish the effects of fasting on pertinent parameters of 
lipid metabolism in pollutant.studies. 
In the past period we investigated both the effects of fasting and of fasting 
plus ozone on serum levels of lipoproteins, lipids and LCAT activity of male 
Sprague-Dawley rats. 
A. Effects of Fasting 

Serum Lipoprotein Levels: Fasting for 24 hr results in marked reductions 
in serum levels of very low density (-50%) and low density lipoproteins (-75%). 
HDL levels showed a much smaller decrease (-20%) after the 24 hr fast. After 
48 hr of fasting,VLDL levels were compa-rable to those obtained after 24 hr of 
fasting. LDL levels, on the other hand, were reduced essentially to zero. 

Serum LCAT Activity: Fasting for 24 hr results in a significant incre~se 
(47%) in serum LCAT activity when compared with nonfasted controls .. After 
48 hr of fasting the level of LCAT activity remains at the elevated value at
tained after 24 hr of fasting. 
In summary, a major observation is the increase in LCAT activity following 
24 and 48 hr of fasting. This increase is not associated with an increase 
in HDL level. The significant lipoprotein responses occurred in VLDL and 
LDL levels. The present experiments do not establish the underlying basis 
for the increase in LCAT activity (i.e., whether it is due to a net increase 
in enzyme level, increase in activators or decrease in inhibitors in rat 
plasma). 
B. Effects of Fasting Plus Ozone (1 ppm) for 24 hr 

Serum Lipoprotein Levels: Fasting plus ozone (24 and 48 hr) resulted in 
reductions in VLDL and LDL almost identical to those observed with fasting 
alone. HDL levels following fasting plus ozone (24 and 48 hr) showed little 
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change from control values. 

Serum LCAT Activity: LCAT activity increased (31%) following fasting 
plus ozone (24 and 48 hr). This increase is 16% less than that observed with 
fasting (24 hr) alone. After 48 hr fasting plus ozone the increase in LCAT 
activity was 32% and was similar to that observed for fasting (48 hr) alone. 

Serum Lipoprotein Apoprdtein Compositio~: To further test the possibility 
of lipoprotein changes during such 24 hr exposure the apoprotein composition 
of each lipoprotein class in groups of male rats was determined by 10% (SDS)
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The most striking apoprotein changes as 
the result of 24 hr o3 exposure were observed in the HDL class. The arginine
rich peptide was signlficantly higher than the 24 hr fasted controls. On the 
other hand, A-IV was less than in the controls, whereas CII and CIII were 
higher in the 03 treated animals. Additional control and 03 exposed animals 
were studied during a 48 hr fast. Again, the arginine-rich peptide was much 
higher and A-IV was less than the fasted control group. In the VLDL class, 
there was also more arginine-rich peptide in both the 24 hr and 48 hr fasted 
03 treated animals than in the controls. It should be noted that fasting 
alone causes large decreases in the VLDL content of both the arginine-rich 
and the C peptides. In the LDL class the ratio arginine-rich/A-! is higher 
and A-I is less in the 24 hr fasted 03 treated animals, as compared with the 
controls. Thus, the outstanding apoprotein changes resulting from 03 expo
sure to rats was the absolute and relative elevation of the arginine-rich 
peptide in all major lipoprotein classes. These observations were confirmed 
in a collaboration with Drs. B. and V. Shore (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory). 

II. High Density Lipoprotein Subfractionation: As described above, we have 
noted a major and apparently ozone-specific increase in arginine-rich apopro
tein of HDL in rat plasma. The HDL class consists of several subclasses 
which potentially have different metabolic functions in rat as well as in hu
man lipid metabolism. In human HDL the content of arginine-rich apoprotein 
has been reported to be highest in the HDL 2 subclass. At present there is no 
information available on the relative content of the arginine-rich apoprotein 
in rat HDL subclasses or on the rat HDL subclass responsible for the increase 
in arginine-rich apoprotein following ozone exposure. To investigate such 
questions we have developed during the last period a procedure for subfrac
tionation of the HDL distribution. The procedure was initially developed and 
tesfed on human HDL. 

Subfractionation was successfully accomplished by density gradient ultracen
trifugation of HDL which was initially layered in the middle of the density 
gradient. Such ultracentrifugal subfractionation of HDL from normolipemic 
males and females resulted in a distribution of HDL concentration versus sub
fraction hydrated density which has three maxima. Gradient gel electrophore
sis of total HDL also showed three banding maxima, the positions of which de
lineated three particle size ranges: 10.8-12.0 nm, 9.7-10.7 nm, and 8.5-9.6 nm. 
Gradient gel electrophoresis of density gradient subfractions established an 
inverse relationship between particle size and particle hydrated density which 
was corroborated by electron microscopy and analytic ultracentrifugation. 
The above results established the presence of at least three major components 
within the normal HDL distribution. Rapid determination of such components 
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may be of considerable value in the investigation of effects of pollutants 
on HDL levels. We have followed up on the reported studies of Utermann (2) 
who described three or more bands associated with HDL species when serum was 
subjected to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) after prestaining with •) 
Sudan Black B. In the current year we have developed a reproducible prestain-
ing method and have established optimal conditions for electrophoresis. Gels 
of serial dilution samples scanned by densitometry yield linear calibration 
curves and indicate the possibility for quantification. Prelimi.nary PAGE 
c:nalysis of density gradient ultracentrifugal subtractions show banding cor-
responding to those observed when serum is analyzed directly by the PAGE 
method. 

III. Cell Culture System: In the past year we have attempted to set up a 
cell culture system in which to study the effects of pollutants. The cells· 
He chose to work with are the mature parenchymal hepatocytes si:nce these 
cell~ play an important role in lipoprotein synthesis and catabolism. Also, 
the liver is a prime target for many noxious agents such as trace heavy met
als and lanthanides. 

·:hus far we have installed an operational facility for maintaining primary· 
.1epatocyte cultures and also have determined parameters necessary for sus
taining viability of such cells for up to 5' days in culture. In order to ob
tain mature hepatocytes, mature rat livers are perfused with a buffered col
lagenase medium; and after 20 min of perfusion the hepatocytes are freed 
from the tissue by additional incubation in collagenase medium (37°C) with 
vigorous shaking. The released cells are rapidly washed 3 times with colla
genase-free medium and parenchymal cells are pelleted each time by centrifu
gation for 2 min at 500 rpm. This method of isolation yields 6-8 gm of cells. 
:ells are suspended in appropriate medium and plated {106 cells per ml) into 
collagen-coated culture plates. We have found that Leibowitz (L-15) medium 
supplemented with glucose, albumin, insulin and 10% fetal calf serum is the 
best medium for consistently obtaining good monolayers. However, since the 
fetal calf serum introduces lipoproteins into a system in which we want to 
study lipoprotein metabolism we have recently investigated the possibility 
of employing lipoprotein-free L-15 medium. The latter medium is the same as 
that described above except that 10% delipidized fetal calf serum was used. 
The monolayers formed in this medium were not as complete as tpose with 10% 
whole fetal calf serum but it is possible to maintain viable cultures up to 
4 days. Preliminary studies reveal that primary hepatocytes grown for 4 days 
in L-15 medium supplemented with delipidized fetal calf serum were able to 
synthesize primarily very low density lipoproteins and low density lipopro
teins; however, some material was also isolated in the high density lipopro
tein region. The present results are encouraging and indicate that primary 
hepatocyte cultures are able to carry out their normal role of lipoprotein 
synthesis. This system will therefore be important for future investigations 
on the effects of pollutants on lipoprotein synthesis and catabolism. 
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SCOPE: 

This research, in the field of molecular biophysics, examines experimentally 
the mechanisms of light excitation and energy transfer, photochemical energy 
transfer and storage, and subsequent electron-transfer and chemical-free 
energy production in both green-plant (chloroplast) and bacterial photo
synthesis. Using high-sensitivity low-temperature (down to 4°K) electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, and associated resonance techniques, 
rapid EPR passage methods, measurements of inhomogeneous line-broadening and 
spin relaxation, and lasers as fast, high intensity, light sources, investiga
tions are being made on: the effect on photochemical rates in chloroplasts bf 
varying the size and coupling of antenna chlorophyll by chemical means, the 
intensity dependence of photochemical processes in chloroplasts, the further 
identification of the primary electron donors and acceptors in green-plant 
photosynthesis, the effects of chemical pretreatment with inhibitors on the 
oxidation-reduction propoerties of components of the "dark" electron-transport 
chain in chloroplast photosynthesis, the involvement of chlorophyll and carot
e~oid triplet states in photosynthesis, and experiments designed to determine 
the molecular mechanism of oxygen evolution in chloroplasts. High-sensitivity 
EPR spectroscopy at low temperatures has allowed the molecular identification 
of previously unknown participants in the primary photochemistry of chloro
plasts, i.e., bound iron-sulfur protein as the primary electron-acceptor of 
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Photo~yst~m I, and ~he identification of a chlorophyll-dimer free-ra?ica~ 
(P680 ) w1th the pnmary electron-donor of Photosystem II. The appl1cat10n of 
the rapidly-developing laser technology allows the sensing of components of 
photosynthetic systems with greater sensitivity and with the possibility of 
making kinetic measurements on the microsecond time scale. Study of the initial 
photochemical stages of photosynthesis requires consideration of the role of 
triplet state formation, if any, in physiologically-important process, eluci
dation of the roles of chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b in the light-harvesting 
systems, and·mechanisms of energy transfer from one Photosystem to another in 
chloroplasts to permit more efficient use of incident photons by plants in low
light situations: These methods, when applied to bacterial photosynthesis, are 

· aimed at understanding the roles of plastiquinone and iron-containing protein · 
constit~ents in the bacterial reaction center. Since the methods developed 
here are also important to the experimental understanding of other bioenergetic 
processes (oxidative phosphorylation, phototaxis, and the intriging mechanisms 
of the .. purple membrane .. of the halobacteria studied by Stoeckenius and his 
coworkers), some work is carried out to sense the role of similar electron~ 
transport components, particularly the iron-sulfur proteins and flavoproteins 
in those systems. This research draws heavily on experimental techniques of 
resonance spectroscopy, the introductions of new experimental techniques from 
physics into biology, most recently laser technology, and on the use of quanti
tative theoretical and computational methods not generally used in this field of 
study. In this way, it is hoped to permit both a new level of understanding as 
the molecular level of these basic biological processes and, in the case of 
chloroplast photosynthesis, to apply this present understanding to processes 
which may contribute to solar energy capture and utilization on a commercial 
scale. In this context, work on the capture of light and the production and 
stabilization of the charge-separation products of the primary photochemical 
events in chloroplast photosynthesis shows promise as a direct solar energy con
verter. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

A concentration of effort for this period has been applied to the following 
areas of research: photo-rate dependence of primary photochemistry in chloro
plasts, relaxation mechanisms and photochemical reaction-center structure, 
the development of fast kinetic-response electron paramagnetic resonance 
spectroscopy, and oxygen evolution by green plants. It is expected that pro
gress will be made as outlined under these headings as follows: 

A. Photon-rate dependence of primary photochemistry in chloroplasts. It is now 
readily acknowledged that photon-rate affects the fluorescence behaviour of 
photosynthetic systems. This has been demonstrated by picosecond fluorescence 
and picosecond absorption measurements in both bacterial and green-plant 
systems. What has not been clearly shown is the photon-rate dependence of 
photochemistry in these same systems, although preliminary measurements in this 
laboratory indicate a 40% efficiency for laser-induced photochemistry when .com-. 
pared to low-intensity promoted photochemistry. Further measurements using 
two dye-laser light flashes in sequence and careful quantitation of the result
ant photochemistry as measured by P700 photooxidation observed by EPR "Signal 
I" are planned for this period. Such measurements, if they confirm the pre
liminary observations, might afford another way of sensing the presence of a 
short-lived (microsecond or less) intermediate in the chloroplast Photosystem I 
reaction center. 

B. Relaxation mechanisms and hotochemical reaction-center structure. EPR 
measurements rout1ne y sense 1nformat1on a out t e c em1cal oxidat1on and spin 
state of a biological system. Far more information is inherent in the method 
by sensing the local distribution of other atoms or nuclei through spin-spin 
interactions and spin-lattice relaxation phenomena. Through using EPR methods 
(variable modulation, spin-echo, free-induction decay), it is hoped to sense 
the effects of environment on photosynthetic "Signal I" and thus learn more 
about the reaction center construction in Photosystem I of green plants. This 
is part of a general program to be applied to many EPR-sensitive biological 
systems . 
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C. Fast kinetic response EPR spectroscopy. In comparison with optical ab
sorption spectroscopy, EPR spectroscopy suffers by requiring a measurement time 
of at least milliseconds. By giving attention to the critical areas where the 
signal-to-noise of the spectrometer is determined, we have been able to make 
useful measurements down to a few milliseconds in a single-pass experiment; 
these experiments have been critical in determining the kinetics of reaction 
centers in Photosystem II in chloroplasts. Below one millisecond kinetic, 
measurements require signal-averaging after a more extensive redesign of the 
EPR instrument. Preliminary measurements on photosynthetic systems have been 
made at a ten microsecond time response but not in a routine manner. As other 
laboratories have published results indicating interesting non-Boltzmann spin 
distributions in photosynthetic systems, it is important to continue efforts to 
make such measurements in a modulation-free system where complications of the 
magnetic-field modulation spect~oscopic method are avoided; preliminary measure
ments with the modulation-free method do not confirm the presence of non
Boltzmann spin distributions in photosynthetic materials. 

D. Oxygen evolution by freen plants. As photosynthesis by green plants and 
algae supplies essential y all of the earth•s oxygen, it is interesting to 
note that very little is known about the molecular nature of the complex that 
catalyzes this process in the chloroplast. Bessel Kok and Pierre Joliot have 
shown by measuring the amount of oxygen evolved per flash in chloroplasts pre
viously dark-adapted, that a series of states known as S-states provide storage 
of intermediate electron equivalents, and that these S-states then provide a 
concerted action to gain a molecule of oxygen released from water. In analogy 
with other enzymatic complexes, which promote multielectron processes such as 
cytochrome oxidase, the terminal oxidase of the oxidative phosphorylation pro
cess, it would be expected that several of the S-states would display molecular 
paramagnetism. Although expected, the presence of unpaired electrons in this 
system has not been shown either by magnetic susceptibility or electron para
magnetic resonance measurements. An effort using low-temperature EPR 
spectroscopy with full involvement of techniques based on knowledge of pos
sible spin-lattice interactions is underway on this important topic. 
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